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churches as those we have at our stations.
I am sorry to see that our English brethren
are putting up a very expensive stone edifice among the Santals of Rajmahal. It
will stand as a monument of their folly
for years to come. The large sums of
money being collected for this magnificent
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church, could they be expended for hundreds
of such little chapels as the one at Bhimpur,
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would surely yield greater good to the poor
Santals and bring greater glory to. God.
So we believe, and every year in India confirms the belief. °
Let the native Christians be encouraged
to,build their own chapels, and they will
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glass windows,

these

weak

are a

stumbling

churches.

Thank

Bhimpur chapel ! With

such

block

to

God

for

mud

houses,

with straw roofs,at each of our stations, our

\
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no books
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to be

mani, were present to

on commis-

aon, or otherwise, with the privilege
em.
>

of

participatelin

these

pleasant services. At7, A. M., we had a
prayer meeting. It was conducted by one
of the native preachers. There were earnest prayers, remarks and singing in both

ghe Star is allowed in adsold

about

Santal and Bengali,

returning
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and

I shall not

soon
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the

thanksgiving

Mahes to helpme.

silently.

poor command

of the tithe

from

seventy

with-

They
ago,

were
but

entirely

a

very

the

bap-

eagerly

of mud,

nice,

main

roof

comfortable

room, and well suited for public services.
Raju, one of the brothers, who has been
in charge of the work, tells me that the cost

has been about thirty rupees, but the beams
and posts are not reckoned, for they were
cut on the place.
Some of your readers may smile at this
cheap little house, and wonder why we

speak of such trifles.

We regard the erec-

tion of this small chapel by our SAntal
brethren in their own village as by\no

repair,

ministry.

They can thus support

:

their

,

It has been one of the serious mistakes of
our missionary policy that we have built so

costly churches,

Our little native churches,

unaided by the missionaries , can not keep
up the necessary annual repairs on any of

our station chapels, save it be the Zayat
Santipore, and I am

very

doubtful

showing

present

how

our

new

easily

the
regu-

persons

are present.

at

about

their doing it there. Had the thousands of
rupees laid out for the Balasore chapelibeen
expended for a number of cheap Zayats in
the bazars and villages, it would be accom:
plishing far more for the Mission. About
all these things Missionaries have to learn
by experience. I fancy very few, experi
enced men in this field would now under:
take to build such chapels for the native

Still the Lord

not the right man will be sent
right time. My dear friends,
that our faith fail not.

us

in

not

‘fall, where

Great Flood

morning. After a time,he gained access
to the inside of the building, through a dor-

man in Kent’Co.

mer wipdow, clothed himself from a wardrobe there, and was eventually rescued.
A BEWILDERED ¢¢ AUNTIE.”

A

colored

‘ Auntie,” as

matrons are here
few miles below
down the river, it
tained, on some.

HARPER'S FERRY, Oct. 3, 1870.

An unprecedented flood in the Shenando-

called, was
_ taken up a
here,
who had drifted
was afterwards ascerdebris, from Page Co.,

:

WONDERFUL ESCAPE !

An old

gentleman,

All night, the

of somewhat eccen-

waters

seethed

barns

and out-houses
Most of

them

they

were

he was seen at the

people, knowing

stone

or

are so entirely swept

away, that their materials can not be identified,—in most cgses are not to be found.

Twenty other dwellings are so broken and
shattered, that repairs will be neafly as ex-

pensive is

et

hres

Some

in the

window.

morning

Hundreds of

that the

structure must

eventually go, were watching it from Jefferson’s Rock, and Camp Hill above. Piece

utterly demolof

him,

for it was the most exposed building on the

not including

are

about

have

after piece
away.

of the building

At last, just

was

knocked

before eleven o'clock,

A. M., as our eyes were

fixed intently up-

on it, it trembled like a child’s toy-house,
and fell with
a crash.
In less than half a
minute the waters were rolling unimpeded

over thesspot where it stood, and the whole
stone superstructure ;was hurrying down
the flood. The roof and timbers, striking
against a tree some

20

or 30

rods

ther

below,

the

old

man

seen

emerge from under the timbers and seat
himself on the wreck. He was rescued

team to be driven through.
In other cases,
corners or sides are torn out, leaving the

paratively unharmed.

building still hable to fll.
SHENANDOAH

CITY,

AND

some miles below,

pr
THE

OUT

Early

ISLANDS.

What was called Shenandoah city, about
a mile up the river, is completely gone,
and not even a vestige remains of the upper island on which it stood. Where it was,
is now-only the: bed of the river. The

houses of Lower Bolivar, situated next
Camp Hill, opposite, still stand, but in a

and is alive

there

remain only heaps of sand that in the subsidence drifted around the buildings. The
old machine shop is razed to its lowest

foundatibps.

The

building

of the

large

« Harper's Ferry Flouring Mill ” stands,
but almost the whole of its outer works is
torn completely

away.

SHENANDOAIL ST. AND RIVER: WARD.
Only a part of one building stands on the
river side of where the Winchester railroad trestles were.
The rail-road trestles,
with a

number

of

cars,

were

also swept

formed too good an opinion of

the

Santal

eldest of thé Bhimpur

brothers,

and

was

prominent in that council. He assured me
that he came away from it with no hopes of
toleration on the part of his Santal neighbors, that they gave him no encouragement
as to their becoming Christians, that they
threatened to take their children from our
schools, and have since done so in repeated
instances,—that, in short,the verdict of that

Santal Council was far from favorable to
the progress of Christianity in their country. Panchu says that he came back from
the Council rather sad than otherwise,

and

discouraged about several things that he
hoped to have seen set right. These Santals are a peculiar people, and we are slow
at learning their ways of thinking and acting. That some of them here and there
are seriously contemplating a change of
religion,even a thorough relinquishment of
wilgheir ancestral superstitions, and a full
reception of the gospel, I can not doubt.
But beyond this, so fat ag the great mass
of the Santals is cohcerned, I believe
thereis to this hour a strong clinging to
their old ways, and a settled opposition to
everything purer * and better. May the
Lord help and enable us to meet this, and
with faith and courage presd the battle in
the face of these serious obstacles.
Leaving Bhimpur, I have been masking a
short tour among the Santal schools. At
one of these little echools I happen to be
to-night. The weather this month is not
the best for (raveling purposes.
We have
frequent showers, and every now and then
-~

&ec., is left in

the speakers drew an illustration from Bona-

cers, said, ¢‘ Shall we fight the enemy tonight or in the morning?” The reply was,
« Better wait till morning.” When Napoto-night,

will fight them

* We

leon said,

we will fight them in the morning, we will
fight them all day.” And so said the speak-

er, * We will fight these black Republicans
to-night, we will fight them in the
ing, we will fight them all" day, till
shall perch upon the banner of the
mocracy, of Delaware, and till black
licanism shall receive a burial from
there

will

be

no resurrection.”

mornvictory
old derepubwhich

And yet,

friegds of the administration confidently
hope soon to carry the State,if not the pres-

ent fall.’
The gathering seemed rather a meager
one, especially as it was at Dover, the Capital of the State, and to be addressed by the
representative men of the State, and just in

sight, too, of that relic of barbarism, the
Whipping Post. I put my arms about it,
but fortunately not by order of the court,
as many a poor fellow has been compelled

and stone
large tree,

to do, with his hands in the stocks and his

roots and all, pass directly through it. In
this house, there was still a family of seven
persons. Ropes were procured, and were

back bared to the lash.
1. B.C.

got to them, and three rescued in a basket,

Protestantism

corner of the
was broken.
them, and in
one left the
went down.

.

in Mexico.
:

BR

In

the

Star of Sept. 28, there was men-

tion made of the glorious work'of Christian:
ity in Mexico.
I wish to say that this work
is mainly in the hands and under the agency
of the “American and Foreign Christian
Union,” having its head quarters in the city
of New York.

hollow now

appears, scooped out by the waters.
HEROES.

"This

To two Massachusetts men, Mr. Charles
King, and Rev. D. Ames, this family of
seven clearly owe their lives:
And, what

is a Mission Society for the conver-

sion of Boman

Catholics in all countries.

It is a Union Society, not seetarian, nor is

it under the controlof any denomination of
Christians. It. is truly an Evangelical and
efficient society, and is doing a great

is more, they did it at the most imminent peril of their own. Within a few minutes of the
which
were

work.

swept away. Had they been on if then,
they would certainly have perished. Some
twenty others were rescued from the most
imminent peril, through their heroic dar-

Bro.

to a council of his offi-

parte at Lodi, who,

OF THE JAWS OF DEATH!

should be sent to it, through

has but one fault,

Del. have found it out. Briggs, the nominee for Governor and others spoke. One ot

It

has

in

missionaries

Spain,

Italy,

France, Austria snd South America as well
Through the influence of
as in Mexico.
these missionaries more than fifty thousand
Catholics have been converted to the Protestant faith,and it is hoped also to a person-

al consecration to Christ.

remain are partially torn away. Sevbuildings below are also. demolished,
still others greatly injured.

cars,

between

The northern

Strange that his friends in

—he drinks.”

away.
The Shenandah St. school house, -ing, cool courage, and untiring effort,—
with all but two of the houses on the river
aided, of course, by others.
Mr. Ames,
side of the street above are gone, and those

dows, crushed railroad

Bays,

his political friends, *“ he

whose wife is Mary Clemmer Ames, who
has been somewhat under the ban of public opinion flere, as a Massachusetts man
and a radical, is to-day the acknowledged
THE DESOLATION.
hero of the town. Too much praise can
not be awarded to Mr. King, also.
it
devastation
more perfect picture of
ren seem encouraged, and will exert themAID NEEDED.
The
imagine.
to
possible
scarcely
were
selves to bring their friends and neighbors
Destitution
and
want, of the most presspower of the waters, in carrying away the
into the house of God. This 17th of July
ing
kind,
reign
here. Everybody has
bealmost
is
materials of the buildings,
was a day to be remembered, and for
his
hands
and
house
full. Very many
of
part
twentieth
one
Not
belief.
yond
which to thank God and take courage.
saved only life.
them remains, Even the piers of the old of the sufferers have
The Santals are truly waking up to an Shenandoah bridge are so completely re- There is the most imperative need of help,
active interest in Christianity. Still their moved, as in one case not to produce even from all that ever help their suffering kind."
superstitions are strong, and their evil hab-.
SEND TO ‘OUR MISSION.
a ripple, and in the others not a noticeable
its hard to wvelinquish. I think we may one. Against many of the buildings that
As a large portion of the sufferers are
have been deceived about their being so remain, lighter debris, such as lumber, car- colored, and as our mission suffers so seready to accept our religion. Dr. Bacheler riages, farming implements, doors, win- verely, it seems eminently proper that aid
Council, a brief account of which he sent
you for the Star. Ouly the other day I
was asking Panchu about it. He is the

Chesapeake

The Christian World, a monthly publication of this society,issued in New York,is a

most worthy and instructive periodical,and
should be in every minister’s hands. All
ministers can have it free by sending for it
and paying postage.
H. WmTcHER,
New Gloucester, Me.

Demonizing

Power of Rum,

John B.-Gough tells this startling
to illustrate the influence of the cup:

story

A minister of the gospel told me,in

1847,

one of ‘the most thrilling incidents I ever
heard in my life. A member of his congregation came home for the first time in his
him upon

life, intoxicated, and his boy met

Brack-

work of relief. Send money or clothes to
him at once,directed, of course, 10 Harper's

the door-step, clapping his, hands and exclaiming, ‘Papa has come home!" He
seized that boy by the shoulder, swung him

remains. It seems impossible to ascertain
exactly how many lives were lost. It is
not improbable that it will never be known.
And yet it is certain that some forty-five
have perished, and not one of the bodies
has been recovered. Most of them were
colored people.
~ Not less than twenty-two of this number
were members of the Freewill Baptist congregation here. Quite a number were stu-

Ferry.

around,

dents in the College, and at least four were
members of our church here.
The twenty-

mand my energies so wholly, that I have
resigned charge of the school at Fleming-

huge piles. -

bs
DEATH'S WORK.

ett, who

But the saddest part of the sad-story yet

two were all related, and were known here
as the Bateman

families.

They bad

been

gathered up from a life of sorldliness and
sin by our mission, some of them were
converted, and all much improved morally.
The principal man among them had purchased a lot, built

a

erected the frame of
house, I should

fine

a

think hs

foundation, and

large

two

story

is

untiring

Let no time

in one building when swept away, and no
one remains who was a spectator of their
end.
A BRAVE S)VIMMER,

A man on the upper island, finding his
house going, stripped himself, and taking

his wife upon his shoulders plunged into
the flood. At length, after clinging sucreessively to various houses and supports v
that one after another gave way, the wife
became exhausted, or as some say, died ,

efficient

be lost.

in

He

the

gives

1.

I was

here

there was

at this critical time,

through holding one of a series of Teachers
Institutes, that are being held throughout
the State, here last week;

and

so

was on

the ground through all these scenes.
2: I have found the duties of my present
position,

as State Supt. of schools,

to de-

ton.
Bro.
Colgrove,
who has secured
much popularity as a teacher, and who has
been in the school from the first, now has

charge.

AD.

W,

A Vacation Trip®
i

FREDRICA, DEL., Sept., 17th, 1870.
I had been laid aside from active duty for
more than

three

weeks,

when,

without a

¢ leave of absence,” I started on a tour to
this place.
Fredrica is a small village of some 600
inhabitants, situated

on

a creek,

running

into Delaware Bay. It is at the head
of sloop navigation, and is destined to become a place of considerable importance as
a commercial
town, A small steamer
runs from here, connecting with a line of
| steam ers at Lewis,to New York, transporting commerce, of which
peaches form
| no inconsiderable part. Delaware is em-

and

staggered,

fell

in

the shall.

That minister said to me, “I spent that night
in the house. There was his child dead;

twice, who gives timely.
EXPLANATIONS.

much as 25 or 30

feet by 85 or 40, in size, and was actively
engaged in pressing on the work. Now,
father, mother, children—the entire family
—are gone. Thesé twenty-two were all

and

|

his wife

in

strong

convulsions,

and he asleep. A man but thirty years of
age asleep, with a dead child in the house,
having a blue mark upon the temple where
the corner. of the marble steps had come
in contact with the head as he swung him
round, and a wife upon the brink of the
grave! He had told me that I must remain
till he awoke, and I did. When he awoke
he passed his hand over his face and exclaimed, ‘What is the matter? Where
am I? Where is my boy? ' ‘You can not
see him.” ‘Where is my boy ?’ he inquired.
“You can not see him.” ‘Stand out of my
way. I will see my boy.’ To prevent confusion I Yook him to that child's bedside,
and as I turned down the sheet and showed
him the corpse he uttered a shriek, ‘Ah,
my child!”
;
That minister said further to me: “One
year after that he was brought from a lanatic asylum to lie side by side with his wife
in one grave,

‘and I attended

heart

disease,

last

a lawyer

He was

ly, on the democratic side. He was elected

element is gettingto be quite prevalent
have
scarcely
would
here. But you
thought jt, had you heard the political
speeches made yesterday at Dover, by Senator Salsbury, of whom I heard it said by

com-

safety of the last one, the trestles,
had been the base of operations,

and

of

by profession,
but has been considerably
engaged in politics, and, until guite recentLegislature in 1862 by the Republisimply as a union man. He soon bean active Republican, and served the
as Governor from 1864 to 1867. Since

that time

in the evening, (Friday,) a hole

was knocked through a brick
house, so large that we saw a

assured me that he

which the State is situated.

:

when the roof and all but one
house went away,and the rope
very shattered condition. Most of the
Another was procured, got to
dwellings of the lower island still stand,
a few minutes after the last
but not one is uninjured, and some of them
‘ruins, the last of the building
are nearly destroyed. The trees and soil Where its foundation stood, a

of the island are carried away, and

and

man

Samuel Cony, of Maine,

Augusta,

‘Wednesday afterncon.

aware

to

holes driven entirely through them, from
side to side, more than large enough for a

northern

died in

to the
cans,
came
State

still far-

was

one of 700 acres, and

quite extensively grown. And the weather,
though very warm, is made comfortable
by an almost constant breeze from the Del-

below,

partially parted, and a distance

DEATH OF EX-GOVERNOR CONY.

"Ex Governor

N

offered for this season’s crop, $35,000.

One

tric characteristics, lived and worked in
the old machine shop, that went down.
He was entreated.to leave it, but refused.

million dollars could replace things as they
Some twenty houses,

colored

has

Events of the Week.

‘| picked this season, 8,000 quart baskets of
strawberries from his strawberry paich.
Corn and wheat andl even broom-corn are

cities and lights, all night.”

ah river has devastated the Shenandoah side
It ig hardly possible that a
of this town.
were.

most

‘way

some sixty-five miles above. She was so
bewildered that she could give no account
of herself, only that she passed ‘‘ heaps of

pray for us,
J. LP,

at Harper’s Ferry.

was

3,000 peach trees, and I am told that one

the

et o—

he

seen in his naked condition most of the

lower island. - Once only

who came around that communion table that
for the first time in the new chapel, and’ all eral
felt it good to be there., Let tho reader ‘and
pray that many may be added by faith to
this little company at Bhimpur: Our brethA

brush-wood and rice straw, save the three
large sal beams that support the roof. It
is better built and finished than the house
the brethren live in, and it has been very
pleasing to mark their desire and determination to have their chapel every way a
better and handsomer house than theirown
dwelling. The audience room measures
17 by 27 feet, and there is a good veranda
Itis

Lord

dying love.
There were fourteen of us, of
different races and from different lands,

received the proposition to erect ‘a house
of worship in their village. Let us thank
God for this. It will be a blessing to them,
and prove a suggestive and inspiring example to other communities. ~~ *
Now I wish to speak of the house and its

projects.

the

At 7 P. M., our little company of believers came together to celebrate the Saviour's

others:

large community to contribute to the funds.
These three are brothers, live in one large,
patriarchal house, and are’ comparatively

which

but

building their chapel.
At 4, P. M., we had Sabbath school in
both languages. The boys from- two or
three of the Santal schools close by attend
this sabbath school,and usually from fifty to

And there are only three brethren at this
village of Bhimpur, so there las been no

over

words,

Bandarmani wiil profit by.this instruction,
and soon make a decided move towards

inst. This
built by
and we
has been
Bhimpur,

have done it all themselves,

east,

the

lar voluntary offerings made ‘weekly.®I
can not but hope that our brethren from

Thé chief event-of the month has been
the dedication of our little chapel at Bhim-

on the

and

means of grace may be supported by

Lapua, INpia, July 28, 1870.

It is made

of

question,

brethren and all

Missionary Correspondence.

dedication.

the discourse

consider. In conclusion, Bro. Hallam gave
us a very thorough and animated discussion
#

world.

suceess-

was founded on John 4 : 24, which announces an important +tryth for the Santals to

The chain is loosed, the rivers run,
The lands are free again.

well-to-doin the

very

helped me, and the exercise was a blessing
to me, and I hope to others.” The discourse

. And, smitten by the silent sun,

help

colleague

dedicatory prayer in Santal by your correspondent.
It was hard getting on with my

Fetters the rivers of the land
With universal chain :

tized only. a few months

Mahes

came another hymn,

The silent frost, with mighty hand,

they

my

fully conducted the introductory exercises,
singing, the reading of the Scriptures and
prayer, in the Bengali language. Then

Soundless as chariots on the snow,
The saplings of the forest grow
To trees of mighty girth;
Each nightly star in silence burns,
And every day in silence turns
The axle of the earth,

and

illness,

was obliged to forego the pleasure of being here. But I had brethren Hallam and

The soul, with her subservient powers,

out so much as asking

serious

Santals?

a house that did

"No.41

phatically a fruit state, to which its soil is
especially - adapted. Bro. Barnes, with
whom I am stopping, bas an orchard of

and was drifted away. Finally, he caught
in a tree, from which he reached the top of

can overrule all things<to his own glory
and the promotion of his kingdom in this
pagan land. .. I shall find it difficult to ficd
a person to take Pundri’s place, but doubt

brick, and yet

Bacheler's

pur, which took place on the 17th
is the firsthousg.ofthe kind ever
native Christians in our missicn,
herald it as a token for gcod. It
built by our Santal brethren at

enness as these

prayers, and how hearty

villnge people present, so that our audience
was Jargely™Santal. On account of Mrs.

In silence mighty things are’ wrought ;
Silently builded, thought on thought,
Truth’s temple greets the sky.
And like a citadel with towers,
Is strengthened

ing in this sin. What can be more calculated to injure our influence and ruin our
work among a people so addicted to drunk-

ished.

of these simple people for the new chapel.
At 10, A. M., came tlie preaching service.

Silence.

s

ing us for a long time, and secretly indulg-

forget how fervent were some of those Santal

I was happy to see a good company %of the
WEDNESDAY,

geta downright drenching. But I am
greatly
enjoying the work. There are
about twenty schools in this direction, all
of which I hope to visit before returning
home. - It is a great pleasure to preach in
these schools, and to pray, too. I hope
greatggood is yet to come from them. But
I have met with a serious trial at the very
outset. Pundri, the traveling inspector,
who has been employed for years in visiting the schools, has been detected in the
use of intoxicating liquors among the Santals. I am afraid that he has been deceiv-

Christians from Midnapore, and all the
brethren from our other branch at Bandar-

the

removing
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie evidence of intentional
fraud.
axe on moneys sent for
dition,
:

you

the dedication day.
Besides the resident
bréthren, quite a number of the native

discontinued, he

must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may

inde-

pendence than they are to-day.
But I must not forget to tell

person who takes a paper regularly from the

post-ofice—whether directed to his name or another’s
or whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible
for the payment,

nearer

DOVER, N. H., OCTOBER 12, 1870.

AND

YORK,

\

his funeral.”

life,

private

he has led a more

but still enjoying the confidence and escitizens. He “was
teem of his fellow
attacked by his last sickness several months

ago, and his life was

despaired of during

the fortnight previous to his death.
MASSACHUSETTS REPUBLICAN CONVENTION.
The Republicans of Massachusetts held
their annual convention at Worcester on
the 5th. The meeting was enthusiastic and
harmonious, and discharged its business
promptly and acceptably. The present®
board of State officers is renominated, with
the single exception of Mr. Loud of the
treasury department,
to whose position

Let us fight it till the day of our death.

2
i ;
i

was nominated Mr. Adams, of North Brook-

i

field, The platform adopted is broad andes.
liberal, and every way worthy of public
support. The addresses, and especially
that of Ex-Governor Bullock, presented the
vital questions of the hour in a forcible .
manner, and the principles advocated merit the careful attention of every voter in the
State.
YELLOW FEVER IN NEW YORK.
New York city has become so wedded
to misrule that it prefers anything,—even a
visitation of the yellow fever,—to the

agement of a faithful

official.

i
La

man-

Sometime

ago the health officer of the port undertook

a rigid enforcement of the quarantine laws.
The very attempt to enforce a law,—so rare
an occurrence, withal, in New

York,—pro-

duced a spasm. A guarrel ensued, the yellow fever dodged in during the wrangle,
and a hundred of more "have

already

been

prostrated by it. The whole of the lower
part of the city has been in various ways
exposed to it, and but for the near approach
of frosts, which, by the way, are always
death to it, the disease would have a fearful run. At present it is confined chiefly
to

Governor's

Island,

and

it

is

hoped

that its ravages will not be very extensive.
MEETING OF THE AMERICAN BOARD.
The American Board of Foreign Missions
held their annual session last week in New
York. There was an unusually large attendance, but the condition and prospects
of the Board seem to be in rather a waning state. . The total income for the year is

$461,058; the expenditures are $477,464;
and as there was a debt

of: $5,925

at

the

beginning of the year, it closes with a debt
of $22,331. The foreign field is quite well
supplied with missionaiies, and a large
number of churches support their own niin-

isters.

The

Sandwich

Island

Mission

is

about to be closed:
A report on the undenominational character of the Board was
adopted. including the basis of the trans-

-

fer of property to the Presbyterians agreed
upon at Boston some months ago.
INTER-OCEANIC CANAL,
The report of the expedition sent out by
the United States to determine the feasibility of projecting a canal across the Isthmus
of Panama, is not favorable to the

consum-

mation of such a project. Several inde:
pendent routes were surveyed, but high
-mountains and other barriers were quite
numerous. The surveys thus far have been
mostly in the northern section, but a proposed route farther south

same

difficulties,

is

The

beset

by

the

route which now

receives the most favorable attention, is
known as the Tehuantepec route, and lies

wholly within the

domain

of the friendly

Republic of Mexico.
A canal between the
two oceans is certainly a desideratum, and

if at all practicable, its completion should:
be reached at the earliest possible time.
ITALIAN UNITY.

On Sunday of last

week

the inhabitants

of the late papal states voted on the followingrquestion: *‘ Is a union with the kingdom of Italy, under the constitution of Vietor Emanuel and his successors, desirable ?”
The result was nearly

unanimous

in favor

of union. Even the district to which
Pope looked as most likely to oppose
union, and afford

him

a

future

the
the

residence,

gave hardly an opposing vote. ‘He is
therefore left without a semblance of temporal power, and with but exceedingly few
sympathizers in bis downfall. It is rumored that he will now

betake himself to Malta,

the ancient
stronghold
of monks and
knights. The voting was orderly, and was
generally participated in, even monks and
priests casting aflirmative votes.
THE WAR.

The dispatches Trom Europe during the
week have

been

exeeedingly

satisfactory,

since they have reported no fierce battles,
and consequently no large loss of life. Bat
the reporters are still busy, and they, with:
the French journals, choke the channels of

information
The situation

with

all

sorts of sensations.

is not materially
The minister of the gospel who told me that
changed ;—the Prussians still closely infact is to-day a drunken hostler in a stable’
vesting the cily, and the inhabitants of the
in Boston!
Now tell me what rum will
once gay city quite anxious,as they say, for
do?
It will debase, degrade, imbrute, and
damn everything that is noble, ‘bright,
glor‘ous, and God-likein a human being.
There is nothing drink will not do that is
vile, dastardly, cowardly, sneaking, or hellish.
We are united, brethren, are we not?

A

Vol. X1.V.

z

at Paris

the fight to begin.

There has been an oe-

casional reconnoisance,by which the French

have tried to learn the position of the Pruesian forces, but no material advantage has
resulted. Russia’s spasm of mobilizing her

army seems to have subsided, whether permanently or not, remains to be seen.
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Communications.
The Red

L

ing in their flight, while the great curtain Take, eat, this'is my body, which is broken

by night, shielded

Sea Crossing.
EP

of cloud, which God hung up

—

We present below an interesting
on this topic of general discussion.

for you; thisHo in remembrance of me.”
the The minister then gives thanks, breaks the |,

them

from

sightof their pursueras But they could not
rest long, and where was the point at which
they were to obey the command of God to
article ‘ Go forward,” in the assurance that the
There | hand which had brought them thus far in

bread, and gives it to the deacons, and they
to the people.

would,

blood, this do ye, as qft as ye

oppressors

their escape from their

the

to

is quite a difference of opinion as

behind

them "even

The minister then says: *‘After the same
manner also he took the cup, when he had
supped, saying, This cup is the new testament

my

in

death, and pressed them to seek the only
The True Course.
refuge in life eternal.” This great crowd
| of: colliers were profoundly affected by the
An article recently published in the Star, earnestness and pathos of the appeal, and

represents the Minister of the Peffiod as
chatting merrily: with the infidel tailor,

it

is said

|

3

pepe

Sr

AEE

Be

—

the austere minister who says, ‘‘Good mornbefore us adds his part. As for ourselves
Dr. Robinson is of the opinion that the cup, ye do show the Lord's death till he
we believe the crossing to have been some | crossing took place very near the site of come.” The minister then returns thanks, | ing” so gravely as to scare a sinner, and
miles furtherup towards Suez, but gladly the modern cityof Suez; but his course of | gives thé wine to. the deacons and they to the frivolous style of the caricatured Minister of the ;Period. May not
a minister be
present this counter testimony to our read- reasoning in regard to the matter is very the people.
The minister then says: ‘‘And when they gentle and yet pure, familiar and yet not
ers. We copy from the N. Y. Observer: ° unsatisfactory, and appears rather to savor
On entering the land of Egypt, and of rationalistic explanation than of a full had sung an hymn, they went out.” The profane, cheerful and yet not vulgar? or.is
while treading its sands, a peculiar sense acknowledgment of the grandeur of the Christians then rise and sing the 511th hymn, there no mean between the dyspeptic, gruff,
anti- human divine of the old. school and the
of the presence of God has rested on the | miracle
by which, according to all Seriptu- and go quietly to their homes.
An attempt is often made to add to the simpering, cigar-fmoking,horse-racing, flirtmind. I did not expect to have so :many ral proof, God effected this deliverance of
and such powerful associations, with the his people. One of the arguments on impressiveness of the sacrament by mul- ing, skeptical, ‘hollow-hearted Minister of
the Period? Jesus Ciarist ate with publihistory of his wonderful care ‘of his severt which he seems to rely for the selection of tiplying words; but it is far better to let
nant people revived in this. dark region of this spot is, that the passage could be made the Lord manifest himself to his disdiples cans and sinners, and did not join in’ their
the dead past; but they have come throng- | with more ease at this place than farther at the breaking of bread. Silence is moye sins, but won them to holiness, life and
ing upon the heart ever $nce we caught| down, where the sea is both broader snd eloquent than speech, and the voice’of the peace. So may we ‘walk on coals and
sight of its shores, almost to the exclusion deeper. - Just nt Suez the sea ‘is scarcely Lord in the soul, than man’s voice to the not be burned,” if we have his spirit to
S.C. K.
.| guide us.
of these- awakened by the sight of the more than half a mile wide and - only deep ear.
Wells, Me., Sept. 25, 1870.
The white cloth which covers the bread
mighty monuments of long buried centu- enough to be navigable. There is an acries. Next
the land of promise, Egypt| cumulation of sand .and shells on the west- should be neatly folded and laid aside until
must be regarded «as holy land; and the ern shore, indicating that the lind has here after the bread is distributed, and then
Our Israelitish Brethren.
I am led to make
Christian will find his spirit refreshed and| encroached upon the sea, which was prob- returned to its place.
his faith in God’s protection and guidance | ably more than a mile in width in former this suggestion by having recently seen'a
Did the reader ever try to compute what
strefigthened, even in traversing these times; but even this scarcely makes the |minister clutch the cloth and lay it on the it has cost our Israelitish brethren to keep
sandy deserts,
far more than in gazing upon necessity of a stupendous miracle evident, pulpit desk unfolded, as if he wasin too two Sundays slweek, and four sets of holithe most beautiful scenery of other climes. inasmuch as the Israelites might have gone much of a hurry to fold it and lay it on the days ayear? Besides their own religious
“The route by which I entered Egypt had around the head of the sea a mile or two table.
and national festivals, they have been commuch to do in awakening such emotion. I| northward. Everything in the divine reThe form of outward observance is far pelled, generally under ruinous penalties,
did not come by the ordinary path of tour- cord shows that they were shut up to en- less, important than the state of the heart, to abstain from business on those of the
ists, whose eyes rest first on Pompey’s Pil- téring the bed of the sea at the very spot on yet even in externals, all things should be countries in which they have dwelt.
Thus
lar and the lighthouse of Pharos and Cleo- which they stood when the Lord said unto done *‘decently and in order.”
S.C. K.
in Catholic countries, for several centuries,
patra’s Needle, and then on the Pyramids.
. Wells, Me., Sept. 25, 1870.
Moses: ‘“ Wherefore criest thou unto me?
they were obliged to be idle: 1. Fifty-two
Sundays; 2. Thirty holidays of obligation ;
. In coming from India up the Red ‘Sea, Speak unto the children of Israel, that they
3. Fifty-two Saturdays or Sabbaths; 4. An
all the landmarks, as well as the sea itself, go forward ; but lift thou up thy rod and
Daptism,—Its Design.
average of twelve other Holidays of their
were associated with the name of the Most stretch out thine hand over the sea and dily
Mn.
High and with his covenant people, whom vide it, and tife children of Israel shall go
1 am often at a loss, as to the design of own; total, one hundred and forty-six days
he led ¢ like a flock.”
Nearly a hundred on dry ground in the midst of the sea.”
If the ordinances of baptism, on account of per annum, or about two days in every five 1
miles before reaching the head of the Gulf they had stood at the point selected by Dr. the clashing of ideas in reference to it. In Protestant countries, the usual number
of Suez, we caught sight of the Sinaitic| Robinson, they might have moved several For instance, one whom I suppose well of idle days, including their fifty-two Saton which God came

ings

and

down,

lightnings

amid

and

tempest

En

A
Ris

Snes

—

in

Then

a

i 1
4
OR

5

to versed in the original

the head of the sea a short distance further
north, as the shores in either direction are

we

on their right, the Egyptians in their rear| excepting in one direction.
and the sea before them,—with no way

them to escape; and when we cast

¥

and

miles further south or have passed up

perfectly smooth.
passed the spot where they were “miracuFrom a general examination of these lo.lously supplied with water when the water | calities, it appeared to me much more probproved bitter,—a striking symbol of the] able, : because more in accordance with the
ease with which God turns the bitterness] Bible account of the Exodus - and the freof sorrow into a sweet blessing to the soul. quent allusions to the miraculous deliverAs we approached the end of our voyage, ance of the children of Israel, that. they
we logked up to the northwest, over the followed the sandy plain farther
south,
vast plain by which the children of Israel, near the point where the sea and the prepursued by Pharaoh and his hosts, came cipitous mountain range converge, and
down,—the impassable mountains of Egypt where it was impossible for them to move
darkness, to give them his Law.

a

and

thunder-

for his hosts were in their rear; they had fled

anchor,

it was almost, if not actually,upon the very
sands on which they

went

”y

d

over

hod
“=o

ry

Pharaoh and

until they could flee no farther;

a mountain

language ip which
the Bible was written, tells me ¢ the ordinance is but a symbol, an outward form.”
Another minister not long since defined

bptism to be, ‘“the outward form of an
inward work.” Church members often say
it is ¢* a mere form.”
:
A writer before me says it is the turning
point of man’s conversion. to God. There
is a number of Scripture “texts bearing on
this subject, and it appears to me they conmere form. Jesus
he born of water

Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of
God;” John 3: 5.
¢ He that believeth

wall was on one side and the deep sea upon
the other; in obedience to the command

name,

through the depths of the sea. Nor could God, who divided the waters® before them,
we fail to remember that the land: we were the children of Israel passed through the
entering had been a refuge to the infant { midst of the sea.
Saviour, when persecuted by Herod; that
Aft the point to which I refer, the Red

it had been consecrated by the presence of | Sea must be five or six miles in width and

&c.;

Matt.

pursuing the Israelites, ‘* went in after them

er or friend

Father of the
Faithful, after he had J come “on:
out of Haran

have

been

and in Protestant countries a little more
than two. Of late years,” since Catholics
have become munch less strict in the observ-

ance of Sundays
suffer

rhore

and

holidays, the Jews

inconvenience

in

Protestant

28:719.

Peter

says,

The rigor of the
Scotch and the Puritan Sunday is especially
grievous to them, even to the present hour;
while in Paris, Hamburg, and Vienna, Sunday is, in some

branches

of

business,

best day of the week.
This fact of the double

set

would alone have sufficed

to

As I have said, I am somewhat at a loss | Fancy

journand of supply to

account

countries

the

of holidays
exclude them

6:3.

|to know what

the whole

Catholic

| difference

would indicate that the crossing took place
where the sea was wide.
The Egyptians,

but

in

obliged, by law and conscience, to abstain
from business nearly three days a week,

¢“ Repent and be babtized for the remission
of sins;” Acts 2: 38. ¢¢ Baptism doth also
now save us;” I. Pet. 3:21. Paul says,
“ baptized into Jesus Christ,” &c.; Rom.

of great

depth;

Jews

from agriculture, A ripe harvest will not
wait from Friday till Monday for any of our
scruples; and two good planting days lost
in
a late, wet spring would. often make the
|

the Son of God in the days of his flesh.
And farther back than all, was the time
when this sume land was the place of 80-|

the

says, ‘‘ Exand of the

and is baptized shall be saved;” Mark
16: 16. ** Baptizing them in (into) the

of

urddys and twelve . festivals and fasts, has
been one hundred and’ ten, or about two
days in every six.
In other words, the

vey the idea /that baptism is more than a than in Catholic lands.
symbol, or
cept
a man

is the

Lord's

sign of this ordinance.
take

to the midst of the sea, even all Pharaoh’s | Star, and explain

Will

up the

the

intended

texts

de-

some broth-

subjectin

the

given above,

that many were moved to tears.

between

a

crop

and

a market-gardener

time, or a florist in

May,

in

no

crop.

strawberry

obliged to cease

work half an hour before

sunset Friday

afternoon, and unable to offer anything for
Even the thirsale till Monday morning!

Our Prayer-meeting.

All these recollections came crowding up- | posed to turn back, when
did | the

not leave us while we were sojourning in
it. We had no occasion to believe the

Lord

againstthe

was

fighting

Egyptians.

fled, but when the

sea

:

They
came

turned
back

bed, of the vast army

ancient times) that under this tree

it ¢* there remained not so much as

and Mary, with the child jesus,

sat

down

to restin the flight to Egypt; or that in
the crypt of the ancient Coptic church,
which was shown us at Cairo, they made

and
to

that had gone
one

them.”

its

into
of

:

The simple narrative of the miracle,

the

AFTER

TRUTH.

‘

France,

Object of Pursuit.
—

Few can

rest

E—

satisfied

.

unless

they have

some object of pursuit in view. In early
life the mind is occupied in contemplating

Song of Moses which he sang with the children of Istacl to celebrate their deliverance,
* their home or that on the little island of the allusions to it in other parts of the Holy future scenes of action, and in deciding
Rhoda, near the city, the infant Moses was | Scriptures, show that it was not accom- {¥hat course of conduct will be most conduBut how often an unfound in the ark of bulrushesand taken to plished by an extraordinary concurrence of cive to happiness.
Instead of seeking
the palace of Pharaoh. All these and many ordinary means; and, therefore, that there wise decision is made.
direction
from
above,
men
yield to the imlike superstitions are evidently without was ‘no occasion for selecting a place
‘foundation. It was enough that we were whereit could be easily performed, but pulses of misguided imaginations. Hence,
in the land and amid the scenes recorded
in ‘the divine Book, in which the power
and grace of God had been so often and so

rather the contrary.

The drying up of the | many are induced to believe that the vari-

waters was not effected alone by the strong

ous avocations of life demand

into the midst of the sea upon the dry
ground, and the waters were a wall unto

explores the fields of literature; another
worships at the shrine of fashion; another

them on their right hand and on their left.”
MNatter of in- { In the Song of Moses it is said, ¢‘ The

indulges in pleasure.
This is all folly in the extreme; yet it is

wonderfully displayedin the protection an
:
salvation of his people.
identifiThere is one spot, spy

cation of which has .been a
terest with all biblical scholars, and that
The
was the one near which we landed.
steamer on which we had come from Bom-

east wind,

for

the children of Israel went | attention. So one seeks after wealth ; another

Before we could

go ofIsrael into the wilderness;

but 1 could

scholars

and

travelers,

as

place of crossing the Red Sea.
designated by Dr. Robinson was
than half a mile fromthe

looking over the

hotel,

records,,I

study the locality.

The result

to

the

The spot
not more
and,

went

after

out to

of all my

reading and observation was not in aceordance with the views expressed by Dr.
Robinson.
There can be no doabt in regard to the
route by which the children of Israel came
to the sea. The path is so clearly
down
marked by the features of tke country and

the statements of the Scripture in regard to
_ their starting, that no one can fail to trace
it. A high range of mountains, precipitous on thé side towards the sea, stretches
from the shore about twelve miles below
Suez, diagonally to the northwest; while
to the north and east is a vast sandy plain,
—the desert of Egypt,—over which the

Israelites must have come in order to reach

the sea, and on which they were encamped
when overtaken

by Pharaoh.

The route

~ by which they came and their camping
ground'were so clearly defined, that, as we

stretched our eyes over the vast plain slop-

ing downward towardg

the water, we could

7ine that we saw the immense host
: gathered together on their march, or rest-

be supplied, the

of nature should thrill the soul.

is a more excellent way.

the charms

But there

miles

of Protestant

parish. The poor gentleman was ruined;
he left the country with his family and servants,went to a foreign land, turned Lutheran, and his lands remained
uncultivated

for many
years.” If thirty extra holidays were a serious injury to French farmers, it will not be

questioned

that ninety-

four made agriculture an impossible pursuit
to the Israelites.—Atlantic Monthly.

Popular

Religion.

race

in

The glorious at- | Times :

I will ask the Saviour’s pres-ence.
“We would see Jesus.”

CIV.

its. ori-

gin:
;
What is the argument for the plurality
ofwaces? Analogy, chiefly. The physical
“peculiarities and geographical distribution:
of the human population are so similar to
the diversities of species in the lower
grades of being, that a diversity of origin
must be inferred. But, on the other hand,
it should be remembered,—
1st. That, in analogy, there is always an
element of uncertainty. Arguments from it
never go, at best, beyond probability, and
more

than

a

possibility;

and, in matters differing so widely as do
brute animals and immortal men, it is of
very little scientific value. The species in

Iwill not, unless it is necessary,
occupy a back seat.
i.
,

“How

pleasant

be diverse in creative origin,—though
not certain that they

are,—and

the

VY.

most one be a unit. -The lower layers in a
pyramid consist of many blocks; but, de-

gueasing in number toward the summit, they
come,against the analogy of the foundation,
to the apex in a single stone.
=

brethren

to dwell

Iwill not so seat'myself as to hinder others occupying the same
settee with me.
“Be courteous.”

VI.

I will

refrain

from

fault-finding,

and will notindulge a criticising
spirit.

“Be kindly

“VII.

it is

upper-

1t is for

together in unity.”

affectioned one to another.”

I will not expressly dissent from
one who has spoken, and will
avoid giving the impression of
variance of feeling.

the lower strata in the animal kingdom may

“That they may be

VII1.

made perfect in one.”

So far as is consistent I will assist actively in the exercises, by
testifying to the loveof Christ, by

exhortation,by a passage of Seript-

transmutation, or natural selection,

all tend

ure, a kymn, a stanza, or otherwise.
“Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly in

is very radical here,

analogy

all wisdom, teaching and admonishing one another in psalms,
and hymns, and spiritual

2d. The various theories of developndent.

to the idea of unity of origin.
and

Dr. Darwin

employs

to prove the most absolute

unity,

claiming

that it leads to the helief that all plants, animals, and men have descended from a sin-

gle material progenitor ; though he

that facts do not

substantiate

tal capacity, it is affirmed

I will not decline to lead in prayer,
and in offering prayer will begin with the subjectin hand, and
in aid ‘of what has just been
said.
;

by the most

“Ye also helping together by prayer for us.”

X.

care-

IfI

examiners, are adequately explained by

ethnological

dynamics;

the

varying

commingling forces of the race

and

and

of na-

ture. Montesquieu ranks the empire of climate as the most powerfu] of all laws. Not
a fact of science sustains the plurality or.
transmutation doctrine. And there is no
law of development,of which science knows

anything, by

of

IX.

extreme

hypothesis,
3d. All the diversities of type in language, configuration, complexion,and menful

songs.

admits

bis

itself into

which one

species

another.

No

leaps

individual

found that has actually passed the limits
bis own species, either in improvement

out

“For without me ye can do nothing.”

XI.

My

prayers

“For God isin Heaven, and hou upon earth;
therefore let thy words be few.”

XII.

I will

monkeys

sometimes

And no bridge remains

over

such traveler has been known
monkey tribes are no nearer
day than when

men

and

any

to pass.
The
maohood to-

I will not speak

X1V.

the same constant characteristics, and differ

only in those which can be shown to vary
from generation to generation.”
4th. Comparative anatomy sides with the
unity-doctrine.”
All branches, tribes,
and
a
A

longer

thicker

“Who

in gnature,

cidental,

find a

common

parentage

and

place of departure.
To the question, whether all the forms of language can be recon-

ciled with distinct stages of growth from a
common root, Max Muller answers, ‘‘ Yes;
all the families have internal marks of a
common origin,” In this copclusion, the
late and more profound philoldgieal examinations are more and more concurring. The
dialects of the aborigines of our own counas

are

those of the diverse tribes of Africa. The
Ads,
sireaul rolled outa Hog Rd

changing

rather

offer

not be as it were o
:

expose any
discourage-

I

will cultivate enlargement
faith and desires.

:

XVI.

On

XVII.

I

come. boldly unto

leaving

of

the throne

I will en-

place

the

a devout

deavor to maintain
frame of mind.
“Continue in prayer.”

will also endeavor to use all
means suited to secure the bless-

ings for which I have prayed.
«Faith, without works, is dead also.”

A. C. Thompson,

Purity of Heart.

ex-

all languages and dialects, Oriental and Oc-

merely to fill a
will

fearful and faint-hearted, let him re-

often, too, with a gain from the diversity,—

cept within the limits of the same species.
From the mixture of Europeans and the Philippine-Islanders, the children are more
beautiful than even their European parents.
6th. The affinities, and even the diversities, of language, lead to the unity-doctrine.
The.most thorough philological investigations point to some period in the past when

than of

is

“Let us therefore
of grace.”

ner, sharper or more obtuse.
5th. All the great branches of the human
family, of which, according to Cuvier, there
are three, and to Bory St. Vincent, fifteen,
freely mingle in its continuity and its variations, however separated by physical peculi“arity, and with undiminished fecundity;
a fact which has no parallel

but

I will not heedlessly
want of faith, and
ments.

or

thin-|

or

more
:

“That .thy benefit should
necessity, but willingly.”

XV.

merely,—of

or

prayer during pauses in the meeting.

turn.”

possess

of man

vacancy,

the genhe says,

“ All branches of the human fanily

harangue

‘*We speak before God in Christ.”

XII.

monkeys first came

into being.
Dr. Carpenter utters
eral voice of scientific men when

to

thinking
God.

dress

which

seem

of
or

like men, and men sometimes act like monkeys.

not

teach in prayer, as though I were

no man who remembers that he was once a
though

and remarks shall not

be long.

monkey, and no monkey just.growing to be
a man;

offer the first prayer, it shall
be chiefly an invocation, asking
the Saviour's presence and aid.

is

deterioration. No one was ever found a’
the crossing-point or in transitu. There is

try are traceable to an Asiatic stem,

We find the subjoined paragraph in the
London correspondence of the New York

Before entering the placeof prayer

—

A

young

to hear

minister,

again,

D.D.

:

W—

from whom we hope

us the

sends

following

thoughts on one of the beatitudes :
Sight depends upon the clearness of the
mediom through which we look. When
mists hang heavy about the hills and in the
valleys, our view is but dim and indistinct,
but when the atmosphere is free from all
haze and- cloud, the landscape is clearly
revealed.

How

different

the

story of two

travelers who have stood upon the same
spot! One tells you that he saw nothing
but

clouds

and

mist;

the other speaks in

glowing words of the picturesque valleys
and the far-off mountain ranges.
With the
same organs of vision, how different the
sight !
urity of heart creates such an atmosphere for the soul-life to dwell in as gives
clearness to ‘the influences
All debeing removed,
hindering spiritual vision.
lind

its complexion and course, "as it | the soWyis permitted to ‘see the King in

:
There are some men who have the cour- | 9 ‘© 5 Soi new and diverse strata of | his beau
age to break through all the prejudices of thought; and it can be traced back to this
central point and source of human population in a contemplative mind.
Now, if all the class in which they were born and
those who started in the Christian course
reared,and to go about even among the very tion.
faith?
7th. Moral science leads to the same con- with the same bright assurance of
| could realize the weighty motives presented to view for engaging in the delightful poorest of God's creatures as if they were clusion from the identity of the intellectual Do not the words of our Saviour explain
this contrast—¢Blessed are the pure in
All men,
service of God, surely all human pursuits brethren in truth as well as in name. An and moral essence of humanity.
It makes
incident occurred lately which it'would be of whatsoever tribe, clime, or tongue, are heart, for they shall see God”?
| Would sink into insignificance. A low esall the difference between seeing God or
possessed
of
the
same
kind
of
faculties
and
timate would be placed upon objects of a almost wrong to pass over unnoticed.
sensibilities, the same capacities for mental not seeing him, whether our hearts are full
sublunary nature. No one would be at a There is in that part of England which is and moral culture, and the same accounta- of purity, born of spiritual thoughtfulness
loss to know that God has the first claims known as the “Black Country,” a Bishop of bility to law, and tendency to religious wor- and action; or occupied with that which is
and temporal.
God is revealed to
upon him as a rational and intelligent be- the Episcopal church, who for many years ship. If there are other families besides earthly
The Lord’s Supper.
us just in proportion as our worship is
the
Adamic,
with
diverse
centers
and
creaing.
The inquiry would be, *‘ How can I labored in New Zealand, and left that
spiritual. How can we be spiritual but as
el
colony amid the tears of all who knew him, tive fiats, God has given no account of them we cast agide the earthly? And we rise
It may seem to some that the sacredness best please God ?”
in the Scriptures; while there is not even a
| White or black, There was a church to be hint in apy authentic record or any attested out of the earthly into the spiritual only as
But instead of this, how painful is the
of the Lord's Supper and its spiritual import
we become pure in heart.
.
opened for the collier population, the other facts of science.
spectacle
to
see
the
most
of
mankind
de:
forbid all comment in reference to the
“They shall see God.” How wonderful
day,
at
a
place
called
‘‘Talk-o'-th'-hill.”
low
singular
the
omissjon!—and
an
Nearly
all
seem
to
years of toil, that
mode of its observance. - So general is this | ceiving themselves !
omission, too, in a book written avowedly the blessing! It is worth
conviction, that however graveimproprie- be swayed by the fleeting objects of earth, Before handing it over to those benighted to disclose the divine origin of mankind,and we may so educate and discipline our minds
the thoughts and
forgetting the more important things which creatures, the colliers, the respectabilities
ties may occur, no attempt is made to cornarrate the opening scenes in the providen- that we may enter into
hearts full of genius
What are the of the district resolved to have one day in tial course.
My object is to point out some relate to the future world.
rect them.
Nay, this book, which is the feelings that stirredceased in their beating.
which long since
of these improprieties ‘and to suggest a treasures of this world compared with it of special and exclusive devotional exer- only one that assumes to speak with author- It is a great thing, and worthy of our most
the pleasures cises. To complete their plan they induced ity and exactness on the subject, announces
remedy. Our churches commune variously, those of heaven? What are
earnest and reverent attention, if we may
with those of the life the Bishep to conduct the services, and the first woman as ‘‘ the mother of all liv- so train our eye and taste that the world
asto time, every month, two months, or of this life compared
of earth com- arranged that admission to the church ing 2 and hence the unity in one blood of shall be full of beauty and deep harmonies
three months. My experience leads’ me to come? What are the joys
all the nations of men that dwell upon the
bear should be gained only by tickets. ' Those face of the earth,
filling our souls; but how Iinsifinigoant
*
to favor the frequent observance of the pared with the joys of heaven? They
things compared with entering into
these
Then
how
unwise
to
.
tickets
of
course
were
only
distributed
to
rison
Lord's Supper.
No ; doubt, much profit |20 compa
life that we may see God! Is it not
a
such
of this persons whose piety was guaranteed by the
Perfected in Fire.
would result if all ourdchurches would com- choose the momentary pleasures
worth struggling for, if we may but overenduring real- elegance of their shawls, bonnets and coats.
come, thi#pugh divine assistance; and haver
le
mune on the first Sabbath of every month, world in preference to those
view of these But the Bishop having duly consecrated
In
ing cast out of our hearts all that is base
grave.
the
beyond
ities
prebe
to
“i
raising
Glorify
ye
the
Lord
in
the
fires.
~I8A.
XX1V.
15.
Wine prepared from
and earthly in thought and desire, be
object of pursuit be the the church, and without saying a word to
fered to fermented wine, The bread should things, let the chief
into that state of purity which will
brought
“When
[
was
some
years
ago
at
Shields,”
well.
“the respectable congregation,” suddenly
God, and all will terminate
our spiritusl vision clear and distinct ?
be light and palatable, not soggy and clam- service of
make
says
Whitefield,
“I
went
into
a
glasshouse,
Len
S. H. B.
walked down the aisle of the church to the and there I saw several masses of burning All our studies, then, would be bringlog us
my. Vile people should have nothing to
porch, and preached bareheaded to the glass of various forms.
The workman nearer to God. New light would fall upon
do with preparing or furnishing the bread
great mass of people who had assembled took one piece of glass and put it into one the pages of our Bible and the pages of our
No
man
is
naturally
anxious
aboys
his
and wine.
more. clearly
outside. ‘He reminded them of the great furnace, then he put it into a second, and lives. The cross would be
I will give the best formula for a minis- | goul, It isa work of Christ on the soul.
Our prayers would open winthen
into
a
third,
I
asked
him,
‘Why
do
discerned.
ter to follow, with which I am acquainted : When the lightning has passed through a mining catastrophe of 1866, and of the dan- you put that into so many fires? He dows into heaven. ‘We should mount up .
we should run and
«The Lord Jesus, the same night in which | wood,as you look upon one tree and another, gerous character of their occupation; he snswered me, ‘Oh, sir, the first was not with wings as eagles;
walk and not
should
we
“urged
that,
as
the
soil
was
undermined
by
yoit
weary;
flash,
bot
enough,
nor
the
second,
and
therefore
be
mighty
its
not
by
split
been
has
that
|
he
when
and
he was betrayed, took bread,
n
stia
faint.
"—
Chri
Union.
we
put
it
into
the
third,and
that
will
make
it
them,
so
was
life
undermined
by
sin
and
had given thanks, he brake it and said: say, Ah, the lightning has been there.

ashore we must have a visit from thie health | not fail to carry with me, through the
officer, who did not make his appearance. whole of Egypt that 1 visited, the impresWe fired heavy guns and threw up rockets, sion that this was a land in which to study,
but there was no response until morning. with deep spiritual interest and profit, the
One of the first things that I did, on land- history of God's care of His people. Egypt,
ing, was to read carefully the Scripture ac- which in so many respects is a dark land,
count of the exodus out of Egypt, and then is thus made light by God’s own record of
the opinions of Drs. Robinson, Wilson and other days.

"other

wants of the body should

mind should be cultivated, and

two

tavern and drinking like the rest of the

floods stood upright as an heap, and the | the duty of each one to attend to the affairs
depths were congealed in the heart of the | Of this life in their proper order. The

sea.”
It was not in my plan oftravel to follow
some
Suez,
at
anchorage
the
bay reached
five miles from the town, too late for us to | the course of the wanderings of the children

land in the evening.

their greatest

within

Geneva, dwells upon: this in many a passage of exquisite satire. Readers remember the scene in which the priest rushes
from the tap-room, ¢ red with wrath and
wine,” to rebuke the yeoman who had ‘ the
insolence and impiety,’’ to plow his field on
a Saint's day, * instead of going to the

the meeting.

bath,at Homie, has an article from which we
extract the following condensed argument

no

ourselves

“Come thou with us, and we will do thee good.’

D. D., in the: Sab-

for the unity of the human

of

I will endeavor to draw others to

III.
Rev. E. A. Lawrence,

to all Who | js one of degrees

a Protestant country. Voltaire, who lived
for thirty years close to the frontier of

“Not forsaking the “assembling
together.”

1I.

‘AJnity of the Race.

lived near the line dividing a Catholic from | shorter, larger or smaller,

Israelites | than I am at present.

th>

legends (they can not be traditions from the

Joseph

of this ordinance, | disadvantage that was obvious

they found that | mind, as to the design

for

I propose to be there regularly and
‘
punctually.

I.

.

Selections.

often furnish

:

$e

;

Selwyn?

dl

and was overtaken with famine in the land | yorses, his chariots and his hopsemen.” ItJ-and-others bearing on the subject? I am [ty Catholic holidays of obligation placed families o Se Jace ave She sulle Eid snd
J Foc’ dference
phaeal a
was in the midst of the sea that they pro- |anxious to become more fully seitled in my | the farmers of Catholic countries under 4’ wi
of promise.
on the mind as we entered Egypt, and

that’it may be rendered perfect ?

O, my God, put me into one furnace after
another, that my soul may be transparent,
and that I may see God as he is.”

we

Now there is a safe way, and the true
exact locality where the children of Israel | in some way, carry them safe through’ the | drink it, in remembrance of me. For as|
often as ye eat this bread, and drink this | WaY> between the stiff, angular bearing of
:
entered the Red Sea, to which the writer | waters?

range through which they wandered,

another,

hear much about the decline of
getting a light from his pipe, assailing the the Church, of any church,i{ all the bishops
Bible, ‘and taking the tailor's heart by | .. 4 on the preachers weph=like Bishop
storm.

Should

transparent.’ ‘Oh,’ thought I, ‘does this
man put this glass into” one furnace after

| tractions of the unseen world should not be
resisted ; they are enough to create admira-

:

5
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courage to

on

suffering

pd a

4,

brave men, and

women;

Fresh whispering winds that come and go,

to look from

i Laden with sweets from spicy grove
Where tropic suns with fervor glow.

Into the port such glory trails,
;
With my proud ships so swift and strong.

the

North

and fill forests, and are heard

chards,amid all the groves,and the vines,the

Unlike gold freighted vesséls they
v
Ne’er fail to reach the Promised Land.
No storms can rend, no billows toss
.
Those stately barques; unharmed they roam,
And over treacherous shallows'cross, . wy’
And hidden rocks; but reach their home.

My ships! oh, what were life without
These daily visitants of grace;
They scatter sorrow, strife and doubt,
* And leave God’s sunshine in their place.
—

Anon.

Quarterly.

of Paschal.

i

most

hated’

the Vaudois. . To bind one of the primitive
Christians to the stake seemed to give
strange satisfaction to their modern perse-

In September, 1560, Pope Pius IV.

and his holy college ‘gathered at Rome to
witness cone of their favorite spectacles.
A pile had been raised in the square of St.
Angelo, near the bridge over the Tiber.
The people assembled in a great throng.
The condemned, a pale and feeble young
when suddenly

he be-

gan to speak with such rare eloquence and
force that the people listened; the Pope
rew
apgry
and
troubled,
and the
inquisitors ordered the Vaudois to be
strangled lest his voice might be heard
above the flames. Pius IV. then saw the
martyrdom in peace, and directed the ashes
of his foe to be thrown into the Tiber.

The martyr was John Louis Paschal, a
young pastor of great eloquence, who had
been called from Geneva to a congregation
of Vaudois in Calabria.
The post of dan-

ger had a singular charm for the.. brilliant
preacher.
He was betrothed to a young
girl of Geneva.
When he told her of his

% call to Calabria, **Alas!” she cried,
t. tears, ‘‘so near to Rome, and so far

with

from
me!” Yet she did not oppose his generous
resolve, and he went to his dangerous sta-

_ tion.
Here his eloquence soon drew a wide
attention.
He courted by his boldness the

crown of martyrdom.
He was shutup ina
deep dungeon, was chained witha gang
of galley-slaves, was brought to Rome
where Paul had suffered, and was imprisoned in a long confinement.
His persecu-

but no

nor terrors could*move him. He
a last fond exhortation to Camilla
his betrothed, and his eloquence was
for the last time as he was strangled
the stuke.— Harper's Magazine.

Whose

Sin is Covered ?
RE]

Blessed, says Diyid, is he

Hour.

the

poor

sin.”

The

.

:

very

little

little

panes

in a city in

furniture

of glass.

There

was

in it, but everything

was very neat and olean.
An aged Christian woman lived in that humble dwelling.
- She was very feeble in health, and was
almost blind, The minister saw her sitting in

the corner by the fire. He went and sat down
by her, and began to talk with her. He
found that although she lived there alone,

in much poverty and suffering, she was yet
very happy.

“How do you manage to’ spend your
long days here, all alone,” asked the minister.
“] am

:
alone,”

not

:
she

said,

‘because

Jesus is with me; and thinking about him
makes the time pass pleasantly. My neighbors are kind ; and when they,come in to help:

me, I love
But

there

to talk
is one

to them

;

Hebrew

Kasah,

whiwh

IW

word

means

sin .is

hére
very

employed
nearly,

is

if

co thing as Kaphar,

not

which is

the
flebrew word commonly used to describe the atonement, and. which signifies

primarily to cover over, and secondarily

to

overlook and lose sight of ; that is, to forgive, or to make as if they were not, and

had bad no existence.

about Jesus.

hour in the day which is

the most pleasant of all to me. Do you
see that little window "she asked, pointing
across the room.
‘For about an hour,
every day, when it is not cloudy, the sun
shines in there. Then I take my large
printed Bible, and sit down in the sunshine,

where I can see well enough to read,
and O, sir, that is a blessed hour to me !”

Treasures of Song.

non-existent.”
In other words, it implies
God's intention to treat certain sins as if
they had never been committed, and cer-

tain sinnersgressed.

as

if they

had

never trans-

What sinners there are who are thus to
be treated, and what the ‘grounds of such a
determination on the part of God towards
them, is not here even hinted, but is to be
looked for from other portions of the Divine
revelation ; from which we shall have no

difficulty in ascertaining that the ground is
that atonement of Christ which is the blessed
fruit of that great love with which God so
loved the world that whosoever believeth in

Jesus shall not perish, but have everlasting
life; and the persons are those, and only

those, who penitently accept that atonement
on the conditions on which itis offered to
all men.
:

“Such ones have a right to appropriate the
jubilant exclamation: “Othe blessedness
of him whose sin is covered!”

They

havea

right to the comfort of the thought which
this clause of the verse adds to what goes
before. Their transgression is not only forgiven, but their sin is covered.
"And herein is the special use of

this

back

well-pleasing "to

continually

hole.of the pit from which

pas-

to

look

they

God,

to

at the

have

been

digged; to keep recalling and re-mourning
over their old sins. They make a great
mistake who do so. What the physician

come into

.the

heart of the,Reformer on his way to
the Diet of Worms. Both it and the little song of Gustavus Adolphus, the lofty
Christian hero of his age, were consecrated

for all time by a memorable incident worthy of all honor.
On the morning of his last battle, when
the armies of Gustavus and Wallensteid
were drawn up waiting for the morning
mist to clear away ere they sounded the

charge,
the king
commanded
Luther's
grand hymn to be sung, then his own, ac-

conpanied with the trumpets and
the whole

army.

As

they ceased

drums of
singing

the mist broke away, and the sunshine
burst on the two armies. For a moment
Gustavus knelt beside his horse, in the face
of- his soldiers, and repeated his battleprayer, “O Lord Jesus Christ, bless our
arms and this day’s battle for the glory of
thy holy name,” Then, passing along the
lines with a few brief words of encouragement, he gave the battle-cry, ‘God with
us,” with which he had conquered at Leip-

zig. and rushed on the foe. Inthe thickest
of the fight he was found, bleeding with a

death’ wound, but from the dying lips of
the martyr fell these noble Christian words,
I seal with

religion of the

my

—
‘e

ee
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blood the'libecty and

German nation.”

of the

the

|ingmen!

Though

eth the burden and its bearer,and in him find

Beauty, God's. Smile.

carry,

tears

have

work

and

to

do,

art

we remember

can

not be

that God

used

“2

he

of all the world

who has

uge in
O that
which
Zion's

no Christ,

shoula

be

no Saviour, vo ref-

distress, no shelter from the storm.
the world might know the peace
is the Christian's gift from heaven.—
Herald.

The Free Methodists.
RU

The Free Methodists, a sect entirely
tinct from the Methodist

have

published the

dis-

Episcopal Courch,

following manifesto of
vy

Free Methodists are devoted to the promotion of pure Bible religion,—the
#omulgation of pure Bible truth. , Free
Methoodists are opposed to slavery, serfdom and
aristocracy, in all their forms. Free Methodists are opposed to balls, lotteries, oyster
suppers, fashionable parties, etc., gotten
up to obtain money for religious purposes.
The appeal should be to man’s moral sense,
and not to his love of carnal pleasure.

Methodists are
of extravagant,
churches, with

Free

opposed to the erection
costly, and ornamented

sold or rented

pews for the

accommodation of the rich, to the inevitable exclusion of the poor, to whom the Gospel is specially sent. Free Methodists are
opposed to costly and ornamental dress,

furniture, and equipage, as being opposed
| to the plainness and simplicity required by

the Christian

religion.

Free

Methodists

are opposed to worshiping God by proxy,
as is attempted to be done in churches that

give

their

singing into the hands of a few

trained performers.
Free Methodists are
opposed to the substitution of reading for
preaching, and its usual accompaniment

of standing for sitting in time of prayer.
Free Methodists are opposed to secret’
lodges for moral or benevolent purposes,
as it believes in the words of Jesus, that
‘whosoever
doeth truth cometh to the
light, that his deeds may be made manifest

Varieties.
The more we sink into the iafirmities of
age, the nearer

we are

to immortal youth.

more than

marble is sculptured

by puffs of

air. Only by hard swuggles and stérn
conflicts with temptation, and resolute selfmastery, does the divine principle assert its
supremacy and carve its immortal loveliness into every faculty and mood of the
mind.
The sharpness of our trials, and the
hardiness of our lot, show what we are
made of, and how long we are to last.
When Demosthenes was asked what was
the first part of an orator, what the second,
and what the third, he answered, ‘“‘Action.”

The same’

may I say.

Jf any should

ask

me what is the first, second and, third part
of a Christian, I must answer, ‘‘Action.”

Luther says, that he
work miracles.
sacrifice.

had rather obey than

Obedience

An opportunity is
springing up around
the suils be all set,
ward to its port. If
or ashore, the

like
a
the
the

is better

than

a favoring breeze,
sailing vessel. If
ship is wafted onsailors are asleep

breeze may

die again,

and

when they would go on they can not; their
vessel stands as idle as a painted ship upon

a painted ocean.
Some wild animals are caught in a steel
trap and go off, but. carry the trap, biting

and

tormenting

them

all the while.

So

with some who commit sin. They deny it,
attempt to cover it up or run away, but the
train—guilt and pain—is carried with them.

“What! Mr. M.,” said a wedding guest
to a clergyman, ‘do n’t- you drink wine at

and putrifying sores,

liquor

law.

that it pleases them to have Christians perpetually going back to recall that old unsoundness which divine grace has healed.

to the

pernicious

will

wounds and

bruises

God has covered their sins.
ed to remember

them

He has promis-

no

does not want them to do so.
Forgiven and forgotten!

more.
Yes,

gives and forgets, if we can not.

And
God

And

he
for-

let

us not go to exhuming our buried sins in the

notion that it will do.

him pleasure, or our-

selves profit !
Live rather, and work to-day with no eye

turned backward, but humbly looking for
that glorious hope which ‘belongs to those
who are faithful even unto death.—Cong. &
Rec.

Home

Piety.
——

For every evil under the sun
There is a remedy or there’s none;
If there is one; try to find it;

mistress
any

of

spirit of the Divine

a house

one

else

Love

needs

to

which

breathe

hold, I am among you as one that

said,

more
the

Be-

serveth.

anybody thinks of hers. If the meals do
not please her family, they appeal to her,
servants have any complaints to
they make them to her.
If the

she

is

the

one

who

must lose rest in consequence, nor can she
relax her care in the day, no matter how

fatigued at night. And many a house
been kept by a mistress who, although

has
ill,

felt that she could not rest even on her sick
bed.
All others:mayshave the . blessed re-

pose of lying down and taking no thought
because it is home ; but she must take thought
because it.is home; she must carry her
care about with her

withitat night.

by day,. and

Itisablessed

lie

evil

literature of

propensities of human

our

time,

nature,

which

is flooding the land and infecting our

peo-

ple, especially the young, with its: deadly
miasmatic influence.
Free Methodists are

oppesed to ministers lording it over God's

down

der that self-seekers are not able to bear it?
One can readily see how it is that some
elevate marriage to the dignity of a sacramental ‘means of grace, and why others rail
at it and seek to loosen its bonds.—M7s.
S. Henshaw.

discharge

of

the

fowler’s

gun

some are wounded, and some, swerving
sideways, plunge into the thicket and hide
themselves.
But you will find that imme-

diately after the first discharge of the gun,
the flock rise and fly higher. And at the
next discharge they rise again, and fly still
higher. And not many times has the
pliinging shot thinned their number, before
they take so high a level that it is in vain
that the fowler aims at them,

because they

are above the reach of his shot.
When troubles come upon you, fly higher. And if they will strike you, fly still
higher. And by and by you will rise so
high in the

tions

will

spiritual “life,

be

set on

that

things

above, that these troubles

your

so

affec-

to touch you. “So long as the shot strike
you, so long hear the word of God saying
to you, ** Rise higher.”—I. W. Beecher.

. The Religion of Labor.
Religion does not altogether consist of
devotional exercises,
but, as well, of daily
work. We get a wrong idea of Christianity when we reduce it all to.songs and sermons, to prayers, solemn faces, and ecclesiastical paraphernalia. It is not especially

is largely an

thor was born,

—

take

said the

a glass

advice of Paul

the reply;

‘‘you recollect the.

to Timothy,

to take a little

‘I have

no infirm-

ity,” was the sententious reply.
A ship may

be

*‘I

of water.,”—‘But, sir,”

officious guest,

wine for his infirmity.”

out-door institution,

bave the

hymns of. the past

baptized,

AND

School System

before the people.

History

on the

Every friend

wants this great work,

4 Inexperienced Agents earning as high as $30 per |
ay.
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Send for Circulars.
- Addresss
:
TWIN CITY PUBLISHING COMPANY,
13t38
i
LOCK Box 410, Pittsburg, Pa.

driven

by head

winds

watched and

tended, but those mental and

spiritual exercises
which , release the
thoughts from the care of an uneasy body.
The sad experience of the sick man who
slept poorly all night, though he gave attention to it, is repeated in the case of not a

few who cultivate coolness on the Sabbath.
It depends much upon how

we

get

into

trouble, whether it will be very disagreeable or endurable.” Jonah and
Paul were
both in & storm. The first got in by disobedience, and found it all but insufferable ;

the other was in the path of duty, and
found it-pleasant. The angel of God stood
by him, and the everlasting arms were beneath him.
.

Religion

Its Au-

transfigured, and

LIFE

WOMAN:

GEO.

H.

NAPHEYS,

M.

D.

This BRAVE PURE Book is the
great success of the
year, 45,00C have already been sold, It still sells with a
rapidity quite unprecedented,
Agents all agree
that
they make money faster selling it than any other,” Much
first-class Territory Is still pen, Send at once for phamplet, &¢. Address,
GEO. MACLEAN, PUBLISHER,
57108 PHILADELHEIA, NEW YORK & BOSTON.

CONSUMPTION POSITIVELY CURED.
UPHAM’S
Does cure

FRESH

Bronchitis,

Diseases, and

Spitting

MEAT CURE

Consumption,

all

Lung

.

”

WEST
AND SOUTH-WEST.
THIS RAILWAY EXTENDS FROM
NEW YORK to CINCINNATI $60 miles,
NEW YORK to CLEVELAND 625 miles,
NEW YORK to DUNKIRK 460 miles,
NEW YORK to BUFFALO 423 miles,
NEW YORK to ROCHESTER 385 miles,
:
ANDAS." ive
ig
\
, 22 MILES THE SHORTER ROUTE
.

23d St., Depet at
5
ro
2,45 and 9,45 A. M,, 5,15 and 6,45 I. dM,
running through WITHOUT CHANGE and connecting
with all WESTERN

AND SOUTHERN

LINES.

First Mortgage Bonds,
COUPON OR REGISTERED AND FREE oF U.8 TAX,
ISSUED BY THE

running through to New York without change.
Leave Cleveland by Columbus, O., time from
Atlantic and Great Western Depot, at
°

2,00

Leave Buffalo by

double the present incume of the road.
The established character of this line, running as
it does through the heart of the most thickly settled
ahd richest portion of the great State of Iowa, together with its present advanced condition and large

earnings warrant us in unhesitatingly.recommending
an un-

while enjoying the comfort and

BAGGAGE CHECKED THROUGH.
as low and time as quick as if many

L. ID

can

eowti28

We
Real

place Money uponloan on two and three fold
Estate securities, at 9 and 10 per cent. per an-

property for others, we

GRAHAM,

usin ourown establishment by the most ap-

sell.

If you have had difficulty in getting good tea and
dcoffee, or have found the price unreasonable,and are
aisposed to have the hest in the market at a moder
tte cost, call or send to us or any of our Agents, and
ry a package.

pound of tea and coffee we tell is fully war-

ranted to be satisfactory in every respect, and may
be returned at our expense if not found £0, and the
money will be refunded.

AGENTS WANTED.
Store, or

- ORIENTAL TEA COMPANY.
-

MASS,

“FREE BAPTIST BOOK STORE BOSTON.

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRAIES
Complete

Assortment
Prices.

D. LOTHROP
tf20

38 &

Foot

Rot,

Scratches,

cattle or sheep.
It makes the best washing Soap in
the world.
Warranted to wash in hard water and
free from adulterations.

437

WAREHOUSE
STORE,E

AND

BELCHER

A DAY MADE

AT

HOME!

new articles for Agents.

SEED

& Co.,

Boston;

Bank,

Harding,

Dewey, Boston; 1st National Bank of Gene-

seo, 111. A Corbin &
S."Wolcott, President
1st National Bank,
Albany, N.Y.; D. 8,
National Bank, Erie,

Co., bankers, New York city; B.
Hanover Insurance Co., N. Y.;
Richmond, Iad.; Perry & Co.,
Heffron, Utica, N. Y.; Keystone
Pa.; James Calder, Harrisburg,

Pa.; C. O. Libby, Dover, N. H,
I

tf16

WAS cured of Deafness and Catarrh by a simple
remedy, and will send the receipt free.
MRS. M, C, LEGGET, Hoboken,N, J.

SAVE

THE

CHILDREN.

Multitudes of them suffer, linger, and die, because
of Pin-Worms.
The only known remedy for these

and

Fangerons

children or adults is

of all worms

in

.

DR. GOULD’S PIN-WORM SYRUP.
Purely vegetable, safe and

certain.

A valuable ca-

thartic, and beneficial to health.
Warranted- to cure.
G. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, and ail druggists.
, 6m40

YES! IT ISA FACT
CATARRH CAN BE CURED
BY USING DEMERITT’S

N. 8. LILLIE,

Gentlemen,—I

hope-

- BOSTON, May 12, 1869,
every sufferer will tiy your

Remedy, as it costs but a trifle, and will prove a
blessing, as it did in my case, having been subject to
that dread disease, the Catarrh, for upwards of seven

years,

lt effectually cured me.

A. F.NFTTLEION,

Superintendent City Prison, Court Square.

“I have been afflicted with that

loathsome disease,

40 entirely

ONE

,

AN: IN GENESIS AND

Nash, Spaulding

Grey &

Bostou.

Samples sent free,

Addresg, H, B. SHA V, Alfred, Me.

Chieago;

Catarrh, for nine years,
One package has entirely
cured me.
DANIEL STONE,
Proprietor of Union House, Cambridgeport,’
Mass

& CO..

34 Merchant's Row,

$2 5

PERMISSION.

satisfied.

Disenfecting Compounds.

WHITTEMORE,

BY

Hon. J. Y. Scammon, Chicago; 2d National

. Employed for 16 years by the American Express Co.

and Sores of any kind and will kill Lice and Ticks on

AGRICULTURAL

-Chicago; Illinois.
REFER

are troubled with this disease, try it and yon will be

.-

cure,

Streets,

“One of our well known citizens,a sufferer for years,
has been cured by using this Remedy.”—| Cambridge
Press.
Gents,—I have used many Remedies, but olitained
no help until I tried yours,
I would say to all who

Buchan’s Carbolic Soaps
Prepared for and will

BLOCK,

“It has proved itself a cure.”—[ Boston Traveller,

Cornhill.

AND

CO,

SUFFERERS FROM CATARRH, read the following ex.
tracts, and judge for Yourselves if here is not &
CURE FOR YOU!

and Lowest

& CO.
20

re-

North American Catarrh Remedy !

And Religious Publications,
most

purchasing

pecuniary

PERRY &

most troublesome

Country

some other trader in every town and village in the
United States, to act as our special agent and sell
our standard goods to ¢ustomers in their locality
at
our popular prices—to whom we offer liberal terms
For full particulars, terms and price list, address

The

half the

Corner LaSalle and Madison

been, not to see at

proved
machinery, which,
being run constantly
every day, ensures the absolute freshness of all we

IN

take

ROOM 8, MAJOR

how low a price we can offer poor or adulterated
goods, but to select at all times only pure, strong.
fragrant and delicious teas, and full, well ripened
coffees, aud sell them at a small advance on the
actual cost of importation, which a large capital, a
strictly cash system, both in buying and selling,
and a constantly increasing busines enables us to do.
Every pound of coffee we sell or ever sold is roast-

BOSTON,

from

sponsibility for half the profits.

as the closest retail

Grocer,

;

that is,at the expiration

num, the interest payable semi-annually,
We invest on joint account, that ie, in

RETAIL DEALERS

want a Druggist,

§.Gen’l Pass’ A’t.

‘We guarantee to purchasersof our property
12 to 15 per cent. per annum;

as low as wholesale Grocers or Tea dealers purchase
by the invoice, which makes a saving to consumers
ot about one-third the usual cost,

We

1870

and 12 or 15 per cent. interest per annum, if the purchaser then prefers that amount of money to the
property he has purchased, we, of course, taking
the
property upon paying the money.
The time and rate
per cent, agreed upon at the time of sale in each case.

buyers purchase by the chest, and supply

Every

Sup’t.

of one, two or three years, we pay back the principal -

TO THE PEOPLE

by

offices
J

{Vay 2d, ) W.R.BARR;

FIFTEEN PER CENT.
GUARANTEED.

York.

Are gonstantly i elving
ure Teas by the latest
arrivals from China and
JabPan, and Coffee from

ed

be procured
at all principal
throughout the country.

RUCKER,

“Gen.

CO.,

TEA CO,

first has

other route

ASK FOR TICKETS via ERIE RAILWAY,

about

Arabia, Java, and Brazil and furnish them

the

retirement of a pri-

Cleveland, Cincinnati and intermediate points.

9 per cent., currency, interest in the meanwhile. U.
8. Five-twenties at present prices only return 5 per
cent., and we regard the security equally safe.
~

design from

te

RooM COACHES

vate drawing Room.
;
B®. Magnificent Day and Night Coaches, of a style
peculiar to this line are run through without change
etween New York and Rochester, Buffalo, Dunkirk,

‘Which

Doger, MN. H,

M.

are attached to the train leaving New York at 10.00 A
M. and Buffalo at 7.00 A. M., running through without change,and affording a fine.opportunity for view
ing the varied and beautiful scenery of this line,

vided for by a sinking fund.

The convertibility priv-

4.00 ¥*,

B= New and improved DRAWING

Fare

Our

=

.

2,15 A.M. and

These bonds have 50 years to run, are convertible
at the option of the holder into the stock of the Com-

or aslow

Depot

Michigan Streets, at

esee Valley Depot. at

is progressing rapidly, in time for the movement of
the coming grain ercpe, which, it is estimated will

at wholesale prices,

10,25 P. M.

7,00 A.M.,2,50 P.M.,6,25 P. M.& 11,20 P.M"
Leave Rochesterby New York time,from Gen-

The greater part of the road is already completed,
and the earnings from the finished portion are alJealy more than suflicient to pay operating expenses
and
interest on the bonds.
Tue
balanceof the work

ORIENTAL

P. MM.

New York time. from

corner Exchange and

Interest parable May and November,
J. EDGAR THOMPSON, |
CHARLES L. FROST,
Trustees.

besides. paying

9,45

13,0 I», J. and 9.50 P.M.

90 AND ACCRUED INTEREST.

price considerably above par,

and

2,25A M., 3,35 P, ML. and

Minnesota R. R. Co.

doubted security:

115

Ledve Dunkirk by New York time,from Union
Depot, at
J
;
Jk

‘A limited Quantity still offered for sale at

these bonds to investors, as, in every. respect,

A, NI
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IN GEOLOGY:

PACKAGE

(two bottles) Price $1.25,

will satisfy the most skeptical.
CARRUTHERS & DEMERRITT, Proprietors,
15
120 Hanover Street, Boston.
liteow
Sold by all Druggists.

or, the Biblical account of Man’s Creation:
tested by Scientific Theories of his Origin and Anti.

uity.

By Josepn

P.

THOMPSON,

One vol, 12mo. Price, $1.
Will be
post, on receips of price, by

LR

Pb. D.,, LLD.

sens prepaid

36

DOVER,

$2000

by

BURLINGAME,
N. H.

A YEAR AND EXPSENES

ToAgents to sell the celebrated WILSON SEWING
MACHINES, The best machine in the world. Stitch
alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY,
For further Raricuiars address THE WILSON SEW.

ING MACHINE

CO.,

No.

656

Washuégton

street.

Boston, Mass.

1y48

{

ESTABLISHED

TROY

BELL

FOUNDRY.

MYROY,
N. X.—A
large assortment of Church,
Academy, Fire Alarm, and other bells, constantly
on hand and made to order.
Made of genuine Bell

Metal (Copper and Tin.) Hung with Rotary Mount.
ings, the best and most durable ever used.
WARRANTED SATISFACTORY.
Large Illustrated Catalogue sent frce upon application to
JONES & CO, Troy, X. Y.
80 t 26
How made from Cider, Wine, Mo
lasses or Borshatiin 10 hours with

VINEGAR.

out using

drugs,

Vinegar

circular

address F. I. Sage

Maker, Cromwell,
Ct,

AGENTS

of Blood, and strengthen

For

WANTED

:

GOD

every land. No other book like it. Approved
over 100 Divines and all the leading papers.

before given,

new plan insures a eale in every family,

'

J. W. GOODSPEED

26120

by

Our

Address, at

& 00,

street, Chicago.

TROY FEMALE SEMINARY.
This institution offers the accumulated advant
ages of over 60 years of successful operation,

hh

faollity is provided for a thorough ¢ ourse of

useful and ornamental education, under the direction

of a corps of more than 20 professors and teachers,
For olrculars, apply to

2m33

8iho once uses this, will voluntarily return to the use

w any other cathartic,
’
oiSent by mail, on receipt of price and postage.
«
Box, $025
'.
.
'
.
.
Postage, 6 cents,
15 Boxes,1.00
.
.
.
.
18°
2
"09
.
.
.
.
.
“"
39
¢
It is sold by all dealers in drugs and medicines
TURNER & CO., Propriesors,

190 Tremont

Sgreet,

Boston,

JOHN H; WILLARD, Troy, N. Y,

Mass.

eowdd

OHOICE BOOKS at
Retail from $1.50 to
free, Address, H, W,
No. 241 Washington

$1.00 each. Sold at
$3.00
Oatalogues
FISKE & CO,,
St., Boston, Mass,

30eow2t

A grand theme, and the grandest book of modern
times, All History
analyzed from a new stand point.
God rules among the nations; An OPEN BIBLE in

87 Park Row, N, Y,, or 148 Lake

the ergans free from irritation, and never over taxes
or excites the nervous system.
In all diseares of the
skin, blood, stomach, bowels, liver, kidneys,—of chil
dren, and in many
difficulties peculiar to women, it
drings prompt relief and certain cure.
The best phybeians recommend and prescribe it; and no persom

1|

IN HISTORY.

once

tion that it can never fail to accomplish all that is
claimed for it. It produces little or no pain; leaves

1y33

FOR

The best terms to Agents ever

Mild, Certain, Safe
Efficient.
It is far the bes
Cathartic remedy yet discovered, and at once relieves
and invigorates all the vital functions without causing injury to any of them. The most complete success
has long attended its use in many I
and it
is now offered to the general public with the convie-

*

$500 REWARD
For a case of Catarrh
phat Demeritt’s North Ameri
can Catarrh Remedy cnnot cure, Price per pack
age $1.25, (two bottles.) For sale by all Druggists,

CARRUTHERS

120 Hanover Street, Boston.
home testimonials,
6m39

& DEMERITT,
Send

for circular and

ANTED—<AGENTS, (20
rs day
to sell
the celebrated HOME SHUTTLE
SEWING
MACHINE.
Fas the under-feed, makes the
“lock stiteh” (alike on both sides, Jand is fully

licensed. The best and cheapest family
ing machine in the market.
Address
RON, CLARK & UO, Boston, Mass,
burgh, Pa., Chicago, Ill, or 8t, Louis,
yw
wns
|

‘

CITIE

THE

- Wrains leave Cincinnati by Columbus, O.,*
time, from Depot cor. 5th and Hoadley Streets at

OLD

OF

;

1

8.00 and 10.00 A. M., 5.30 and 7.00 P. M.

7 PER CENT GOLD.

AGENTS WANTED, MALE OR FEMALE, FOR
PHYSICAL

UV

%

FOUR EXpRESS TrAINS daily leave New York from
Depot foot of Chamber St., at
;

A Choice and Undoubted Security.

out of its course, it may be turned aside by

BY

ry

for stores, for streets and fields.

question

of the Free

'

.

BETWEEN THE

entirely

shall not be able

for Sabbaths and sanctuaries, but also for
week days, for shops, for homes, for mills,

Trying to say Smart Things.

a wedding ?” “No, sir,” was

hidden currents, but in spite of them all it
heritage (I Pet. v: 3) or over one another;
beats its way into port. The Christian
are in favor of ministerial equality, and may have much to contend against in his
opposed tothe dogma that acertain class own remaining evil desires and inclinations
or orderin the ministry has by divine right but the “principle - of holiness withing yl
the exclusive power of ordination; but bé- ‘eventually gain for him the mastery.
lieve
that different offices may obtain
The first bound from superstition is. to
among the ministry as seemeth best for
the general good of the church, after god- infidelity. But infidelity is itself a yoke,
ly deliberations in her general gatherings. for man must believe. He restrains and
dwarfs his noble capacity (that of faith in
the spiritual world) and darkens the winRise Higher.
dows of the soul that look upward, who
shuts himselfup to disbelief.
Sn
fn
When birds are flying over, and the
The heat is not overcome by being

discipline of

gelf-abnegation if used-aright,but what won-

;

Free Methodists are opposed

embodied in novels and the various publications designed to feed and develop the

at every

wrong.
She must watch over every one's
daily comfort, and it is ten to one whether

children are ailing

in all

fowler lies in wait for them, if they fly low,

She is the one who must set everything
right and keep everything from going

Ifthe
make

intemperance

great Bible

from

All persons are young in the other world.
HENRY CLEWS &
That state is an eternal spring—over fresh
and flourishing. Now, to pass from mid32 Wall Street, New
night into noon on the sudden,to be decrep- |
FOR SALE BY
it one minute, and all- spirit and activity
CALVIN HALE,
Cagh,
the next, must be an entertaining change. E. HURD,
fe
£32
To call this*dying, is an abuse of language.
Character is not shaped by trifles. any
THE

its forms and phases and in favor of the
enactment of a most stringent prohibitory

to

lessons

BR RILWAY

ATLANTIC

ilege attached to these bonds can not fail fail to
cause them at no distant day to commadd a market

that they are wrought in God.” Free Meth-

odists are opposed

A work of yaming

\

THE BROAD GAUGE, DOUBLE TRACK ROUT

pany at par, and the payment ot the principal is pro-

failure

comes, and yet .who know nothing of that
parting gift of Christ—the peace of God.

Saddest man

YOR

' REV. JOSEH BERG, ». D.,AUTHOR OF THE JESUITS,
CHURCH AND STATE, &C,, &C.,
<r
CONTAINS OVER 100 JLLUSTRATIONS, *

inhabits cottages

as well as in the latter he ought to be well
lodged. Put the arts to universal use, and
we shall find in them a universal inspiration
dnd benediction. Art will be divine where
ever it is truly fair and serviceable. God
has made everything beautiful of its kind
and in its place, and his will is that his
creatures ‘should be happy.
But there
exists an evil spirit which tells us that evil
things are pardonable and that we shall
not die for them. Remember always that
all things lovely and righteous are possible,

.

ht

ERIE

Book Agents.’

The Open Bible,

amiss if

as well as churches, and that in the former

burdens to

grief, to whom

- 323.
:.

Burlington, Cedar Rapids and
Religious

a peace beyond expression. One who has: if you only believe in their possibility, and
known the unequaled peace of - Christ the manfully set to work to promote them with
Lord, can but have pity for those who, your very heart and soul,—Ruskin.
like them,

nd——"—"

:

>

Ca

Wanted,

would be ridicu-

lous, they think, to throw themselves away
those,or-of the many other children around, on mechanics!
Of course, society
has its
I felt that a great evil had- been wrought. affinities, and that is well.
Education
And the magnitude of the evil greatens,the grants it. Refinement and culture always
more I think of it. The impression on seek their level. But we dig down for
some of those susceptible natures 1 would gold. Too often, dissipated dandyism is
not be responsible for, for a mint of gold. petted and honored, "while intelligent inThe speaker only wished to say a smarh’
tb| dustry is denied a place. The difference
thing that would rebuke and stir, or annihi- between building houses and selling houses
late some in the ministry and the church, fs not so great that one should be considerless alive to Sabbath schools and ‘less pro- ed contemptible and the other illustrious.
gressive than himself, They may have de- Really, asa business, it makes but little
served it. But is there not ‘a more excel- difference whether a man mends clothes,
lent way? If, not, better let the ‘Lord bones, pens, houses, laws, or morals.
Work is ‘work and nothing less; man is
rebuke them.’
man and nothing .more,—Clark's Workday
Christianity.

i

7

+The Bible
in the PublioSchdols.”

millionaires, and

not ome of

or

Pi

fractions as

and build up the system to a healthy condition,
been,
This is a temptation that leads tno many crucified under no roof but the sky. It
This has been tested by Prof, Trosseau, in wo
~embalindd for us.
We can not gather up all astray. As an instance, a writer -in the means diligence in business, serving the
thousand cases, in the Hospitals of Paris, in
Lord in common vocations and every-day
the precious names of men out of whose
hich it cured nearly every case; and in thisy
hearts the dear cross pressed the living Christian Mirror describes what he saw and relations, as well as in consecrated sylla{ry Physicians are daily, ordering and com.
songs of the church; Saints E hraim, Amheard at a Sunday School Convention :
J bles on set occasions. Jesus was more
nding it to their Patients, It has made seme
brose and Gregory; Luther,
sublimely
great
standing
unknown
at
the
Gerhardt and
The conductor of the exercises, a man of"
cnishing cures.
One Boltle will prove its
Tersteegen ; gentle George Herbert, borne
eleacy. Sold at $1.00 per Bottle, or Six for «
warm heart, and glowing with enthusiasm carpenter’s bench in Nazareth, with apron
to his grave. with cathedral chants; blind
$2.00, Sent by Express to any address.
“the. children’s cause,” in speaking of on, than if he had been surpliced as a priest
John Milton, singing on in his blindness ; for
the difficulties encountered in some of his in the vemple, or arrayed in robes of royalJOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & COWDEN,
Richard Baxter, :s0 basely browbeaten by efforts to secure the co-operation of minis- ty on Pilate’s throne. He was greater with
602 Arch Street, Philadelphia,
the infamous Jeffreys; Bishop Ken, the ters andinflyential Christian men, remark- an adze in his hand than with a crown on
Nathan E, Bedell, Agent for New England.
nonsjuror; Watts and Doddridge, the two ed that in many quarters he had failed. his head. Christianity allows no aversion
rea
Nonconformist hymn-writers; the ** They are old fogies. But I thank God, toward the mechanic. ‘It gives him honor- |’. 1yelpld
rothers. Wesley, pelted, threatened, mockthey will die before long, and go to heaven, able position. It invites him to its home,
WANTED-(§225
A MONTE
ed, yet distilling out of their hearts sweet and be out of the way!” I sat by a row of and visits him in his, Yet how many rich A GENTS
by the Amterican Knitting
Machine
Co
BOSTON,
MASS.,or
8T.
LOUIS,
MO,
6m28
associate
to
songs, that go or chiming everywherd like little girls, eager, waiting, impressible, as young ladies who would scorn

Thus

5

The ma 'rimonial problems that

A thunder- | busy their brains involve such

I knew

.
N

-

I was sad.
I -ers, wholesale merchants,
when I have gentlemen of leisure.
It

.

12, 1870.

i

&

v

,~

;

Their agony is terrible. Would that they
would repent and surrender to God.

delights to see is, not old scars, or sores not
yet quite closed up into perfect soundness,
but the ruddy cheeks and the fresh hue of
thoroughly restored health.
And neither
God nor Christ have any such liking for

The

The great battle-song of the Lutheran
Church,
Luther's Eine feste Burg ist
said to have

!

:

produced a more posi- | lawyerst, physicians, large-salraied proach-

their tenets:

than almost

St
4 Mn

Qott, is

thought of it.

The idea clearly is, to put out of sight, to

If there is none, never mind it.
—Miss Muloch.

unser

them.

tive shudder.
I was sorry.
have been sad ever since,

treat as if the sin had never existed, so that
as between God and man it is practically

and a something

Scotland. One day he stepped into a hovel.
It was dimly lighted by one small window
of four

whose

covered. Literally the verse reads: “0
the blessings of him who i$ forgiven [as to
transgression, [who is] .covered [us to]

be going

among

1

;

rest. Happy is he who can With his burdens and weariness come to him who tak-

sage to believers.
There are many who
conceive it to be a mark of proper humility,

Some years ago a good minister of Jesus
visiting

STAR:

ly yet earnestly thank the Master that his
gitts, unlike the "world’s,”
are peace and

i

RE

was

if

4

Not as the World Giveth.
olives, the pulms and the oranges of the
A
tropics, with their wondrous bursts of song ;
“My peace
1 give unto you,” was the
80, like these birds, these sacred hymns of
the past, whose nests have been found. in ‘benediction of the Master as he told the
every dge, from the very gray and twilight. faithful few of his departure to his Father's
ofCréation, seem to have risen up, spread many-mansioned home. ‘Not as the world
and plumed their wings, and flown down to | giveth, give I unto you,” said he, for the
our day, and into the pleasant gardens and gift of the world is weariness and tears, in
vineyards God has given to his church, and place of peace and hope, which are the
‘their sweet and heavenly music) as they flit gift of God alone.- How often in the strife
from branch to branch, filleth the church of life, when failure meets us, or when
with melody, comforting and cheering, as trouble greater than seems our strength to
in old time, the hearts of God’s people, as bear comes to us, does the weary pilgrim,
if once again the advent was renewed, and look up with a face white through suitering,
God's angels were in the air.—Hvangelical and eyes dimmed with tears,and ‘trembling-

All these and more my ships convey
._ With silent blessings to the strand;

Blessed

caioling and

triumphing: through all the unfrosted. or-

Music, a wondrous language given
That souls to other souls may reach,
And claim with them a boundless heaven,

A

and,

furlong, until at length, coming down from
their high pathways, they cover provinces,

skill to teach;

tors strove to induce him to recant;

southward,

new singers, increasing in number at every

But other holier burdens still
« They bear, these wanderers of the sea;
. Love that the waiting heart doth thrill,
Friendship and sacred memory :

Rome

and much

springing up from the shrubs, the reeds
and the waters,begin their flight, and as
they wind their, way out of every tree and
copse, from orchard and garden come forth

Bright singing birds from out their sails,
Flood the blue air with wealth of song.

bribes
wrote
Guina,
heard
before

;
:

4

pouring out in the inter- | clap could not have

of the best of it has come down to us in
Christian song.
As in the early autumn the birds begin

-

They also bring, the ships that rove,

* man, was led forth;

.

tortured | speaker seemed to give

treasury of all the past is ours,

The hill and vale and billow seem
Transfigured to the wondering view.

cutors.

3

patience to | forget the shock tbat deliverance

the * gentle,

spirit of Cowper,

And from this open portal gleam

Ofall its opponents,

a

MORNING

or

vals of his terrible malady, his trembling
‘but immortal songs, and many others, not
to mention those great masters of music
whose chorals have
a deathless life. The

- Parple and crimson, gold and blue;

Martyrdom

&

:

silvery bells, cheering ‘death-beds, giving | only such natures can be, and I shall never | with the sons and daughters of our work- |

They bring the morning light to ‘me
Through the far East’s unfolding door,

Art, with its wizard

.
:

;

My" Ships. -

a

-

.

4
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So'in singing, it is usefu¥ to actually

sing.

Even if no noise is madéitis enliv-

ening

to

follow

the

tune,

words in a whisper.
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T. DAY,

12, 1870,

Fighting,

Readers of Shakspeare are in little danger
of ‘forgetting the big stories which Falstaff

" told the prince about his fight in the dark-

proved that he was

issued since

remind
and blust

affect the

the body in an easy,

heard

ity;

commence, in

resolution

before

the

which “would

martyrs

sacrifice

stake,

for the

mot

The Passover

rite.

quail

their minds do not run in that direc-

ac-

tion; they think more of the Saviour who
Itis equally so to thunder into| gave
tions.
than of the blessing, and more
church after they hive commenced, daring of the blessing given thanof the receiver.

prayer, singing, or at any time, without re-

They

straint, with no attempt

phasize, “I have received.” The
I is forgotten in devotion to the giver. They
indeed do testify, ‘“‘See what the Lord has
done for my soul,” but the emphasis is on
Lord, and not on my. The thoughts rise

at a quiet, reverent,

subdued manner, such as one would exhibit

in entering the house of a very distinguished man. No
gentleman or lady
would rush into a friend's house, in
bold, bustling manner, that we often

ness in coming into
scandalous that so
fested among those
to worship. There

forms of respect, that

the

spirit

is stifled,

|

and the heart feels as little as the manner
expresses.
Ostentatious devotion we can not endure.
Pablic prostrations, kneeling in silent prayer in the public assembly, is too showy pre-

the war with Prussia opened,

If brag

pould win a battle, the series of

victories that should be set down to the
credit of Bazaine and Trochu would have
few equals. If repeating false stories with
added emphasis could make them credible,

tentious,obtrusive to be useful.

Thereis so

much of it, that it destoys reverence about
as effectually as does the extreme of thoughtlessness.
But the quiet dropping of the

then all doubt of the French triumph should

are slow to use the ego, and to em-

that
wit- to the Saviour, and only notice the receiver

the house of God. Itis
little reverence is maniwho professedly go up
is such a neglect of the

as a
one
the
with

beggar fed, a criminal upraised, a vile
purified. The more holy we begome,
more weare emptied of self and filled
:
Christ.

Matters
A

recent

supplied

not

at Providence.

visit to Providence,R. I., has

a little

interest

and

food

for thought. It is always a beautiful city,
even when strangers are made her judges.
Her wealth puts her into the first rank of
municipalities.
Her apparent contempt
of mere surface show and ostentation is
creditable to her, even when it is to set
down as indicating a lack of enterprise.
Her regard for utility rather than for ornament may suggest a limited sesthetical cul-

\

have disappeared long ago. -Telegrams
head,a moment's silent prayer,when we take
were kept flying from Paris at the opening
our seat in the house of God,is healthful to the
of the struggle, such as warranted the idea
soul. In all things Christians should be
that the resistance of Prussia to French
modest, devout, quietly demonstrative and
valor was like the resistanceof an ordinary
sincere. Then the form will assist the spirfence to an Alpine avalanche. Nearly every
it.
ture, but it stands for a real comizon sense.
Prussian triumph was at first reported from
Her growth is steady, and if less rgpid than
Paris or the Napoleonic camp,as a splendid
that of some of the great cities of the counGallic victory.
Over and over again,
Sanctification.
try, it is always substantial and healthy.
while McMahon was being reluctlantly
et
fp —
‘With a population of 70,000, a charming
pressed into the fatal enclosure at Sedan,
Very few Christians realize their pri¥i-' site and most attractive surroundings,
official statements were sent abroad from |’
lege in the kingdom of grace. Jesus gave ample room for growth in almost every
the seat of government, announcing that
himself for us; gave his life, his power,
direction, a desirable climate,rapidly growthe divorced wings of the army were rehis love, his. skill to recreate, and to heal,
ing advantages such,as few can fail to
united at Metz, and that the Crown Prince
that he might make us holy, ‘without spot, appreciate,—she is wt at all likely to lose
of Prussia was on the eve of capture.
or wrinkle, or any such thing.” The gos- her place as the second city in New Englang
Since then there has been an increase
rather than an abatement of these falsified pel begets the desire, the hungering for nor to lesser:her interest for those who
reports. The strength of Strasbourg has ‘holiness, and promises to fulfill it; it im- long since learned to love her for her trae
and offers grace worth as well as admire her for her ovbions
been overstated; the Prussian losses at poses the duty of holiness’
to perform it. There is a wonderful full- attractions.
=
Toul were magnified forty fold ; the security
of Paris is grossly misrepresented; the ness in Christ, which covers all the weakThe Free Baptist element here is noreports of therepulses of the besieging army nesses, temptations and besetments of the ticeable.
Including Olneyville, where the
have been little less than sheer fabrications ; saints, and all may know the power of his house
of worship is only a few rods
the statements respecting the forces that grace working in them mightily, and learn beyond, the city line, we have now five
are daily organizing in Southern France the full meaning of those Scriptures which churches; and quite a company of our minhave

little

foundation

in

fact;

the assur-

anges that Russia and other neutral powers
were at once to interfere and compel Prussia
to retire from French soil, were sensational

telegrams; the reports of Prussian barbarity ard exactions have been made up with a
contempt for the facts; and when there
has heen least to be said in behalf of the
French diplomacy and generalship, then
the

boasts

great devotion,—if vanity were valor,—

if gasconade meant grit,—if huge lies could
serve the same ends as heroic lives,—surely the Freuch pgople would be a wonder,
the itinerant government a masterly force,
and the campaign of Napoleon and Lebeceuf
one of the grand events in history. As it
is,

and

the lack of truth and honor in the camp

cabinet is something far more pitiable

than the lack of generalship in the field and
of success in the entrenchments.
We wonder that the French masses endure these sensationalisms and cheats. That
be tried,

they

should

and

discreditable.

and serve their tem-

porary purpose once or twice, is not singular, but that they should be persisted in
and tolerated as a rule, is both surprising

Already French tele-

grams are set down as canards by the outside public, and it must be that they will
sooner or later purchase little else than,
A
contempt and retribution at home.
struggle that can only be kept up by means
of falsehood is always liable to a miserable
end; and till a government or a people
has

“I
in

learned

to honor the truth, they need

not expect an abiding power or a valuable
liberty. France bas ample pride, but she

greatly. needs principle; shecan use rhetbut she sadly blunders in handoric,

the Christian's deep experience.

am dead,
God;”

“I

and my life is hid with Christ
am crucified with Christ, and

vet I live, and the life whith I live in the
flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God.”
Yet too many of us are forced to sing:
“Dear Lord, and shall we ever live
At this poor dying rate;
-Qur love so faint so cold to thee,
And thine to us so great?”

have been loudestiand
the blus-

ter has had most of noise and magniloquence.
)
Now if brag were identical with bravery,
—if grand dispatches were the same thing
as

express

Obliged
songs

if

to sing thus?

of victory,

we

will

but

songs

of

receive

perfect

love,

Jesus in all his

able ‘and willingto do so, and to bring all

our, powers
work. The
him and to
for peculiar
soul,

to

into subjection, he will do the
essential point is to look to
him alone; and when we seek
feelings, anguish, travail of

commend us to him, we'are doing

in another form what the Papist does in his

A Pres-

directly to. him ; and he describes this com-

byterian D. D. remarked to us, that “Baptists take 4 more spiritual view of baptism

ing, as simply a trustful, loving welcome of
himself as Saviour, to do all and beall to

use of that rite, and all forms of religion,
areto express and nourish the spiritual.
Baptism is vain unless it is the answer,i. e.,

him, to fake his own course with us, to
lead ug in his own way, to give us just
that type of experience which he wills.
There is nothing stiff, and formal, and

than my people do, and get more good out
of it.” However that may be, the proper

the response of a good conscience to God.

The same is true of prayer. If prayerisa
mere form it is useless; but when it ex-

presses the

soul's

desires,

it at

the

same

‘time increases those desires, and elevates the
spiritual life.

So men should not only pray

bacanse they feel like it, but also to make

|
them feel like-it.
must
we
worship,
by
If we would profit
into
prayers
praise,
,
put our reverence
m the minister
; while
for

prays the whole

songregation should pray; ther they will
enjoy and profitby it. It does them good

to bowthe head, and move the lips in pray-

5

churches are now all provided with pastors.

Bro. Howe still remains at Olneyville,
though he is soon to be drawn away to the
Theological School at Lewiston.
Roger

is still working on with courage, satisfaction
and success, under the labors of Bro. Perkins. Bro. Dunjee, of West-Va.,has arranged to take the pastoral care of Pond St.,

exchanging his immense diocese in the
But how “can this be done? Not by ex- Shenandoah valley for a limited and local
piatory® or creative acts of our own. The field in a northern ‘city. And Bro. Mariner
anxious sinner and the hungering Chris- has already entered upon his work in contian are alike tempted to do some great nection with the new undertaking on
thing,0 to seek some exireme agony, some
Greenwich St.,—a mission that has in it
severe struggle of soul as a preparation not a little faith and pluck, and to which
for the blessing of God. The idea of pen-’ the hearts of the older churches turn with
ance lies deep in human nature, and shows
a peculiar interest, and for whose éminent
itself in scores of subtle ways, not mentionsuccess many prayers go up daily.
.
ed in papal rubric; it is inveterate legalism
This is pre-eminently a Baptist territory.
in the ‘heart refasing to’ be saved wholly The seed planted. by Roger Williams has
by grace, hut determined to have some
taken deep root, and the fruit has not been
part in the work of redemption. It is hard
small. The work of colouizing has been
for us to believe that °
Ld
going forward quite vigorously during the
last few years, and our own branch of the
“Jesus died and paid’it all,
family begins to recognize its right to be
Yes, all the debt I owe;”
and its duty to do. We trust that the work
and that nursing anguishof soul, and stir- of establishing new interests may go steadring up agony within, is of no possible ily and wisely on, and that what has been
value or use in making us complete in him. found so effective in the way of church
When we are willing to be wholly his, to be extension by others, may add greatly to
healed of all selfishness, and have Jesus
our own means of influence and our growth
-|
reign, in and over us, and believe that he is into a genuine maturity.

ling facts; her bravery is sufficient to | ordeal of penance.
purchase distinction, hut she can never
We fear that much of the effort of our
master Europe nor win the world till she Methodist brethren for sanctification, conhas made a large addition to her conscience. tains the poison of subtle legalism.
Great
value is attached to certain.exercises of
mind, preparations and strugglings ; a parForm and Spirit.
ticular track is marked out for all, a pecul——
W—
iar type and style and orderof experience
actions, and actions are sought. This is not the Saviour’s’plan.
the
The heart affects
re-act updh and affect the heart. The spir- He. never demands that we should feel or
do just so and so, but invites all to come
. itual finds expression in the formal, and

the spiritual.
the formal nurtures

who are only partially occupied with pastoral work, have their homes here. These

fullaess.

us which the soul needs.

It-is.allleftto

sharply drawn at all, as we obserye in
modern
We are
They are
formal ;

theories of attaining perfect love.
afraid of these new developments.
too demonstrative, pretentious and
they seem like a kind of spiritual

legalism,and easily emerge into complacency, self-righteousness and self-glorification.
They force many persons into false posisitions,

discourage

some, tempt some into

false pretensions, to deceive themselves
with the idea that they possess grace, when

they

really

have less

conceit, than before.

better.

grace,

but more

The Saviour's way is

It presses every possible

induce-

to

assembly of saints.

°

1t is generally assumed that the

‘‘seven”

chosen to distribute alms, Acts 6;5, are call-

ed deacons,

and

that they

represent

to be some confusion in re-

the

taken.
There is not a hint, nor an allusion,
that these men were ever called deacons,

not of the letter,

but

of

the spirit.” 6:4; *‘But in all things approving ourselves as the ministers [diaconoi]

of God.”

‘Eph. 8:7;

“The gospel whereof

1 am made a minister

[diacon]

according

to the gift of the grace of God.”
6:21;
¢“Tychicus, a beloved brother and faithful minister, [deacon] in the Lord.”
Col.1:

7;

“Epaphras... a faithful minister

con]

of Christ” ;

23. “Gospel...

[dea-

whereof

I Paul am made a minister [deacdh]".

-

It
ill surprise our good deacons to find
that their title was first given to preachers,
ministers ofthe gospel, and that modern
usage is wide of the inspired werd. Tradition is law in this case as in scores of others. The brotherhood of saints think that
they follow the

word

of the

Lord;

when

really, they are subject to the opinions and
customs of men. It is not safe to trast anything to mere assumption. Our only safety
is in examining the Scriptures diligently,
and testing every belief and practice by
their infallible teachings.

Reubenites.
——

Discouraging

—

indeed was

the

prophecy

of Jacob, concerning his oldest son.
¢‘Unstable as water, thou shalt not excel.”

Yet it-was intimated that he was strong,
capable, and might become distinguished,
but for a little defect. How many are in
the same plight! Spoiled po one little
defect ; almost successful, but not quite.
They know enough, can tell just how prosperity can be won, are astonished at the
failures of others, and astonish others by

their own. This was the case of Reuben.
He had ambition, strong desire to do well
and

success,

yet "he

always failed. ‘ Thou shalt not
clungto him like
a decree of fate;

could

almost

grasp

excel,”
it fol-

lowed him everywhere, in all

business,

every undertaking. This was
ing, heart-sickening. Yet there
pensation in his nature. There
in such cases. Nature breaks
of misfortune. Such unstable,

in

discouragwas comalways is
the blows
unprosper-

ous souls take things easily; they have

that

he

between

should

at

present need to be so carefully guarded.

_It was during one of his carly voyages to

sea, that Garibaldi visited

position

They

at a time when that city was torn by inter-

is somewhat

anomalous.

Rome.

It was

desired’ from the firat to be recognized as a
Regular Baptist church, without restrictions as to the privileges of the Lord's
Supper.
They believed. that they had
a right=to entire liberty on this point,
and the Association should not interfere

nal diggensions, and thpastened by exter

with that right.

made a powerful impression upon him.
He saw that the destiny of his country and
of his race was closely connected with the

So

they claimed to be

known as simply a Baptist church. Not
a Freewill Baptist nor an open com-

munion

Baptist, but a Baptist church, giv-

ing no intimation in their name whether
they practiced open communion or not.
But in their records of organization they

adopted the following statement:

“The

sharply,

characterizing

itas the extreme of

open communion license. It was understood by the church to bea full and generous offer of access to the Lord's table among
them, to every Christian who may feel it
his duty or privilege to come. With this
record on the church book, and openly set
itual office.
The diaconoi were ministers,
forth, the Council recognized them as a
preachers, the most active evangelists, rath- «Regular Baptist ehurch, though a minority
er than mere serverseat tables.
Here are a of the Council positively objected, asserting
few Scriptures in proof of our statement: that it was ‘the most thoroughly open
1 Cor.3:5;
‘“Who then 1s Paul, and who is conimunion church in America.” With this
Apollus, but ministers [diaconoi] by whom
record, and on this platform, they applied
ye believed?” 2 Cor. 3:6; ‘Who also hath for admission into the Warren Associatoin,
made us able ministers [diaconos] of the and were received. They were not asked
Testament,

difference

the man-and the boy,
Their

by the apostles. Our friend was surprised
to find this to be the fact.
He was quite as much surprised to find
that the word deacon in the Greek Testament does not signify a secular, but a spir-

New

There must be a wide

is ‘not strange that there should be.

scriptural idea of that office. fe, recollect Calvary Baptist church imposes no restric‘tions to the Lord's Supper, not imposed by
an energetic denial by a distinguished dithe New Testament,” and they agreed that
vine, who had written an able work on the
the
Supper should be announced in these
“Officers of ‘the Church”, of our statement
words:
*“This is the Lord's Supper. Let
that these same men were not called deaa man examine himself, and so let him
cons at all, He knew they were. He had
examined
the * subject
carefully.
He eat.”
At the time this rule was adopted, the
could not be mistaken. But he was misLxaminer & Chronicle criticized it very

isters, including those in full service and

Williams is to welcome Bro. Heath, of
Auburn, Me., on the first of Nov. Park St.

No, we may sing

was pre-eminently ‘a family

members of specific church organizations.
It is properly observed in the church, in the
family, in any

seems

Church.

spect fo the attitude of this church, and it

Jesus and his family met to observe

bers of his family therefore, -rather than

of Jesus and

is the better way.

which

it.. And in that family capacity he instituted the Supper. It belongs to all the mem-

nor flinch from

honor

There

Indeed, it was instituted as a family rite.

in the street;” thefe is no

the moments before services

quiet

The Westerly

binds the Papist.
It is assumed that the Lord's supper
is exclusively a church ordinance, but no
such doctrine is taught in the Scriptures.

This spirit does not *‘strive nor ery, its voice

is not

The holiest, most 2Christ-like Christians
are seldom conscious of their own superior-

It was

stories..

experiences and wonderful fullness of love,

feel no reverence, and the place inspires
none. It is terribly demoralizing to spend

that have been

one of Falstaff’s

which so

the good of souls. This

a cowardly glutton,

bulletins

are servants of the same authority

or testilnonies

easily glide into boasting, ‘I am holier
than thou;
it carries on the work of grace
very quietly, silently, and imparts very rich

any

an attempt to hide the lack of heroism

French

demonstrations

wakeful attitudes.
Those who enter. the
house of God in a careless, irreverent way,

by the freest use of bombast and lying.

The

cause not baptized. Why then do preachers
believe and teach it? Tig tradition. They

disposition to sound a ‘trumpet, though
there is great assurance, modest boldness,

chiefly anxious to save his portly person,
and find an ample and speedy supply of
mutton and sack, The sword had been
dulled Ly hacking the stones, and there
was

[cause baptized, nor out of the church be-

lazy position, the mind will conform, and
slumber will assume control. People in
church court sleep by ‘sleepy attitudes.
They can court life and wakefulness by

ever, when they came out, were a somewhat

his stories.

If we pe

talking, gazing, irregular thoughts and

ness with a whole battalion of antagonists,
slaying and wounding half a score of brave
and desperate men, and proving the rarity
of his valor, the skill of his fencing and
the might of his sword.
The facts, howupon

offers effective helpto holiness,

and

: with very little consciousness of superiority.

mind.

ry

comment

Bat it is still better to

The very attitudes of the body
~

should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
an business, wemittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher.

sorry

the

ed.

All communications designed for publication

Falstaffian

speak

sentiments of the hymn,and endeavor to enter into the spirit of it, we shall be refresh-

1

a

and

IR, 1870.

but does not divide the saints into grades
and classes, does not require nor encourage

ment,

join inthe song, and send up the ‘voice in
notes of melody. Then if we think of the

¢ EDITORS.

GEORGE H. BALL,

MORNING STAR: OCTOBER

to change their position; they made no
pledges that they would restrict their communion, or conform to the usages of other
churches

nal assaults. The King andthe Pope,
Catholicism and consciencey liberty and
oppression were at sword's pin, and the

powers of darkness seemed to be winning
the mastery. «The condition of the city

issues of the struggle. He became at once
a patriot, and threw his whole soul into the
contest,

Italian unity was the

his life,

He was

zealous,

partisan; he was brave

purpose

and

of

therefore

¢o rashness,

and

therefore frequently found himself in the
most desperate circumstances; he was
obliged to work by conspiracies, and was
therefore in constant danger both from the
bullets of his enemies 1d
vengeance of
the laws that he was violating.
His first military attempt, which was a
conspiracy with Mazzini, the celebrated
Italian republican,against the illiberal King
of Sardinia, was a failure.
He was obliged

to quit bis country, and two years later, of
in1834, he was sentenced to death for a
similar attempt; but saved his life by escapingto Fravce. But his patriotic impulses had become so strong that he could
not remain inactive while liberty was anywhere struggling for existence. He fought
for the Bey of Tunis,

and

soon found

him-

-

self in South America, fighting with the
republicans of Rio Grande against the oppressing government of Brazil.

1t was while in South

America

that

he

heard, in 1847, of the elevation of Pius IX.

to the pontificate.
nity to deal

Here was .an opportu:

another

blow

for

Italy,

returned, and, in 1848, after the
the Pope, offered his services to

He

flight of
the Pro-

in that matter, and there were no

visional Government, then sitting in Rome.
He was enthusiastically received, and distinguished himself in the very thickest of
the fight when that city was stormed by
the French. At its capture he was obliged
to flee for his life. Months followed in
in full fellowship, notwithstanding its we
~which he washunted like a wild beast by
known practice of open-communion.
But both French and Austrian troops. In the
while voting fellowship to this Newport resolve of a grand heroism, he had deterchurch, they felt called upon to declare,
mined to battle to the last, and had issued a
“This Association does not sympathize with proclamation, which said : ** In recompense
the practice of open communion in Baptist for the love you may show your country, I
churches.”
To this declaration of a fact, offer you hunger, thirst, cold, war and
Bro. Malcolm and his church very cordiaily death; who accepts these terms, let him
agreed.
They did not ask nor expect ‘ollow me.” The little army that he gathsympathy for this practice; all they asked ered, dwindled man by man.
They fought
was liberty to follow their own convictions like another band of Spartans. Garibaldi
of duty in the case, without interference. gave up his sword only when he was a
This the Association’ granted, and they helpless prisoner in the hands of the enemy,
were content.
having made bis way from the east to the
On the application of the Calvary church, west coast of Italy, while the punishment of
their delegates were asked if they assented death was decreed to whomsoever gave him
to this resolution of last year. They heartily food, drink or shelter. From this persecuresponded in the affirmative. They asked tion he escaped to the United States, arthe same liberty which was accorded to the riving in New York in the summer of
conditions

imposed

2d

of Newport, and were perfectly

church

inconsistent

with

the

willing that the Association should declare

1850.

-

The breaking

out of

the

war

between

France and Italy against Austria, in 1859,
munion in Baptist churches provided it did found bim again in his own country, with
not reject the church for practicing it. \ his sword drawn ia her behalf. In all his

that

it did not sympathize with open com-

The church was willing to fellowship close | career, united Italy had been his ruling
communion churches, if they were willing passion. For that he intrigued, ventured,
to do the same to an open communion | fought, constantly renewing his efforts,
There is a wide difference be- | | never cast down by defeat, always hopeful
church.
tween assenting that the Association shall | and persistent, until at length he sunoceedmake this declaration of non-sympathy, and | ed,and greeted Victor Emanuel as the con-

agreeing to practice close communion itself. | stitutibnal monarch of his country. Then,
Correspondents and editors are not justified like another Citcinnatus, refusing all honin view of this assent, in declaring as they ors or emoluments, he retired to the island
of Caprera,as poor as when he first joined
do that this church has disavowed open
communion, or given any pledge to prac- || the expedition against ChaYles Albert of
tice close communion.
It has done no such Sardinia, and devoted his leisure time to the
pursuits of gdrdening and agriculture.
thing and does not intend to do it. ItintendHis insular retirement was not, however,
ed to, and did agree that the Association
might declare non-sympathy with open com- of long duration. The old restless spirit
munion, and is quite willing to live in, and éame back again, and he figured in nuhers
work with, the Association notwithstanding

ous revolts and insurrections, from

|

his at-

this declaration, provided this resolution tempt to precipitate a Hungarian revolt in
is not so enforced as to oblige every church 1862, through the Austro-Prussian camto affirm the same sentiments of non-sym- paign of 1866, when he fought against the
pathy. The independence and liberty of Austrians, to his defeat before Rome in
the church is fully maintained, and not in 1867, when he attempted to overthrow the
the least merged in the Association. Hence Pope and restore to Italy her proper capiit can not consent that the Association, as tal. Though in reality a rebel against exsuch, should declare its approval or dis- isting laws, he escaped their penalty on
approval of a practice so long as the Associ- account of his previous signal services in
ation in return declares that the individaal the cause of Italian liberty, and retired
churches are at liberty to practice what the again to the seclusion of his home and his
Association-as such does not endorse. This farm.
It was there that the present Italian
liberty is reciprocal.
This church at Westerly has attracted a movement found him, and it is there that
good deal of atiention, because its position the sentinel fleet is trying to keep him.
is significant of a great change which is Whether it fears a periodicgl display of his
going on in the Baptist denomination, and inflammatory, revolutionary spirit, same
it should not be misrepresented. Whether as dwellers in volcanic districts await erap-.
we approve or disapprove,.it is well to tions and earthquakes after the proper inknow the facts. The Warren Association tervals, it is difficult to tell. The present
has received the church, knowing that it is managers 9 afuirs in Italy may be conthey are aiming more at kingly
really open communion, and all lovers of scious that
rule than government by the people, more
Christian union should rejoice at it, and
at the aggrandizement of a few than the
pray that the churcli may be greatly blessed
best condition « the' whole, and so think
and prove a blessing to the world. The
there is reason enough to fear that Garideeds, is the terse sentence,
‘In the di- time will come when the Warren Associabaldi may head a revolutionary party and
visions, (in the villages,) of Reuben there tion will rescind its resolution of non-symproclaim an Italian republic.
were great thoughts of heart.” They dis- pathy with open communion.
The man who can thus draw upon himself
cussed the case with great energy, talked
the watchful eye of a nation, can at least be

great powers of endurance; disappointments strike them lightly and never last
long.
But the saddest feature of Jacob's words
is the prophetic, Itis not Reuben alone
who wasnot to excel, but his posterity.
The sins of the fathers are visited upon the
children. Men beget sons in their own likeness. Jacob saw the future, it passed before his mind in panorama, and the Rubenites traveled a hard road to the end.
Very little is said of them in Hebrew hisThere are those who can hardly forget tory. . They furnished no leaders, rulers,
the disappointment over the failure to judges, nor men of valor or distinction;
plant the Theological School in this goodly did nothing that was worth recording, excity, but they share the gratitude of others cept once. When that noble woman,Debover tlie’ faith and generosity of Bates orah, called her countrymen to strike for
freedom, and led them to victory, the ReuCollege, in giving it a home so desirable,
benites took part,—the same part which
and over its privilege of welcoming so
goodly a company of young men to its thousands take in the great enterprises of
ampler instruction and stimulus. And in the church of Christ,—they kept up a great
How
that feeling they have many sympathizers thinking, but did nothing more.
withering the mention of them in Deboall the way from Nova Scotia to Nebraska.
rah’s exultant
song. Woven
into the
midstof the glowing narration of heroic

Tradition.

We condemn the Papists for their bondage

to tradition, and claim for Protestants that about it in their families, in the streets, in
they are guided by the Scriptures only, in places of trade, and public concourse, but
matters of religion. But while we cast could not quite decide to rally to the call.
stones at our benighted neighbors, we may | So they did nothing but think and discuss.
These Reubenites are still plenty. They
as well question ourselvesas to the basis of
our faith. May it not be that our faith; as keep up a great thinking, have good de-

The

Prisoner

at Caprera.

no ordinaxy

man.

He

¢scaped the

penal-

Sardinia; he surty of a death-sentence in
vived the cruel treatment of his enemies in
Gualaguay ; he evaded the hot and persistent pursuit of the French and Austrians;
he has relieved himself from every dilemma, thus far, in which his rashness or ‘his
patriotism has placed him ; and if he has
decided that he must escape from Caprera,
he willdo so, the Italian fleet notwithstand-

In July, 1807, an ordinary and apparently harmless baby was born of poor parents,
in a dirty part of the town of Nice. In his
youth,
the most that distinguished him were
“are
‘sires,
and
intend,
sometime,
to
do
a
good
we
what
upon
rests
theirs,
as
well
affection
for his parénts and fidelity to his
thing,
but
comé¥q.no
decision,
are
never
of
taught, upon the beliefs and customs
'
companions.
He was also fond of the sea,
quite
ready
for
action,
and
delay
till
the
the
upon
than
more
those around us, much
and withal quite a friend of humanity, selopportunity
is
past.
There
are
mission
realhave
us
of
many
How
God?
of
word
dom influenced by the rank or condition of
1y searched the Scriptures to see whether churches, liberal donations, heroic efforts
a person in need of assistance. For exam- ing. But let him fix it in his mind that he
to
save
souls,
earnest
preachers
of
the
gosauthor.
divinely
are
our creed and usages
must exchange his spade for his sword,
ple, he once rescued a poor washerwoman
ized? They ‘may be all right, but how pel, existing all around us and among us,
and
he will effect the exchange, and we
from drowning, at the risk of his own life,
many of us know this from personal exami- in thoughts, purposes, expectations, but
shall
hear of him leading some band of pa
and
frequently
performed
a
similar
service
never developed into actions. They mean
nation?
triots
on a daring expedition.
for
others
in
a
like
situation.
One
would
1t is assumed by nearly all sects as indis- to do, are almost decided to doy come very not suppose from these exhibitions of his
near
to
doing,
but
just
fail.
fhe
most
that
patable that baptism is the door into the
nature that he wes a particularly dangerNew Hampsmre Y, M. C. A, CONVENchurch; but no such thing is taught in the can be said of them is, “They have great
ous
character.
At'present
he
is
a’
prisoner
The next annual convention of the
10x.
Scriptures. Baptism is never mentioned in’ thoughts of heart” One little defect spoils
Men's - Christian Associations of
on
the
island
of
Caprera,
in
the
MediterraYoung
them.
.
A
good
share
of
prompt
execution
connection with church membership, nor as
e will be held in Concord,
Hampshir
nean, guarded by part of an army and New
related to the charch in any sense what- would make them mighty men; without
The Associations of the
26.
and
25
watched
by
a
large
'
portion
of
the
Ital‘Oct.
that.
they
will
remain
Reubenites
for.
ever. Noone is ever said to he baptized
encouraging work durvery
done
have
ian
fleet,
His
name
is
Giuseppe
Garibaldi.
State
ever.
be
into the church, nor to be in the church
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ing the past year, Which will give animation

East ConcOoRrD,N. Y. We learn
and spirit- 40 the transactions of the ap- East Concord church is enjoying a
proaching Convention; the management of revival. The pastor and people
it ig in good hands, and we doubt not ‘that mind to work.
an ‘interesting session will be enjoyed.

There

will bo

discussions

on

topics

for the Master.

resentation allows five delegates from
each Association, and each Evangelical

Harriman.
They expect to be about four months
on the voyage, snd consequently reach Boston
about the middle~of December, ' Letters have
been received, at the Mission office, from them,
written on board ship, at the mouth of the Gan-

church in the State is requested to send its
advise in the
The railroad’

ges.They state that their accommodations are ex-

. of the State will carry deNigates at reduced
fare, and free entertainment will be far.
#nished those desiring it, on applying, before
Oct. 15, to James Minot, Secretary.

cellent, and the officers and crew seem to be seJect and very agreeable.
Ill health on the part

of Brother and Sister B. is the cause of their re-

turn.

m

family

between

the author

and

C. 0. LiBBY.

of our deceased brother, Rev. J. M.

will be issued at no distant day.

tist church,

New

York,

Froma

with the South

teach and enforce, and put the narrative into

Meigs

Denominational News and Notes.

Kingston, N. H.,church,

Cor. Mess, to Athens Q. M.

DELAWARE
Rev. G. King

it, and devise liberal things

for the Foreign

Mission cause from

Van

year

Buren

Q.

M., and
present

will therefore briefly
condition

of the

churches,

tion

Weld

which

:

The Hillsborough church is situated in a
small village, has a good house of worship,
with something over one hundred members,
mostly farmers that are able-to do some-

thing for the Master's cause.

*

The Ripley church is situated on the Burlington and Missouri River R. R., in a good
community, some fifteen miles west of Mt.
Pleasant; is a good working church of

some forty or fifty members. They are
commencing to build a meeting-house near
Coal Port,a mail station only, on the

above

R.R,
The Agency City church,located at Agency City, a town of some seven orf eight hundred inhabitants, has a large-house, abou:
thirty members, and is so situated that it
may do our cause much good. Itis on the

game R. R. above mentioned, about thirty
~~
miles west of the Ripley church.
miles

\. The Benton church, located fifteen

north of the Agency City church,is weak and
scattered.
These churches make up the Q.M., and
are now all without ministerial labor, save:

the occasional supply by the ministers now
in the Q. M., who are at present not able to
give their time to the work.
The three
churches first named are able,if properly interested,to sustain two ministers with a fair
salary.
To do this, all I think they need is,

for some efficient minister to feel
Lord gays to him,—Go;

that

the

then to venture

on

in the name of the Lord.
With proper effort anda willingness to
can

sacrifice for the cause, one minister

be

sustained at Hillsborough, and one by the
other two, laboring half the time at each.
Some of these brethren are timid in reference to promisitg so much.

Yet, by

prop-

er ministerial encouragement I think the
three churches can raise from ten to twelve
hundred dollars per year. Laboring as they
are, under some embarrgsgment, they are
unable to invite ministers to tisit them with
the expectation that their expenses will be
paid by the churches.
We trust these few items may attract
{he attention of some one designing to come
west, and, the Lord directing, the right man
will find the right place. - The country in

the vicinity of these chijhes is as good as
any in the west, and

the%topportunities

for

making good homes would invite the atten-

tion of all ministers or laymen designing
to come wast for homes.
The Macedonian cry comes to us from ev-,
ery quarter, and

if our

churches

had

effi-

cient laborers we could enlarge our field of
work.
For further information, address
Rev. E. Tissers, Com. for Q. M.
Fort

i

Madison, Iowa.

Revivals,
West

Linerty,

Mr.

&e.
There

has been a

good religious interest at West Liberty,
' Me., during the past summer. Rev. M.
Ulmer hag preached there a part of the time,

+

CLAYTON

Q. M.—Held

its

W.BixBY, Clerk.

N.

Q.

its last session at

M.—Held

Amount, contributed for Missions,

FARMINGTON Q. M.—Held its Sept., session
with the 2d New Sharon church. Attendance
good ; meetings interesting; some revival interest reported.Collection for Home and Freedmen’s
Sent in by the churches for
Mission, $22.10.
Quarterly Meeting purposes, $4434, Sister Annie Dudley was present and spokd Very interest- |
ingly for Freedmen’s Missions and took a collec-

the

and he baptized six the last Sabbath in Sept.
:
nih
uy

some

of

: A

Next

$31.00.

with

session

G. W. GouLp,

church.

the

Clerk.

term with the
U~iTy Q. M.—Held its Sept.
Few delegates
Dixmont.
church,
Mountain
present. Social meetings were interesting. The
church is In excellent working order,with a good
Rev.I. W. Moore, from ProsSabbath school.
pect Q. M., was present and gave us one of his
December term at Plymouth
best sermons.
BeNJ. Foaa, Clerk.
Village.
Q.
HONEY CREEK, WIs., M.—Held its Sept.
But few atsession with the Raymond church,
were
tended this session,.but.those that did
filled with an earnest spirit of endeavor to do
done,
was
But little business
what they could.
consequently more time was spentin religious
was

exercises, which

made

profitable

hy

earnest

The
exhortation and preaching.
evangelical
Q. M. is not as prosperous as in the past, but
desire
earnest
an
there is hope from the fact'that
to rise pervaded the hearts of those in attendance.
Next session with the New Berlin church, commeneing Dee. 2d, at 2 o'clock, P. M.
G. H. HUBBARD, Clerk.

BowpoIN Q.

M.—Held its Sept. session

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

and THROAT

Feb

Y.

offered,

for

nothing.

are

good

Be

sure

Boye, Young

Aug

30

H. G, EASTMAN, LL. D.,
Poughkeepsie,

At this

BOSTON

Ofice.

and Sabbath of Nov. next.
Conference, Friday preceding, at one o'clock, P. M. A general attendance

Brethren making

JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.

Friday evening, Nov. 11th, by Rev. R. Cooley.
L. HULSE, Clerk.

the

£Any who have

CUMBERLAND Q. M.
will hold its session with
the New Gloucester c¢h., Oct. 25 and 27, commencing at9 o'clock, A. M.
A portion of the session,
probably Wednesday afternoon, will be devoted to
the interests of the Sabbath school, Principal topic
for consideration, ¢* How shall the young be
best
brought to Christ?’
Tuesday, at 2 o'clock,
the
Ministers’ Conférence will assemble.
A full attend.
ance is desired.
W. F. EATON, Clerk,

CARPETS

aws,

Society, upon the departure for India of five
female missionaries: Miss H. G. Brittan, Miss

“Lathrop,of Rockford, Il1., Miss Ward, of Galesburg, 111.,Miss Butler of Chicago,and Miss Chase
of Stillwater, N. Y.

Baptist says that there are ten

counties in Pennsylvania,with an aggregate pop
ulation at the present time, of 800,000, in which
‘there is no Baptist church 7 and (saven counties,
with a population of 200,000, in which there is
only one church in each.

BAD PRACTIOR. You might as well expect to relieve snd cure an inflamed eye by dusting ir itating
owders into it,as to expectto subdue and cure Camem-

in the head) by the use of

Dr,
snuffs or strong, caustic solutions.
Catarrh Remedy cures Catarrh by its mild,
action, which subdues the inflammation

and restores the natural secretion of the mucous follicles. The proprietor offers $300 fora case of Car
tarrh that he can not cure. Sent by mail on receipt

Address R, V.
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OC F Lothrop, Chesterville, Me,
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This is indeed a book for every

Book

for

Every

in

Woman

elegant

NGS.
These are, beyond

ILLUSTRATIVE

all cotiparison, the

ENGRAV-

most extra

0,00
8,16

20,00
Treas.

and interesting character are introduced, to which no
allusion even can be found in any other works in our

anguage.

All the NEw DISCOVERIES of the author

whose experienceis of an uninterrupted magnitude—

such as probably never before fell to the lot of any
man—are given in full. No person should be withou
these valuable books. They are utterly unlike any
others ever published.
VALUABLE BOOKS.—We have received the valuable
medical works of Dr. Albert I, Hayes.
These booke
ave of actual merit, and should find a place in every
intelligent family,
They are not the cheap erder of
abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties
and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, but are writ.
ten by a responsible professional gentleman of emi-

nence, a8 a source of instruction on vital matters, concerning which lamentable ignorance exists, The im-

-

5,00

3,4
18.10
12,00
25,00
11,25
6,11
10,00
12,00
4.41
4,49
5,00
16,30
5,00
2,50
5,00
1,00
10,00
10,00
20,00
Fi

hi
Y

11,75

6,00

preseriptions for prevailing

complaints are added.—

‘oes Republican, Lancaster, N,
H., Sept. 17,1869.
Di. HAYES is one of the most learned and popular
physicians of the day, and is entitled to the gratitude
of our race for these invaluable productions. It seems
to be his aim to induce men and worhen to avoid the
cause of those diseases to which they are subject, and

he tells them just how and when to do_it.—Farming-

ton Chronicle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2, 1869.
There are truly scientific and popular works by Dr

Hayes,one of the most learned

of the day.~The

and poplar physicians

Medical and Surgical

Journal,

July

869.
Price of SCIENCE OF Lil FE, $1.00. PHYSIOLOGY
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $2.00, In Tur
Posthge paid.
key morocco, full gilt, $5.00,
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
Aa dres
“THE PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE

or

Dr. HAYES, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston,
N. B.=Dr. H, may be consulted in strictest confldence on all disease requiring skill and experience,
cowlyd)
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These Books are now ready for sale
Prize

Series.

Andy
Luttrell,cececcccescecccssocscseeeesl,d0
Shining
Hours,seee..
Master and Pupil,.
May Bellieeseoesnces
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Sabrina Hackett, ess.
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Aunt Mattie,eeeeseecsssccosccccsssvesses1,80
Light from the Cross.eceeccecececsssessss1,30
‘Contradictions, or, High Life in Edgertonl.50

Rainy

Day

.

Series.

A Rainy Day at Schoo
Birth Day Present,...
New

Year.eeeesoo
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Rainy Day at HOME eeeessecccessrasness
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Child’s

Series.

The ChristChild,sseececcscssccsscenseses LT
Good Little Mittieyeesees
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Heavellieesseesocessnacescsecences 1D
Bright

Day

Series.

Bright Days,ececcecccccecccesccssccsees],25
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Pompeii and Herculaneum,eeeeceeecesess1,25

Archibald Hamilton,
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Starlight

Series.
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Brother and Sister.cecsesceccesceccsssaes

73

7D

JMiscellaneous.
Anecdotes of AnimalS.eceeecececscacees
1.50
Bloomfield eeseseecececesscesersnceasess
1,50
Glercoe Parsonage..
Early Choice.....
Strawberry Hill
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Willie Maitland.:..seeesesecacsccscesess ,58
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Any of which will be sent by mail, free of post-!
age, on receipt of the price.
Parties designing to get new: Sabbath School
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own publications, or will be filled with th
books of other publishers,and will be furnished to
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,
Dover, N. H.

Remittances of monev for our publications may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and

made

payable

of L. R. Burlingame,

‘in

to the

Post Office

Money Order, or in Registered letter.
‘Moneys thus sent will be at our risk
Otherwise they will be at the risk of those
sending them.

THE MORNING STAR
JOB-PRINTING OFFICE.
A new Steam

Job

Printing

Press

has just been put into operation in the

Morning Star Office.

This Press is the

best in use, and is, of

course, capable

of doing most excellent work.
:
The Job type is entirely new, and
has been selected with great care from

type made by first-class manufacturers
in New York, Boston, and PhiladelTo any person who will send us a phia.
.
year’s subscription in advance for his ~The Pressman has had an experiown paper, together with a year’s sub- ence of twelve years, and that in some
scription in advance from a new sub- of the best offices in the largest cities
scriber, we will send a copy of Mr. of the country.
It is believed, therefore, that all
Kennedy's volume,—¢Close Communion, or open Communion?
An experi- kinds of Job-printing, including the”
ence and an Argument,”’—and will also printing of cuts and printing in colors,
send a copy of the same work to the can be done in good style at short notice
new subscriber.
Or, if it is preferred, and upon reasonable terms.
we will send any unbound volume of
Orders are solicited from all parts of
the Freewill’ Baptist Quarterly, from the country. Address,
the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on
L. R. BURLINGAME,
the same terms.
The postage—which
No. 39 Washington St.,
is twelve cents,—must be paid by those
Dover, N. H.
who order the books.

A

portant subjects presented are treated with delicacy,
ability and care, and, as an appendix, many useful

J
Dickinson Center church
St Lawrence Y M
Harrisburg church
Elton ehurch
Phebe Compton, W Stephentown ch
Fatrport collection
JC Steele, (Y M pledge)
ErleQM
Hopkinton ch
Lawrence ch
Lawrence Q M
Jefferson Q M
Freedom Q M
Eld C Chatfee
A
Rev H 8 Limbocker
Mrs H Andrews
Daniel Thompson (pledge)
hy
Rev H Perry
(col Sept)
Tnion Q M
Pualtnéy ch

JARYY JLT

diseases arising

to pas-

tors, superintendents and teachers as
being in every way worthy of their
patronage.
Orders may be sent at any
time and they will be filled immediately. Price 15 cents ; Postage, (extra)
4 cents.

EITHER SEX cat require to know, but what is tully
explaided, and many matters of the most important
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RECEIPTS,

28

Is now complete and ready for customers. Itisadapted to classes that have
just completed “The story of Jesus.”
This book received the prize offered

ordinary works on Physiology ever published, There
is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR SINGLE OF

N.Y. STATE MISSION SOCIETY,
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man, Price only One Dollar, 285 pages, bound
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Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,AND
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T Atwater—M- M Allen—N J Adkinson—J Ashley—O E
Baker-1 W Bowman—J
W Burgin—Sarah Bigelow—
Company, Boston.
Mrs H Butterfield—A D Course—A Chase—C Hurlin—E |
Cook—R 8 Cook—A C Cotton—S8 Dearbon—E §-Dart—A
Floor Oil Cloth, in great variety, all widths,
Duesler—J 8 Dinsmore—0O Dake—M N Davison—G H
Damon—B Fogg—M F Ferrin—C Farnsworth—J Granat manufacturer’s prices, at our new wareliouse, 76,
ville—H P Greeno—O H Gallup—E P Hurd—H Hinckley
78, 80, 82 Friend St., Boston.
.
P Lamprey—C 8 Loomis
. —P R Hilton—G W Knapp—
—A Losey—N McDuffee—J W MclIntyre—A A Meader—C
Purington—G W Roberts—P Beramling—IL B Starr—8 W
Stiles—H F Smith—J F Smith—8 Stanyan—A A Smith—E
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For sale at our new
house, 76, 78,80, and 82, Friend St., Boston.

Hayden, So Gorham, Me.
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12,52
.

at our newwarehouse, 76, 78, 80,and 82 Friend street,
New EnglandjCarpet Co., Boston.

ors, resembling

J B Merrill, Ea Haverhiil, Mass.
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Ingrains, all wool, for 62 1-2 cents per yard, at our
new warehouse, 76, 78, 80, and &2 Friend Street, Boston.

Rev A A Smith, Box 1577, Portland, Me.
o D Green. Fairport, N Y
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Dundee Carpetings, for 371.2 cents per yard
These goods are a yard wide, heavy aud brights col-

Miss. Bo, Pascoag, R I, per M Phillips,
Meredith Center, N H, per O Butler,
Estate of Dea John P Grouard, North Hampton, N H, per J P Robinson, Executor,
Frank Roberts, So Parsonstield, Me, per F W
Towne,
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E. C. SMALLEY, Clerk.
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Butler's Theology,
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Tapestries

175 Rolls Ingrains,
40 Rolls Duntee
650 Rolls Oil Cloth

cgation trom the churches of this Q. M. Come up to
this feast of Zion, Bethren, hoping for goéd things.

Lizzie

dozen,
Embossed Morocco, single,
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32me.
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first number in April.
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single, 1,00
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do
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Pgalmody, 18mo. in Sheep,

Providence, B.1.
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Making Something,ceeseecececcscccssscss
Jamie and Jeannie,cecees cesesesosccacses
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D. R. WHITTEMORE, Gen. Agent.

Ast Enat.
50 Rolls English

WHEELOCK Q.M. will hold its next session with the
church at Brownington Center, commencing
Tues:
day, Oct. 25th, at IL o’clock, P. M.
The
church
in

Rev N Young, Lenoxville, Pa.

$2,00.

Single and by the\dozen ; also Postage on the

Taso ve a copy of our By-

for the People!

At thisrate of

Prices of Freewill Baptist

on application.

be supplied

will

Prices

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL,

Farewell services were held in New York on
Friday last, by the Woman’s Union Missionary:

?

falls to

simple an-

ders are solicited.

Notice.

—

Miss

Price

i

mission money.

church in Attica, commencing Oct. 21st, af 2 o’clock,
P.M.
Opening sermon by Rev. D. Jackson.
E. S. SymiTH, Clerk.

F Walker, Harrison, Me.
Rev W B Woolsey, Gorley’s Bridge, Green Co,
Tenn.
Rev J 8 Staples, Depauville, N Y.
C A Chaplin, Harrisen, Me.
L Hayden, Madison Cen, Me,
Rev A Dodge, Union, N Y.
‘* F L Wiley, Sutton, Vt,
:
M ® George, Manchester, N H.
Charles H Davis, Northfield Depot,N II.
F W Squires, No Volney, NY.
Rev J C Osgood. Gilmanton, I W, N H.

hands.

F. B. Mutual Benefit Association, are requested to
Chrisiiaa Baplem, Sind,
send their admission money WITH THEIR APPLICAdo
do Paper Covers,
7
TIONS .
s
i
do
0
If not accepted, the money will be promptly returned. Those who have sent applications to me
Lite of Mares,
without the money, and have received no reply, have | oy.1.oh Member's Book
been accepted on condition of the payment of the ad
do
do
do

_ ROCK & DANE, Wis., Q. M. will hold its Nov. session with the Bradford
church.
Opening sermon,

Letters

our

in Brussels

application for admission

This

extra 24 cents. Special terms given
to agents who sell 100 or more. - Or-

47 Washington St., Boston

Special

more

d delivery.

sale this whole Edition will soon be off

SOHN J, PEASLEY & CO.,

sri

printed.

that they appreciate it.

yards each for sale at less than market rates,
& Co.,
_ JOHNJ PEASLEY
47 Washington £t., Boston.
New Fall designs.—Don’t be induced to buy an old
designs

been

livery.

ishment.

Ready

nouncement is sufficient to show that
others think the work a good one and

RAILROAD,

Style until you Jvc seen he, bey
and Tapestry now being opene

LisBoN, N. H., Q. M. will hold its next session
with the church at Concord, Vt., the first Saturday

‘J

have

Summer Arrangements.
August 6, 1870
Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 2,40 and
Ahi .,and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
J2 PM,
‘For Great Falls, 10.10A, M., 2.40, 5.45, 7.40 P. M,
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.40, 5,45, 6.45 P. M.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A, M., 2.40 P. M
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.50, 8. 10.556 A. M., 5.05
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and friday at 7.40.
Leave Boston for
Dover at 7.30 A. M.,12 M,,3, 6 2. M.
and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 6 P, M.

y

ment upon the churches equal to five cents per
member. Clerks will please collect the assessments
in their churches and forward to Treasurer at E, A.’
/
H. 8. KIMBALL, Clerk.

Brownington hopes to see a large and praying

Mr.

KIDDERMINSTER CARPETS.—All wool, 90 cts per yard
such as are selling at $1,25 per yard. .
:
.
HN J, PEASLEY & CO.
47 Washington 8t., Boston.
+ g¥10,000 yards carpeting in remnants of from 10 to 30

WEARE Q. M. will hold its next session at East
Andover, commencing Oct. 25, at 2 o'clock, P. M.
At the last session it was voted to make an, assess-

Q. M. will hold its next session with

MAINE

no

Superintendents

Fifteen hundred copies of this the
first volume, have already been sold.
This number is nearly half of all that

Miss Arrobelle

Notices.

AND

and

number between one and

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books
published bythe Freewill Baptist Printing Esfab-

The Commentary“oh the Gospels by
Rev. John J. Butler, D. D.,is now
ready for delivery to our customers.

Bayle and Miss Susan J. Weymouth, both of N. B.

Noticesand Appointments,

Post

Now

Samuel W. Came, of Portsmouth, N. H., and Miss
Julia E, Hall, of N. B.
Sept. 11th, Mr. David
W.

copy, 2

From these pri-

ces we make
. A LIBERAL DISCOUNT
to Sunday schools.

of East Corinth,
In S. Mountville, Me., Oct. 2, by Rev. E. Knowlton,

ders are solicited, and will be promptly filled.
Address
L. IR. BURLINGAME,

GENESEE

list, and retail prices.

Miss

In N. Berwick, Aug. 30th, by Rev. J. Nason,

a year;

sent to one address, than on

are not excelled by any other books
of their class. In another column, see

In Garland, Sept. 10, by Rev. A. W.. Reed, Mr.
Martin 8. Guppy and Miss Sarah D. Hamilton, both

cts.; on a dozen copies, 24 ¢ts.; on one hundred copies, $2.00, which is to be paid by the purchasers. Or-

Prices,

ers, we offer our own prize books which

and Miss Julia A.
Bailey, both
gf North Almond, N.
Y. Also in Waterford, Wis.,
t. 32d, by the same,
Mr.James G. Hamlin, of Concord, lowa, and Mss
Minerva R. Sumner, of W.

cided to sell it on the same terms as heretofore, viz:
single copy, 10 cts.; one dozen copies, 96 cts.; one

.

$,676

Special

cents

schools at as low rates as they can be
bought elsewhere in New England
In addition to the publications of oth-

G. H. BALL, Treas,

Mr. Mark P. Hatch, of Burnham, and
Blethen, of Unity.

vance.
i
Postage.—The postage on a single copy
of the yrile, under the new law, is 24

The postage is payable at the office

811,35
818,11

and

Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
ents each,—payable in all cases in ad

or any

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

12.00
5,00

Dr. J. 0. H. Burnham, of Bartlet, N, H,,
Jennie B, Durgin, of I..

tains a large amount of information respecting the
various denominations of Christians in America,
Missionary Operations, Educational Statistics, &ec.
Though thus enlarged and improved, it has been de-

is requested.

At Wholesale

In Limerick,
Me., Aug. 17, by Rev. E. Place Ladd,

The Register for 1871 is out of press and ready for
delivery.
In accordance with the vote of General
Conference, it has been enlarged to a 12 mo. in s#ze,
and besides the matter heretofore furnished, it con-

on a single

Also, in Press, the New Prize Series, comprising about a dozen superior books for

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES

and Miss Sarah M. Tifft, both of Nassau, N. Y.
In Burlington, Wis., Aug. 30, by Rev, G. 'H. Hubbard, of Honey Creek, Mr. George B, Nortor and
Marion C, Crawford, both ot B. Also in Rochester,
Wis., Sept. 20th, by the same, Mr. Charles A. Blake

REGISTER.

All orders and remittances for the paper
should besentto L. R. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. H.
.
:
TerMS.—Single copy, 80 cents a year.

(complete.)
(complete.
(in press.
(in press.

the Satbath-Sehool and the Family. These
‘will be announced as they are complete.

In Hoag’s Corner, Sept. 13, by Rev. I. B, Coleman,
Mr. Jedediah Chapman and Miss Melinda V. Tifft,
both of Nassau.
Also, by.the same, Mr. Geo, Gile

-

enlarged and much improved about tke
first of April, 1869. Itis printed on paper of
a very superior quality, and its mechanical

tended for publication should be addressed

* 10,00

M.H. Abbey on salary for ‘69,
and *70
ig
Lg
M. H, Abbey:

This semi-monthly, ‘published
by the
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, was

to ¢“ Tar MyrrLe,” Dover, N. H.

THE GOOD BOY,
THE BAD BOY,
THE GOOD GIRL,
THE BAD GIRL,
/

THE MYRTLE.

excellence is equal to that of anyother paper of its class.
All communications in-

limi

y

)

N.Y,

Books,

For the Sabbath School.

Married

BAPTIST

hundred copies, $7.00. * Postage

Expenses Cheshire

6m44

New

5,00

\
818,11.
DISBURSEMENTS,
Int.on note Elmira ch,
42,00
M. H, Abbey in full ..
80,00
Bad bill
490
H. Perry to July 1st
—
25,00.
M. H. Abbey expenses to Norwich . 12,55
Expenses to Fairport to lecture
3.30
Hent $100 to 8. Curtis for Freedmen
7
and it was uot copied into this ace. 100,00
"W. H. Totman,
Norwich
80,09
‘W. H. Totman
K
50,00
H. Perry on salary to Jan. 1, 1870.
50,00
‘Win, Taylor for Evangelical work
90,00
H. A.Barker, Springville, N, Y.
100,00
Expenses to Norwich on appro. to N 16,00
Expenses to Springville,
N, Y.
(dedication)
10,00
Bro. H. Perry on salary to Apr, 1870 25,00
Draft, M. H. Abbey
100,00
Rev. M. H. Abbey
0,00

TROCHES.

EVERYWHERE.

FREEWILL

tion of the Fourth Commandment?”

Sold by druggists.

28

.

More

6,60

Balance

Send for Catalogue of 3000 in business. Board and

The Boston (Methodist) Preachers’ Meeting
is energetically discussing the question: “Is the
non-ohservance of the Christian Sabbath a viola-

Pierce; M, D., 183 Seneca street, Buffalb, N. Ys

July

te

and
Spring
business for the different cities, at the
oldest, largest and only practical Business College,
and the only one providing situations jor Graduates.

At the opening of the Episcopal Diocesan Convention in New York City,Rev.'Dr, Montgomery
preached a refreshingly “Low Church” sermon.
At the dedication of the Brooklyn Tabernacle,
Rev. Mr. Talmage’s, a week ago Sunday, a debt
of $20,000 was announced, and subscriptions covering over one-half of it were promptly made.

arrh (which is an inflammation of thé mucous

Apr
June

5,00
8.60
1,00
9,50
8,25
7,25
1,00
1,00
5,00

Total,
Receipts,

and Middle-Aged Men to train for Fall

Tuition $110.
39

17
i
13,
28

*
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ated

“98

WANTED!

000.

of sixty cents.

use them to

cheap imitations are

which

Mch

16
17
51870 '

0

10,

Genesee Q. M,

4

hadi

LSA

DISEASES, they have a soothing effect

and

1ll., has been tendered a professorship in the
Auburn Theological Seminary.
' In thirty-five years the plate collections of the
old Mercer Street Presbyterian church, New
York, have amounted to $300,000, and inthe
aggregate its contributions have exceeded $1,000-

brane of the air passages

:

Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the

Evening Post states that Rev. W.

' The National

CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE

Troches, many worthless

J. Beecher, pastor of thie First church, Galesburg,

irritating
Sage’s
soothing

Dee

BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES

SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS
clear and strengthen the voice.

The First Presbyterian church,Lockport,N. Y.
received 227 members last year upon the profession of faith.
Rev. W. H. Milburn, the blind preacher, has
declined the rectorship of a church in San FranN.

Nov.

of dose. They are exactly suited to obviate costiveness—the cause of ill health. Forsale at No. 1
Tremont Temple, Boston,by E. A, HARRISON &
Co., Proprietors, and by all Druggists. Mailed for
60 cents,
2m34.

1,00
6.30
500

Daniel Thompson

June
231869
"98
“0
“095
Aug,
28
| Sept.
6
Mch,
25,

]

For BRONCHITIS; ASTHMA,

GENERAL.

cisco,
The

Disease.
pe)

with

There was a very
the 1st church in Brunswick,
good attendance of ministers and delegates, and
A cola very interesting season was enjoyed.
lection of $26,70 was taken for the Home Mis
an
Clerk
former
the
sion. Rev. A. A. Smith,
A.
Treasurer, having removed from the Q. M.,
an
M. Jones, of Lewiston, was chosen Clerk
No request having been received for
Treasurer.
the next session, the clerk was chosena committee to locate it.- Any church desiricg it, will
notice
please inform me as soon as practicable,that
A. M. JoNEs, Clerk.
may be given.

#0

ap-

only per-

pleasant, nor, like all pills, do they require increase

1,00

D. M. Stuart

Outward

The

manent cure is DR, HARRISON’S PERISTALTIC
LOZENGES- They strike at the cause. They are

5,00

N. W. Chandler
Erle
Q.
M.
Julia
Kkman
Pultney ch, N, Y
Urbanna ch, N. Ya
By L Hanson. 8. Pultney
A. Westgate Lincoln, N. Y.
:
J. M. Brewster, Fairport, N, Y,
Rev, D. Jackson, Pike, N. Y.

Total,

lect often results in an incurable Lung

3RONCH!

of

session with the Philadelphia
Next
Feb. 20 and 21.
:
J. S. StArLES, Clerk.

$1433.
church,

to

compose it.

2d

from Vt. was with us, which add-

was enjoyed.

Q

sketch

AND

JEFFERSON

ministhis

of

wants

the

Fowler, Sept. 16 and 18. Churches reported no
special religious interest but general steadfastwe trust profitable session
ness. A good and

M.

I wish to call the attention of our

on

8. H. BARRETT, Clerk.

Twisona AND HousTtoN Q. M.—Held its last
session with, the Pickwick church,Sept. 9 and 10.
but few delegates in attendance,
There were
though the tone and character of the meetings
bespoke an earnest and zealous interest in the
The Covenant Meetingwag, one
Master's cause.
ith
of deep, spiritual interest. Next session
the Morey Creek church, Dec. 9 and 11.
H. A. CARY, Clerk.

—p—

ters to the condition and

to

Next session with

commencing

Conference.

and I hope our churches will cherish it, and

NG

It was agreed

Next session
ed to the interest of the meeting.
at Central City, Nov. 25 and 27. The Clerk of
the Q. M. resigned his office, and Asa Palmer,
Esq., of Masonville, was chosen in his place.
The constitution of the Q. M. was amended,
reducing the number of delegates to the Q. M.

through

“80

ACOUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT

SOLD

last session with the Lodomillo church. We had
a large attendance and a very precious season.

which letter the Freewill Baptists in this
country were led to engage in the Foreign
" Mission enterprise. Dr. Sutton and Eld.
Buzzell have both passed away, but, thank
God, some of the true missionary spirit that
inspired those good men is yet among us,
be °governed by

church,

December next.

letter addressed,by Dr. Sutton,to Rev. John

Yours truly,

Virginia.

2H10

“oa
had
|
“wv
14
ye
as!
adn
ido,
Sit
|
a0

PILES!

plications are money thrown away.

5,00

5

O. Buffum
Genesee Q, M,N. Y.
V.
B. Cary

2
00,

Aug.

:

Sd

. 8. Loomis

“oan

pea

:

C. T. French

PILES! PILES! PILES!

10,00
1,00
6,15
14,50
10,00
5,00
3.87

:

Miss Hattie Andrews

27.

alimentary staple (if any exist) entirely at rest.

BROWN’S

Meetings.

1"

te

ing this article from the best Irish Moss, in enormous

OBTAIN the true

Q. M.—Held its Sept. session with the

Taylor Q. M., West

An aged ‘brother, in sending some money from his church for Foreign Missions recently,added some remarks which indicate,
as I have reason to know, his true feelings
on the subject of missions, Thinking they
might be interesting to many of the readers
of the Star, and hoping they may aid in
awakening a deeper interest in this work, I
send them for publication. The letter is
from the new settlements of Maine.
Tr
C. O. LiBsy,
P—— I—, Oct. 2, 1870.
1 love the Foreign Mission cause, and
have contributed something to aid it, for
nearly forty years. Well do I remember the

year.

will,

8B Andrews
Ruth Huntington
Erie Q.
M.
Genesee $ M.
Mrs. D.
M, Stuart
D, Stowell
Bethany church

$0007

June

quantities, produce an array of medical and general
testimony in its favor, which is perfectly overwhelming, and must set all doubts of its superiority as an

labors

second church.
As far as reported, the churches
are in union and harmony, but not favored with
any special revivals. « The meetings of worship,
during the session, were well attended and interesting, Sermons were preached by Revs. J.
Carpenter, 1. Z. Haning, and T.
E, Peden, of
Athens Q. M., and by Rev. G. C. Andrews, of

Cheshire

ago,

his

extend till next Q. M. the offer of last conference
in favor of Salisbury, Chester, Orange, and Bedford churches.
Rev. S. H.Barrett was appointed

Words,

years

begins

Merrill, having closed his labors

rials with good judgment, that he has
rightly apprehended and fairly set forth East Haverhill, Mass.
the qualities which marked Mr. Burr's character, that he has drawn out the natural
Quarterly
lessons which that ended life is adapted to |

forty

and

for a few Sabbaths, supply any F, B. church
that may want his services. Address him at

a plain and unambitious style of writing.
A good memoir of such a man ought to.
awaken interest and find many readers.

May

will most invariably give instant relie

Rev. John B.

of all reliable sources of information, that
he has distributed and arranged his mate-

Buzzell, nearly

accepted a

17th Street Free Bap-

Dwnpjee has accepted a call to the
pastorate of the Pond Street Free Baptist church,
Providence, R. I.
»
.
3

partial examination of the MS., it appears
evident that the author has availed himself

Encouraging

received and

call to the pastorate of the

Brewster is preparing a Memoir of William immediately.
Burr which is already in press, and which | Rev. J. W.

Apr.

from this

Requires immediate attention,as neg

Rev. RB. Cameron has

the

&c., are produced

cost. A great economy of time as well as money is
effected by its use. The preparations made from it
are pronounced by physicians to be the best possible
diet for consumptives, dyspeptics,and persons suffering from biliousness and general debility, Convalescents fatten on them, and gain rapidly in muscular
strength as well as in flesh, The Sea Moss Farine
Co., 53 Park Place, New York, who are manufactur-

Dover, Oct. 8, 1870.

Lire oy WILLIAM Burr. By an arrangement

Russe, light puddings,

be BNE 1 9
wher
Stl
| 4
Feb.
9
Mch,
12
AT
adn
|}

|

- | palatable nutrient, at about .one-third of the former

Rev. O.R. Bacheler, wife and daughter, and
Ida Phillips sailed from Calcutta, Aug. 16, 1870,
for Boston, in the ship William Woodbury, Capt.

The basis of rep-

pastor and two laymen, to
great work of saving seyls.

A. Revolution in Cookery. Since the introthat the
duction of the patent SEA Moss FARINE, a complete
precious revolution has taken place in thatdepartment of cook
have a, ery.to which we owe the luxuries of the dessert, ‘The
most delicious blanc mange, jelly, custard, Charlotte
Com,

MINISTERS AND CHURCHES,

of

vital interest to the Christian church, and
lans will be devised for accomplishing

more

:

|

Large

Premium,

ie

ti

——

Books in New York.
To ADVERTISERS.
‘I'he rates of
All-of
our own books, and a genadvertising in the Morning Star will
be promptly forwarded to Advertisers, eral assortment of carefully selected
and Suftlay
on application to Mr. Geo. B. Coss, Sunday school books,
at our office, No. 30 Vesey St., New ‘school maps, cards, and singing books,
York, who is authorized to miake contracts for advertising, and transact any

and Theological, and miscellaneous
books, can be had at wholesale rates,

business belonging to the advertising

by sending orders to Rev. G. H. Ball,
No. 30 Vesey street, N. York.

department.
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MORNING STAR: OCTOBER IR, 1870.
« He saved the tailor’s bills, did*n't he,
mamma?” said Henry, laughing.
=I think he ought to save in something,”
cried Laura.
‘* le must have found a new
suit of gold ‘every ‘morning quite expen-

Little by Little.

The colufnns of the®oyal

‘“Little by little, and day by day,”
And with every wave it bore away
A grain of sand, from the banks which lay
Like granite walls on either side.

land was represented asrich
parison in delicious fruits
spices.
.

_

igo on Sa

A grain at a time they were swept away,

¢ Little by little)” the tempter said,
As a dark and cunning snare he spread
For the young, unwary feet,—
¢‘Little by little, and day by day,
I will tempt the careless soul astray
Into the broad and flowery way,

beyond comand precious
Ei

own, and in a short time he mustered three

¢Little by little,” sure and slow,
‘We fashion our future of bliss or woe,
As the present passes away.
Our feet are climbing the pathway bright,
Up to the region of endless light,
* Or gliding downward into the night,
“Little by little, and day by day.”

hundred and fifty Spaniards, one hundred
and fifty of whom were mounted, and four
thousand Indians. All were equipped in
the most complete manner for the great undertaking. He provided against famine by
large stoves of provisions, and an immense
drove of swine which followed in the rear.

4

Little

i

Ways,

i

sense;

:

my ABC.

them from their undertaking, but

taffy,

dear,

that

you

could

Pm Bridget’s ¢“ Torment of her life, that

makes

I’m sweet as any lily bed, and sweeter too, I
s’pose ;
But that’s no reason why I should n’t rumple up
my clothes. *
0, would I be an angel, if an angel never cries,

Nor soils its pretty pinafore
ies! 1

a makin’

as

dear

mamma

With

was

was

swift

and

dangerous

pastry,

pressed

on.

reached

the

we

use

for

The

“Han’t
patiently.

precious

spices

you

know.

a great drove, had been consumed or made
their escape in the woods and mountains,

map, flows

with the immense treasures

they

that

loveth

abundance,

with

increase,” and we see a confirmation of
this truth in the history of these adventurers.

Unsatisfied and restless, they

dream-

ed of other conquests and richer spoils, and
the Indians knew how to

exeite

their

cu-

pidity and ambition by fabulous stories of a
land of gold—an El Dorado, the Spaniards
called it—in the east. No fiction concerning this land was too extravagant for belief. They had seen the silver aqueducts

and the golden fountains of Cuseo, and they
had some excuse for their credulity.

¢ This fabulous kingdom, shaped out

of

the half-comprehended tales of the Indians,
and their own extravagant fancies, was
said to be governed by a king who worea
more costly attire than any other monarch
on the earth, Ithink you will laugh when
I tell you how they said he was dressed.”
¢ Oh, do tell us,”

cried Laura;

‘‘was 1t

more magnificent than the robes of the Inca

made of the fine wool of the Vieugna, and
adorned with gold and emeralds P”
«It was quite different, my dear,—a daily
coating of pure gold dust. This fabulous
“king bathed every morning in the perfumed
waters of a golden cistern, then his body
was covered with

a

costly

and

fragrgint

gum, and gold dust was showered over

till he was completely coated.”

him

from

the

northwest

into

Amazon ; but the river brought them
relief. No living thing was found on

the

no
its

borders but the wild tenants of the wilder-

ness. Huge anacondas floated inthe water, or coiled among the trees; loathsome
alligators swarmed on the border of the
stream, and monkeys screamed and grinned above their heads. . For weeks they
wandered in this inhospitable wilderness,
their number daily decreased from famine

N

and sickness.

¢ Finally, spent with toil and suffering,
Gonzalo resolved to construct a bark large
enough to carry the sick and feeble. It
was a work of great difficulty,and cost them
two months’ labor ;but its completion was a
triumph and they hoped to find jt of -great
service. As they moved down the river
they fell in with Indians, who assured thenr

that this stream emptied into a still
one, and atthe junction there

was

larger
a

fruit-

ful country abounding in provisions.”
¢¢ Had they abandoned the idea of finding

the gilded king, and his wonderful
inquiréd Laura.
*¢ I think at this time

pe
they

city?"
;

were

more

anxious for food than gold. Itis probable
that they were three or four hundred miles
from the point where the Napo unites with
the Amazon.

Get your

map and

fix the

locality as near as you can.”
The children examived their map and,ap-

plying a scale of miles to the river, decided where the adventurers must bave
been.

sobbed,

;

got any?” he repeated, im‘You
little baggage, what

frightened the child;

said

God would give us our daily bread, and
so when I got up this morning I asked
him for it, and then 1 came

Simple,

here.”

:

trusting faith of childhood!

No

wonder that the rough baker was softened
by

it,

with

and

sent

the

light heart

little

maiden

back

well-filled basket
No wonder that to
the poor sufferer ‘“ her face was as the face

to her

mother's

he

learned

to swear

there;

and

that

Je-

while without, as a wall

a circle.

There were
men

in

:

four or five

sight.

Here,

I say

laid,

the

together

for these

in

wonderful

word

of com-

They are placed with their

an enemy from

far, and give the

heads pointing outward and their tails inward, for they perceive the presence of
alarm by

a dull rattle in the throat; so that even in
me hours of repose they do duty as sentinels.
1t is no wonder that the

wanderers

camel

as

with an

almost

adoring

ished on afew thorns

love

affection.

and

over

surpassing

all the beasts of the field, and even

everywhere,

not
are

told to do so.

the desert praise.the

;

thousand dead

there,

defense,

in their Place, and, like childien,
do
get up the next morning, until they

battle are

Commercial:

a

mand, remain the whole night motionless

told with graphic though horrible detail
in one of Mr. Halstead's letters to the Cincinnati

of

animals squat down at the

ep

presented after’ the

contrary,

camels are laid tightly packed

The shocking sights which the field of
Gravelotte

the

of the Kirvan bashi (the leader of the caravan.) The bales of goods are heaped up
in the middle; oe
them lie the men;

it

Nour-

thistles,

which

other quadrupeds reject, it traverses the
wastes for weeks, nay, often for months
together.

In these dreury.desolate regions,

the existence of man depends upon that of
the camel.
It is besides so patient and so
obedient,
that
a child can with one
“ tshukh,” make a whole herd of these tall,
strong beasts’ kneel down,
and with a

‘ berr” get up again. How ‘much could I
not read in their large, dark blue eyes!
When thé march is too long, or the sand
too deep, they are accustomed to express
(the dust. Another French soldier had their discomfort and weariness. This is
| been disemboweled by a fragment-of shell, especially when they are being laden, if
| and the fatal missile had torn open his pan- too heavy bales are piled upon their backs.
| taloons pocket, showing a large piece of Bending under their burden, they turn
| hard bread and a bit of meat.. A tall Prus- their heads round towards their master;
| sian, dead, was at full length on his back, in their eyes gleam tears, and their groans
| his helmet half hiding his swollen face—the so deep, so piteous, seem to say, ‘‘ Man,
| eagle that adorned it with the legend *¢ For have compassion on us !”
and

Fatherland,”

and the buckle

of

(road was a slender

thus

little French

A

| At

his

side

was

and

side.

a

larger

soldier,

man,’

that

she could not

|

his death wound.

through

not disfigured at

I think he had

his death instantly, but

had

all

pretty is

He
He

| wisas neat a corpse as you ever saw.

His

| spurs were still on his heels, his kepi on his
| head, his hands by his side. His clothes
about his

breast by some

that, never forget that many pretty things jone in search of valuables, I suppose, and
have very sharp stings; and be careful rot | there were articles scattered about showing
{ that he had been careful in. camp to be
to touch, . taste, or handle such things.—
Among them were a tooth-brush

Young Reaper.

.| neat.

}

Praying and

| and a box of tooth-powder.

The dust from

[the Paris road had powdered him.
His
| features were not swollen or distorted, but
i clear and colorless, and his friends would

Watching.

Is it not a sad thing that we should
it wonderful for God to hear prayer?

think | have recognized him as quickly as in life.
Much | Some of the most terrible of the pictures
better faith was that of a little boy in one of of death were among the fallen horses.
There were expressions of unutterable fear
the schools in Edinburgh, who had attended
and suffering in their dead faces. The
a prayer-meeting, and at last said to his | wild eyes, the expanded nostrils, the open
teacher who conducted it.—
{ lips displaying the full length of the teeth.
““ Teacher, I wish my sister could be got |'In some of thefa€es of these noble apimals
to read the Bible;

she never reads

| every haie/§eemed

it.”

to tell a tale of terror.

attitudes of the horses in death were as
‘¢ Why, Johnny, should your sister read || The
various and fascinating in their interest as
the Bible?”
{those of the men. Oh, for an artist to
* Because if she should once read ityl am | have made the study of them!
Here isa
sure it would do her good, and she would | grand
bay horse shot through by an ex| ploded shell, his left shoulder crushed, aud
be converted and saved.”
| a hole in his flank half as large as the head
“Do you think so, Johnny ?”
lof a flour-barrel.
Stricken down, with his
“Yes, I do, sir; and wish, the next time | legs under him and his_chin in the. dirt,
there is a prayer-meeting, you would ask | there was in his staring eyes and startling
the people.to pray for my sister, that she grin the suggestion of a horrible sbriek.
Here was another, shot through the head,
may begin to read the Bible.”
{and prone on his side.
In his struggles he
r=had torn the
clover sod with his feet, and

‘“ Well, well, it shall be done, John.”

So the teacher gave out that a little boy | the bloody froth, blown far from

room,

and

so the

next day,

large;

should

the

not

Roman
rule

dinner

was

be less than

party was

that

three,

the

guests

the

number

of the Graces, nor more than nine, the num-

>

ber of the Muses. The tables were made
of rare woods, finely carved, and sometimes
entirely of precious metals. Tablecloths

way, necessity,

been struck in

his nos-

of an angel,” and as she listened
to the’ was very anxious that prayer should: be ofsimple story, she murmured softly, * The fered that his sister might begin to read the
God of the fatherless answereth prayer. Bible. John was observed to get up andgo
out. The telicher thought it very rude of
I should have called you Faith, my child.”
the boy to disturb the people in a crowded

The Dew-Drop,

by

{ vain, had composed himself for death.

| had been opened

The ordinary
not

-

dined, neither
helped them-

selves with their fingers; nevertheless, as
soups could not be eaten in this primitive

| had, it seemed, attempted to do something
It | to staunch the flow of blood, and finding it

looks, stings. It stings sharply, too.
stings fatally. The Bible says, “The sting
of death is sin.”
If you feel the smart of the sting, go to
Jesus with it, and he will cure it. After

Dinner.
Gr

were unknown.
Thosa who
used knives nor forks, but

not met

| the thigh and died from loss of blood.

Roman
—

| whose naked head a ghastly furrow had
“Have you eaten one?” asked her moth- | been plowed, and from it the torn brains
er.
|issued.
His chassepot was clutched in his
Fearing she would not get another if she | stiff hands. In the same neighborhood was

Thus you see that sin, however

them

¢ and mamma

I know about Jesus,’

At night, on

compact camp is formed under the direction

© LITERARY MISCELLANY.
The Sights after a Battle.

ag hit

| King

and then felt so stung
sleep that night.

said she, confidently.

pitevusly,

days.

sus of whom little Mabel so eagerly wished
to hear.”

sadl “Yes”, she said ¢‘No”,got another pear, | a French Colonel,

the poor little mouth quivered, the blue
eyes filled with tears.
+ Mamma's sick, and Nettie’s so hungry,”
she

faith, ¢ Now

basket, and ate it.

panes.

face and keen gray

The angry words

were

him best.

I was distressed for

heart, till at length I found the blessed
Saviour, and could say in humility and

:

but

cakes, and fresh
the crystal

the

be shaken off.

I read my Bible with an inquiring, anxious

| lying on his face, his gun in his hand. He
that pretty thing, the circus, stung him.
had been killed as he was making ready to
Another boy once thought wine a pretty tire, and had crouched in the collapse
of
thing.
He drank it, and learned to be a death like a pitiful little animal.
A triandrunkard. Thus wine stung him.
| gular rent in the band of his red cap told
A girl once took a luscious pear from a | that he had been shot through the head.

brought you here, then ?”

exported

Spaniards

behind

with rosy

ply.

The quality, however, is considbeen

that lay

moonlight

During the dark, starless night, everything

A boy once went to a circus, because the his hilt showing in conspicuous letters,
horses were pretty and their riders gay; |“ God with us.” On the north side of the

up in brown paper and handing them to
his little customer, who started at once
for the door.
:
¢ Stop, you little rogue,” he cried roughly; ¢¢ where are your pennies?”
“1 ha'n’t got any,” said the child, sim-

South
cinna-

being

ver, nor he

ty.

Oh, how nice they look-

¢¢ All right,” said the baker, folding

of the Spaniards, far from

The word of God assures us that ‘‘ he who
loveth silver shall not be satisfied with sil-

of a

¢ Come for what?”
« My daily bread,” pointing to the snowy
loaves temptingly displayed on the counter.
“Ill take two, if you please,—one for
mamma and one for me.”

of

still they

cinnamon

there.

¢«« I've come forfit,”

cisco Pizarro, was appointed a governor of
Quito with authority to make conquests or
discoveries towards the east. The avarice
ac-

promise

eyes, was alone in the shop when she entered. He glanced smilingly atthe little
waif standing there, with the sunlight
shining softly on her tangled golden hair.

and the dogs and horses had been killed
and eaten ; and when these were gone they
had only such fruits and roots as they could
gather in the woods.
«« At length the weary adventurers reached the Napo, which, you will see on the

had

the

of strange people at first, but
take care of her, and she trudgon. Presently her eye fell on
window, and the child's heart
joy. Plenty of bread for hungry

way farers

and after some months they
cinnamon forests.”
:

seeking

quired in Peru, was only inflamed by them.

morning;

Sam,

By

know about Jesus, that I had not wished to

\

little

boldest.

know ; and a sense of my ignorance and to leaving the home circle to plunge into a
desolate solitude. In the halt hy day, each
guilt weighed too heavily upon my soul to one occupies whichever place may please

sharp stings.”
Let every child take note of this,—Many
pretty things have very sharp stings. It
may save them from being stung, it they
keep this truth in mind.
Sin often makes itself appear very pret-

She had been frightened
a little at

the throng
God would
ed bravely
a baker's
leaped for

mountain

they were tortured by clouds

to any great extent.

satisfied

patter,

big man,

mon trees.

Iran-

a lovely

face.

They found this, but in this rémote region
it could be of no use to them.
——
« The Indians, taught to deceive by their
cruelty, always assured them the land of
TWELVTH EVENING:
4¢ I promised to tell you something about gold and of plénty was just before them.
the discovery of the Amazon this evening,” Sometimes they were forced to hew open a
~ said Mrs:White, as the children laid their passage with their axes through the thick
stupendous
books aside, and drew their chairs near forests, where the trees of
growth were woven together with gigantic
her.
4
;
vines.”
'
:
¢« Yes, mamma,” said Henry,
‘ and we
‘|
¢t Did they find any trees as large as the
are quite impatient to hear about 1t.”
«I hope you remember what I have told great trees of California?” inquired Lauyou of the discovery and conquest of the ra.
“Yes, my dear, if we may believe their
Peruvian empire,” said the mother.
“Oh yes,” said Laura,” I shall not forget report, they found trees so large that sixthe cruel and treacherous Pizarro, nor the teen men céuld hardly encompass them
with their extended arms. As they pushunfortunate Atahuallpa.”
¢«¢ The discovery of the Amazon is con- ed their way onward, their condition grew
nected with the conquest of Peru. You re- worse and worse. First their provision
The hogs, of which they had such
member that Quito was included in the em- failed.

to

and

perfect day was shining in a cloudless
sky ;
the wind blew fresh from the sea. It
brought
a tinge of color to Nettie’s pallid

BY V. G. RAMSEY.

allpa, Gonzalo Pizarro, a brother

of a moment,

¢« What cruel people !” exclaimed Laura.
“Tt is a pity they were not all swallowed
up by the earthquake.”
3
¢ The effect of their cruelty returned upon their own heads with terrible vengeance.
As tidings of their approach spread from
tribe to tribe, the poor natives learned to
flatter their hopes and send them along.
Their clothes, kept constantly wet, rotted

ered inferior, and it has not

pire of the Inca. After the conquerors had
overrun the southern part, they hastened to
take possession of this also. In the year
1540, seven years after the death of Atahu-

work

She did not know how famished she had
been. It was early yet, and the baker, a

«¢ So it does, and the

the Children.

the

cried

and

shadowof the camels as they stalk along
Produsess, citjous and impressive effect.

shoulders and head were left, the hairy
hartshorn; and when the pain was gone | knapsack and
red cap still clinging to
she said,
“Sammy, my dear, let this teach | them, and,
below the bloody mass, his
you that many pretty things have very | coarse shoes were visible; his face was in

patter went the little feet down the long
stairways, through the dark court and din:
gy alley, out into the crowded. street. It

was

comes from that island, but hefe in
America there are great forests of

Che Family Circle.
Evenings

he would give it to her. Her heart sank
for a moment, but suddenly a bright
thought struck her; she must go and fook
for it. To hurry on the shabby little cloak

¢s Cinnamon forests?” cried Henry.
“1
thought that cinnamon grew in Ceylon.”

— Little Corporal.

asked her Father who

lived up in the beautiful blue sky for bread,

burned alive, and others were torn to pieces
by blood hounds.”

poisonons insects;

and

around

ed, the crisp rolls, dainty

streams;

think I’ll do,

looked

interrogated about E1 Dorado, and when
they were unable to give any intelligence
of it, they were put to torture; some were

to cross

nice dirt

and

preity I”

tr @r—

stontest

the poor fellows had been tumbled over.
We came to a Frenchman whose head
blossoms, and was sucking nectar from it had been knocked off by a cannon shot.
| There remained of it two straps of skin,
most heartily when Sammy's fat hand dis- j each as large as your hand, and on one
turbed him. So, being vexed with the | was his moustache and the end of his nose,
child,he stung him. That's how Sammy's {and on the other a patch of the hair of his
| head. Another had been struck in the cenhand came to be stung.
:
Sammy’s mother washed the wound with | ter of bis body and almost cut in two. The

was to be found in the
room, and
*¢ Mamma”

had told her if she

and fell from them.
They were forced to
wade over flooded planes and marshes, and

I’m but a little lassie, with a thimblefal of sense;
And as to being very wise, I best make no pretense;
But when I am a woman grown, now don’t you
If only just about as good
you?

‘met

stolen

not a shadow of doubt
wasted little face. When she

her; not
a crumb
cold, comfortless

Gonzalo

" «Every tribe of IndiansX they

her brain run wild,”
And mamma's © Darling little Elf,” and granma’s
¢ Blessed Child,”
And Uncle Johnny’s “Touch me not,” and papa’s
“‘Gyptian Queen”
I make them stand about, you see; that must be
what they mean.
For opening hard, old, stony hearts, I have two
_
precious keys,
And one is, O, I thank you, sir,the other’s, If you
please;
And if these do not answer, I know another
trick;
I squeeze two mighty tear-drops out—that melts
’em pretty quick.

She had

child, but

dimmed the
had finished, she rose

Pizarro was not a man to turn back when
glory or gold beckoned him ov.
¢¢ Escaping from the mountains they
found the fierce cold succeeded by suffocating heat, while tempests of thunder aad
|
lightning, and delugesof rain poured on
their unprotected heads gsy nd night.

i

Now have you any
give tome?

starving

the mountains, and rent them with fearful
cavities, added to their perils, and warned

Not quite as much as Solomon’s—but his was so
%
immense!
I know that sugar-plums are sweet, that “ no,
my love,” means yes;
That whenT’m big I’ll always wear my pretty
Sunday dress.
i
\
And I can count—’leven, six, nine, fye—and say

old maiden, knelt

prayer.

close together, form a compact square, of
which the outmost lines are occupied by the

and

is full of horror; and to go one step distant
from the side of the caravan is equivalent

little fat hand grasped a bunch of white li:
lac which grew near the gate of his father’s’
mansion. The next moment;
the child's face
grew red with terror; and he dashed the lilac to the ground, shrieking, It stings, it
stings!”
a
What made it sting ? It was a bright, |
beautiful,
and
sweet-smelling
flower.
How could it hurt the child’s hand? I will
tell you.
ot
| Ajolly little bee, in search of a dinner,
shad just pushed his nose in among the lilac

out of ‘bed softly, so as notto waken her
invalid mother, and bungry and cold, knelt
down beside her to repeat the Lord's
Prayer.
‘Give us this day our daily
bread.” The sacred words sounded like
a mockery as they féll from the lips of the

winsome

And worthmy weight in solid gold, my
Johnny says.
My curly little noddle holds a thimble

five-year

at her morning

of the Andes. I fear we have but a faint
and imperfect idea of the perils of travel
among those mighty mountains. Many of
Uncle
the adventurers perished in the intricate
passes or found a wintry grave on the
fall of
An earthquake which shook
3 snowy hights.

—

I’m just a wee bit lassie, with a lassie’s

“How

The first beams of the morning sun
streamed into the wretched attic where
Nettie, a little

thoughts

Jesus, do n't you? haunted me through the
long, silent hours. I felt that I did not

It Stings.
—

¢ Moving eastward from Quito,
they
were obliged to cross the eastern cordillera

Pet.

‘“ That question awakened

when day breaks I flee away to heaven on feelings such as I never had known before.
the beams of light. Christians arg th| I could not sleep that night; the dear
dew-drops of Jesus. They, too, stay on the "child’s wondering words, * You know about

Faith.

7

The

|

the
the

*‘ These fables had long captivated the
imagination of Gonzalo Pizarro, and when
he found himself intrusted with the government of Quito he resolved to explore the
region to the east, hoping by the greatness
of his discoveries and conquests to rival, if
not eclipse, his brother. . He’ found among
his followers an enthusiasm equal to his

And now the fields and meadows lay
Under the Ln
for the work was done,

%

of

was no end to the silver, the gold and
precious stones; and besides these,

It came again, and the rushing tide

y

were

alabaster, the throne was of ivory and the
steps leading to it of gold. Indeed there

Covered the valley far and wide,
For the mighty banks were gone;
“Little by little, and day by day,”

Until the ruin is made complete.”

palace

=

earth, and

earth while the night lasts, -and when
heaven's day breaks, and the shadows flee
condition, far from all haman aid. Though
they [were reckless and avaricious men, away, Jesus will draw up his dew-drops to
following a phantom which fled before himself. But I can not stay—the sunbeams
them, we ought to give them credit for con- are drawing me. I feel their loving kisses.
ferring on the world its first knowledge of ‘I'm going up to the calm heaven—up to the
i
this land, a knowledge which they gained glorious sun, I'm going.”
It’
grew
brighter,
and
Bestorier,
and
by untold suffering and toil. In our next
smaller. - Ilooked, and looked, till I looked
talk
I will tell you of their further adven
in vain; there was oaly the blade of grass,
tures.”
:
the dew-drop was gone.— Exchange.
is
:

‘¢ The great city of Monod, where this
gilded king was supposed to reside, was
represented as wonderfully magnificent.

Ra

on

perished, that they were now in miserable

sive.”

“Little by little,” the torrent said,
As it swept along in its narrow bed,
Chafing in wrath and pride;

“Only:in the night I live

‘“ Remember that they had been wandering among the mountains, and through
the trackless forests of this region eighteen
months, that one half of their’ number had

HH

trils, spoke of the desperate agony of his
dying breath. A beautiful young mare, in
whose satin skin and handsome limbs, and
graceful head, tipped with dainty ears, any
| horse fancier would have detected the
marks of gentle blood, had clasped her
when the lad legs, as if they were human arms, against

the mother of invention, de-

vised spoons. To handle a hot dinner without burning the fingers required as much
dexterity as the juggler displays in playing
with heated pokers.. Gentlemen with tender digits and impressible appetites wore
metalic fiager tips, like thimbles, which enabled them to put a finger in the hottest pie
with impuaity. After each dish, they pre-

pared; themselves for the next course by
dipping their ‘fingers into ewers of water,
carried around by servants, and drying
them on napkins, each guest bringing his

own

napkin

with

him.

Wealthy

persons

are said to have used a very costly kind of
asbestos napkin,
which, when soiled, they
threw into the fire; the fire cleansed it

without consuming it. Refined
sometimes wiped their hands on
hair

of the

cup-bearers,

epicures
the long

a custom

that

is

very common in the Orient, and recalls the.
office performed by Magdalen to the feet cf
Jesus. ‘The Romans began the day-with an
early breakfast of bread, seasonedsith salt
and eaten with oli. es,dried grapes or cheese.
At noon they took a warm lanch of egzs,

fish, jetc., together with their favorite bev-

erave,

punch

com-

posed of water and wine, seasoned
spices and sweetened with honey.

called

calda,

a

sort

of

with
This

drink was to the Romans what tea and cotfee are to us.
The wine in the mixture,
being considerably

diluted,

possessed

very mildly intoxicating qualities,
could be used quite freely without

ant effects ; and

Cowper's

only

so that it
unpleas-

description of a

tea-party where

:

—“The liibbling and loud-hissing urn’
Throws up a steamy column, and the cups
That cheer but not inebriate wait on each,”

would correspond very well to a calda party
of Ryman ladies nineteen centuries ago.Several calda urns of bronze have been found

at

Pompeii.

cena)
lasted

The

principal

meal (called

was eaten about four o'clock. and
several hours.
People, like Pliny,

who dined only three hours, were considered remarkably frugal and time-saving.
In Pompeii there are numerous paintings

,her body, which had been shot through.
came, he said :
of feasts which give considerable informa¢ John, I thought it was very rude of you | Many were on their backs, with their legs tion as to the bill of fare. In the center of
So numerous were they that, the table, for.example, is a large dish conA FABLE.
to get up in the prayer-meeting and go out. | extended.
glancing over the field, horses’ legs conld taining four peacocks, so arranged as to
I went out one morning early to see the You ought not to have done so.”
be seen sticking up on all sides, making a form a stately dome with their tails; here
¢¢Oh, sir,” said the boy, ‘“I did not mean display that would have been grotesque if and there are lobsters, each holding somedew-drops; there was one on every ‘blade
in the grass-plot. I have seen jewels to be rude; but I thought I should just like it had not been hideous,
thing in its claws; one has a blue egg, anIna Previvus letter, I referred. to the other an oyster. a third a stuffed rat, a
sparkling in the ring on the lady’s finger, to go home and see my sister reading her
seven
horses and forty men dead in a fourth has a little basket of grasshoppers, or
and glittering in the jewelers shop, but I Bible for the first time.”
group. There was a chance for a photo- some similar appetizing “delicacy. There
have never seen a gem so pure and bright
Thus wg ought to believe and watch, with grapher,
If the photographers of Europe are also four plates of fish, several pheasas the jewels worn by the grass blades. I expetaionr answers to our prayer. Do had half the enterprise thev have in Amer- ants, hares and ‘squirrels, each holding its
stooped down and looked at them, and the not’ say, ‘Nord, turn my darkness into ica, some of them would I..ve been on the head between its paws; besides peaches,
of vegegrass said, ‘Are you come out to see me?” light,” and then go out with your candle as spot, however extreme the trouble of get- melons, and other fruits, a variety
“No, to see the dew-drops.”
though you expected to find it dark. After ting there. That slaughtered heap. con- tables, fantastic forms of pastry, and differtained soldiers of both armies, and nota
A little sparkling drop shook himself up, asking the Lord to appear for you, expect rag should have been shifted for the pur- ent kinds of wine. In order to equip the
table as magnificently as possible, many
“What,” said he,
“Come out to
drops,” I said.

‘‘what was that?”
see you, beautiful
:

him to do so, for according to your faith, so

dew-

¢“What for?”
“I love to see the calm blue heaven reflected in your bosom.”
N
“That is because I am pure,” said the
dew-drop; ‘heaven is always reflected in
a pure bosom. You can not see heaven in
the bosom of muddy water, nor in the heart
of a wicked child. Tell the children who
love Jesus to be

pure, even as he is pure.”

1 picked up the

closer at him.

blade of grassto

look

Just then the sun began to

rise, and the dew-drop changed from blueheaven color to growing sunlight. It shone
like a little sun as I held it, and looked
lovelier than ever.
TE
“Beautiful I" I said.
The little drop smiled. “The day is
breaking, and the good sun is changing me
into the likeness of himself, Tell your lit-

Little

fingers,
ing.”

I feelthem drawing me.

I'm goi

“Stay, little dew-drop,” I said ; ‘‘stay and

talk with me all day long.”

by the

till within

with

dreadful

the

red breeches

of

caps

and

and

helmets,

knapsacks,

bayonets,

muskets

and

for

cleaning

sabers.

cannon, one of

literally lying across each
other; the
ground pitted with shells, a dozen marks
of them

wtihin a square

rod,

black

holes

where they had burst, indentations where
they had bounced, deep abrasions where
they struck and lay unexploded.
I counted thirteen of these in a. cluster, and so
small was the space you could have eoncealed half of them under a wagon-cover.

wife had gone

me but little

Mabelgg sweet child about six years old,
who whs making a visit to us, and who sat
by the center-table amusing herself with
pictures. At length, getting tired of them,
she came up to the sofa, and began

its

a them broken, chassepots and needle-guns,

“ One Sunday evening I was lying on
out, and no one was

stroke,

the rammers

to pass that I am now, as I hope, a disciple
of Jesus.
:
My

same

together,
swords

short time, and I will tell you how it came

the sofa in my parlor.

in

France and the blue coats of Prussia piled

In a prayer-meeting in Boston, a middleaged man rose and said: ‘I have been

thoughtless and impenitent

It was,

picturesqueness, complete. The open caisson, the horses at the wheels death-smitten

Mabel.

The

Camel

of Central

Asia.

———

caress-

M. Vanbery, as he describes traveling in

ing me in her winning, childlike way.

the deserts

¢¢ ¢ Uncle,’ said she, putting her soft little hand in mine, ¢ dear uncle, I want you

tle Christians, when Jesus shall appear to tell me something about Jesus;
they shall be like him. But the day is “always does on Sunday nights.’”
breaking—the sun is drawing me—I'm going, going—"
“Don't go yet,” I said; ‘stay and talk
to me.”
:
“He is sending down his long sunbeam-

pose of the artist.

be it unto you.—C. H. Spurgeon.

of Turkistan,

speaks

in

high

praise of the camel, favorably contrasting
its temper and disposition with the camel

of Arabia.

mamma

After telling of the caravan’s

journey by day, he continues :
So much for the life of the

¢« I was struck by the question, but evaded it, talking of something else. But the

caravan

by

day. By night the desert is more romantic,
but at the same time more dangerous. As
little creature would not be put off. Again the power of sight is now limited, the cirand again she came back with the samé re- cle of safety is contracted to the immediate
quest, ‘ Uncle, tell me something about neighborhood ; and both during the march
and in the encampment, every one tries
Jesus.”
°
to keep as close as possible to his fellows.
‘¢ Finding Idid not comply, she at last By day the caravan consisted of but one
said, opening” wide her clear, blue eyes, long chain; by night this is broken into six
¢ Why you know about Jesus, don’t you? ” or eight smaller ones, which, marching
|

articles

were

provided, not

because

the banquet,

Dishes, too,

which would ex-

cite in us the most intenfe disgust, were
held"in high esteem.

A man is represented

as drinkiug from a cow's

horn,

pierced

at

the smaller end so as to allow a thin stream
of wine to flow into the mouth-as he holds
it up at arm’s length—a method of imbibing

still practised

by“the

common

people of

southern Italy. Other cups were fashioned
by the whimsical fancy of the potter into the

head of a pig, 4 ram, a stag, or some other
animal ; many of them are of cheap

mate-

rial (clay), but all show by their excellent
workmanship that they were made by good

artists. One advantage of such a drinking
vessel in the eye of a veteran tippler would
be that, owing to the shape, it could not
stand upright, and when once filled it
must be emptied before it could he set down
again on the table. Among the Greeks, it
was not customary to invite women to din-

ner parties, though

the Sybarites did so, and

according to Plutarch, used to send the invitations a year beforehand, in order to give
the ladies ample time to dress for the occasion,

But among

not only admitted

the Romans, women were

to banquets, as is evident

from several Pompeiian paintings, but, if

we may

believe

what

contemporary

poets

say of them, were also especially proud of
their drinking; and Shakespeare is true to
Roman customs when ne makes Cleopatra
boast of such triumph over Antony :
“ire the ninth hour I drunk him to his bed ;
Then put my tires and mantle on him, whilst
1 wore his sword, Philippian.”
.

|

they

were agreeableto the palate, but because
they added to the splendor and costliness of

‘
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rigid scientific teachin & may be elevated by tives, of the people in the Prussian Cham| a soul, and animated by a light of emotion bers, and his arrogant assumption of the
and enthusiasm. From Feargus O'Connor right to carry out his royal master’s policy
~The Prusso-French war is of interest in to Mill and Huxley what a distance has the without their consent and in face of their
~ yarious-ways. It is a war of races as well Alton Locke of the London workshop opposition. It serves to explain, also, his
traversed in the short space of twenty attitude towurd other German states. He
"ag nations, of religions as well as races.
Europes divided among three great races, . years!.
saw that everywhere in Germany, except
The representative English artisan of to- Prussia, liberal ideas were making headway,
the Teutonic, the Celtic, and the Sclavon-

Ruling in Honolulu.

2) The War and the Races.

Sweden,

Ireland,

Denmark, Norway, Holland, Germany. The
Celts are found in southern Ireland,Frauce,
French speaking Switzerland and Belgium.

The Sclavonic race comprises the Russians,

The

Croas, &c.

_ Poles, Bohemians, Serhs,

best authorities estimated the population
of Europe in 1843, to be as follows: Teutonic race, 82,700,000; Celtic, 68,000,000;
Sclavonie,

58,000,000.

The

war

between

Austria and Prussia in 1866, was really
caused ‘by an effort of Bismarck to unite
an important family of the Teutonic race,

the Germans, under one government, which

plan was resisted by Austria because that
empire, being composed of portions of the
Teutonic and Sclavonic races, German unity implied the dismemberment of Austria.

The three

great divisions of the Christian

church in
Europe correspond somewhut
nearly, though not entirely with the racedivisions. The representative Protestant nations are Teutonic, the Celts are strongly
Roman Catholic, while the Sclavonic family are mostly included in the Greek
Church.
:
J
The Sclavonic race has greatly increased in
power with the development and
advancing

civilization of Russia, and shows

a strong

basis

that

for

Napoleon's

prophecy

would

Europe

years

fifty

within

be

republican or Cossack.
,
The Teutonic race has been steadily
outgrowing the Celtic in Europe in numbers, and especially in power.
The present

war seems

destined to still

further increase the Teutonic preponderance, while it confirms their often claimed
superiority in strength and steady endurance. Prussia and France are even more the
reresentatives of opposite religious ideas
than of races. Prussia has always been Protestant,

and

now

includes

in

her

North

German Confederation the strongholds of
Protestant thought and learning, .as well
. as the birth-place and bones of its heroes.
Napoleon, since his establishment in
power, has been the special champion of
the Pope. While the French Bishops have
been very far from accepting the extreme
claims of papal authority and infallibility,
and while the Emperor has never enjoyed
the loving confidence of the Vatican,
Napoleon hascnevertheless been the protector
of the Pope, and French bayonets have
preserved the Pope’s power asa temporal
Sovereign. So soon as thé French troops
are

withdrawn

cesses of Prussia
not

will

soon-

from

give

Rome,

and

the

suc-

assurance that they
Italy

return,

for-

pushes

ward her troops to occupy he Eternal City,
and will soon make Rome the capital of
reunited Italy.
.
Thus this war promises to change not
only the boundaries of nations in Europe,
and

the

relative

atrengthof empires,

to

unsettle monarchies, overthrow dynasties,
and suggest to: people the possibility of
self-government, but also to change materially the relation of races to each other,

and to revolutionize the ecclesiastical condition of Europe.
Many interpreters of
prophecy have regarded the writings of
Daniel and John as pointing‘to the year
©1866, as the end of the temporal power of
the Pope, and the beginning of the end
of his dominion.
Did
phe beginning of
Sadowa and close
that downfall open at
at Sedan?
+
:

—

gibe and jest went gaily around, when suddenly there appeared amongst .us a stranger of’ a remarkables appearance.” His intrusion was not the least restraint upon our

merry little assemblage; on the contrary
he seemed pleased and delighted.
I see his fine face at the distance of half a
century, just as-he “stood before me in the

little ball alley in the days of my ehild-

hood. His name was Boyce; he was the
To me he took a
rector of Newmarket.
full
I was winning ang
particalar fancy.
of waggery. Some sweetmedts gasily bribed me home with him, I learned from
poor Boyce my alphabet, and my grammar,
of the classics. He
and the rudiments
taught me all he could, and then sent me to
the school at Middleton ; in short, he made
.

:

I recollect it was about five-and-twenty
years afterwards, when I had risen to some
and when I had a
my return one day

eminence at the bar,
seat in Parliament, on

from court I found an old gentleman seated alone in my drawing-room, his feet
familiarly placed on each side of the marble chimney-piece, and his whole air bespeakingthe consciousness of one quite at
He turned round—it was my friend
home.
of the ball-alley.

« I

rushed

into

his arms

and burst into tears.
. Words can not describe the scene which
5
followed.
‘ You are right, sir,” I said to him;
«“ you are right. The chimney-piece is
yours, the house is
yours, the pictures are
You gave me all I have, my friend,
yours.
;
my benefactor !”

He dined with me, and in the evening I
caught the tears glistening in his fine blue
eye when he saw poor little Jack, the creature of his bounty, rising in the House of
Commons to reply to a Right Honorable.

English

—

His ten-

‘dency is quite as much toward science as
toward politics. I think Huxley is at present more popular with him than Bright.
Indeed, the latter had somewhat lost popularity among workingmen just before bis
lamentable illness.
o had discouraged
the effort to return workingmen to the
Houge

of

Commons,

and

more than once

ad subjected, not very sympathetically, to

t he analysis of a clear, penetrating, somewhat cold judgment, the impulses of an
enthusiasm wi an ambition dlike natural
to,

the

and honorable in, the class,

typical London

—I mean

Therefore

workingman of to-day

the typical

Bright

workingman

is religious

Room

rather

is

and
—

Head

Room,

nature, Precisely as the internal force of
affinity in the mollusk lays hold of and
aggregates round itself the fine lime-particles

in the sea-water, so does the internal

force in the human soul lay hold of and
aggregate round itself what it wants. The
surrounding ocean holds in solution knowledge, pleasure, meat, drink, wit, wisdom,
friends, flowers, God; and out of this

wealth we secrete our shells,—clam-shells
or nautilus-shells, as we are clams or nautiluses. © We

we
we

find

what

we crave,—fun, if

if we

tend

have a zest for the funny; friends, if
long for friends; beauty, if we love

beauty;

thought,

to thought.

Slowly we build up our house. Small or
large; if we are refined, it 1s refined ; if we
are roomy, it is roomy.
Roomy!

‘There

is one house, at least, +

how dear it is in the recollection of many !
which, moderate in dimensions, full, apparently,

with

the family itself, the means of

its owners vegy moderate,
gasping for a
coat of fresh paint, is ‘yet the center of a
more cordial, beaming hospitality than
almost

any

other in Masssachusetts.

The

miracle of the widow's cruise is an everyday common-place there, and extends its
marvel not only to the oil and meal, but to

the tea, the butter, the carpets, the beds.
If the chairs give out, something turns info
a chair, If the table is too short, an ironingboard transforms itself into another leaf.
1f the rooms are all occupied,
a new one
builds itself out,—laths, plasters, and dries
itself

on

the

spur

of the moment, and no

cold is taken. ' The generous, hospitable
hearts of the inmates effect all. - Everything
is

plain,—food,

furniture,service;

but the

large, sunny natures of ‘the family crave
being ‘happy and making others happy;

and

so, on an income which a like number

of others would think doomed them to shut
up the front and live in the back part of the
house,

these. people

contrive to keep open

all round to sun and air and friends and
books and flowers.
But one may say, My heart is not large
enough for that sort of thing. I am anxious
and troubled about many things,—fastidious
as

sensitive to criticismas a

wound to acid.
Very likely.
Then
will not build that kind of a house.

You

will

there

fashion

something

in which, if

is less of hilarity, there will, at least,

be less dust; if less conversation,variety of

persons and ideas, huddle of books, prints,
flowers, at least fewer cracked tea-cups,

more kinds of cake, better preserved carpets.
You

will

get

what

you

want, not what

some other person wants. You are a magnet of a specific kind. Things which you
are fitted to draw will fly towards you,

and stick to you.
Glue, pitch, varnish,—
none of these thigs lay hold on to, and
keep fast, their
“dust, straws, gnats, flies,

so tenaciously, as does each man or woman
the objects for which affinities fit him.—
Old and. New.

Count

Otto Von

Bismarck.

As a parliamentary speaker, Count Bismarck commands attention by the weight
of his thoughts and the importance which
his position gives to everything that falls
from his lips. His voice, though clear and
audible, is dry, hard, and unsympathetic;
and his manner, lolling and negligent,
seems to express the thorough cuntempt
he is known to entertain for parliamentary
forms.
When addressing the Chambers
he usually stands in a Teaning attitude,
twirling a pen in one hand, and occasionally
glancing at the papers on his desk, and
speaks without gestures, in a halting monotone, often repeating to himself, as if
forgetting what he had just uttered, and
frequently s mmieriag in a painful manner.
One who has often listened to him says:
‘He appears to struggle with his thoughts,
and the words clamber over his “lps in a
half-reluctant way.
After two or three
words he continually pauses, and one seems
to hear an inarticulate sob.” But, when

roused, he sometimes closes with a welldelivered and vigorous peroration, Upon
occasions he can be terribly bitter and
scornful,

but

he

life

never

warms

he is one

into elo-

of the most

sparkling, and few men tell" an anecdote
with better effect. His fondness for female
society has given rise to several piquant
stories at his expense ; and so much scandal
was occasioned recently by a photograph
in which he and a noted female singer
were represented together, that he felt
compelled to explain the circumstance in
a

letter wich was

newspaper.

ambitious.

than scientific:

and the workingman tends to be scientific
rather than religious.
I question whether
there are any classes of persons in England,

not professional savans, who are now more
eager for scientific knowledge than’ the
more intelligent workingmen. There is
something
about Huxley, as there is about
Stuart Mill, which workingmen find sympathetic; which attracts them, wins their con-

fidence, and makes them feel that the most

But.

published

since

the

in a German

days

of

his

youthful follies, when he was known as
“Mad Bismarck,” his private life has been
without a reproach.
As a statesman his
career is open to the severest criticism.

Arbitrary,

self-willed, imperious, impatient

of opposition,

of

means

with

the

and unserupulous

in the use

to attain hid ends, he governs

strong hand

of absolute

power,

crushes out every attempt to assert
the political freedom of the individual or
the masses. His political ideas are those
of a born feudalist.
Connected by family,
by tradition, by education, and by early
prepossessions, with the aristocracy of
Prussia, he has never sympathized with
modern ideas of popular rights, To him
they appear monstrous and subversive
of “law and order. He believes firmly in
the absolute right of the king to rule

alone,

Reverence for Graves.
—

and regards every check upon the

royal will as an infringement of divine
prerogatives and: a step toward social anarchy.
This explains his contemptuous
and arbitrary treatment of the representa-

street scene in’ Honolulu, a wife

driving a |

sinning husband home. She was evidently
berating the man, in severe terms and without stint of voice, for having left her bed
and board, and stayed away all night. He,
with a hang-dog look, walked quietly
along, and answered never.a word to his
wife’s tirade of abuse. This silence she
apparently construed into giving consent to
the truth of her accusations, and it in consequence added fuel to the flame.
So, from

words she came to blows. Picking up here
and there on the street a stone as big as

one’s fist, she followed up her
spouse, and with accurate aim,

recreant
at point

business.

What unconscious tribute we pay to the
doctrine of the resurection by the love and
honor ‘in which we hold graves, century
after century. Surely, in our hearts we
believe that each such spot becomes forever
by whatever process

the dear flesh crumbles. returns to dust,
and is changed int leaf, flower, and
seed that perish, in dur hearts, we believe
that the
grave remains a grave, and that

at least this much is sure, that the happy,
soaring, growing spirit, which has gone on
in the worlds, will never forget where the
tiny spot is on this one, in which its human
body was laid.— Hours at Home.

¢¢ It was

her own

husband,

to

whom she was lawfully married, and she
had a right to do what she liked with him
for neglecting his marital duties.” The
policeman
subsided before this strongminded Hawaiian female; and the last we

saw of the pair, the stronger vessel—in this

case the female—was
ly to relent, and,

beginning

having

apparent-

ceased

talk and throwing of stones, was
bitterly, still following in the wake
husband towards her home.

her

[=

,

Strasbourg.

loud

crying
of her

.

B ———
a

~The following short description of Strasbourg,
from
a manuscript translation
~ Instruction in Prussia.
(about to be published) of Heribert Rau’s
es
fs
celebrated novel ¢¢ Der Raub Strassburgs,”
Prussia excels all other countries in the gives some idea of the importance of the city,
completeness of her system of national and its prominence in time of peace, and
education. Reading and writing are given
offers a striking contrastto the Strasbourg
to every child in her borders, with very
rare exceptions. Our eountry might well which we picture to ourselves to day :
learn from her how to educate all children.
And Strassburg.
If, asa poet has deAn adequate number of schools are estab- scribed it, Elsass is * the heart of Germany
lished in all parts of the kingdom, and all torn out,” then the city of Strassburg is
children, from the age of five years, are the ¢¢ heart of Elsass.” As all the arteries
required by law to attend at these national
schools eight years, unless under insgruction

elsewhere. There are three grades of
schools:
1. The elementary, which the
i
majority of the people attend. 2.
he city school, which is always attached
to a gymnasium.
3. The gymnasium,
which has a course of six or seven years,
including Latin, Greek, philosophy, mathematics, religion, German, . French, English, singing, etc. Thé universities of
Berlin, Halle, Bonn, etc., furnish higher

instruction to those who are able to pass
rigorous examinations. In addition, there

are real schools for: training scholars destined for a mercantile career;
normal
schools, in almost all towns, for the culture of teachers; Sunday schools for tuition in the catechism, biblical and church

history ; special technical schools, of agriculture,

horticulture,

forestry, navigation,

architecture, engineering and mining, construction in wood and metal, weaving and
dyeing and trades of all sorts.
— Educational
Gazelte.

ELI CLARK.

SAMUEL G. STEVENS died in Unity, April 10th.

in man radiate from the heart, and all the
veins return to it, so that ic promotes and

regulates the whole circulation, so do the
highways leading to all parts of Elsass
radiate outwards from Strassburg. The
at least artificially; thus all provincial
trade is connected directly with the city,
which is moreover converted into a second
Venice by its numberiess canals. This city
forms the central point of the trade of
Western Europe, for does it not connect
Switzerland with the Pfalz, and Rhenish
Hesse and Frankfort, the north Sea, Atlan-

tic Ocean and Paris with South

Germany ?

Even the Pyrenees and the Mediterranean
with the center of the continent,
ile the
fine canals unite the Rhone un the one side,

and on the other the Seine and the

Marne,

with the-Rhine, converting them into one
stream
for the purposes of commerce?
Without and within, the city swarms with

warden

Crime.

of the

Compound

Massachu-

setts State Prison, in his valuable book, recently published,
says that during the
eleven years that he” has been -connected
with the institution,
twenty-one persons

have been
wives, two

imprisoned for
for killing their

killing their
fathers, and

one for killing his mother.
Of these twenty-four, all but one were ‘not only habitual
drunkards, but actually drunk when they
committed the crime; and he also remarks
that ¢‘ these were not bad men, except
when under the influence of liquor; and
yet, justice can make’ no distinction, but

Academies,

him

equally

guilty

who

Interest.

HILLSDALE

sults given in the'usual monetary tables,
slartling as they may appear, are insignificant when compared with the accumulation

of along number of years.

If five English

penuies, eqaivalent in our currency to about

ten cents, had

been

ness, to thirty- two

billions

three

hundred

strangers that come and go. Beggars,
eyeless and legless, beleauger you on the
streets and markets—piteous sights, holding out their withered limbs and leprouseaten arms—pleading all day long of every
passer-by for arms, bread or money, to
prolong their wretched lives. In Mexico
there are no asylums for the poor or homes
for the crippled; no institutions for the
blind or insane. They are licensed to beg
so many hours each day; so you are encompassed and prayed to and threatened.
The country swarms with these gentry;
and a strang-

er scarcely sets foot upon shore before he
is beset by scores of Jrotegsionst beggars.
Many may be seen sad

and

weeping, hag-

gard and hungry, in the morning, and
again at night happy, insulting, and drunk.
— Hours at Home.
’

Female Warriors.
It is not a

———
very tncommon

thing

for

women to serve in thé disguise of soldiers,
and our late war presents several exam-

ples. The services, however, appear to
have been inconsiderable and the disguises
imperfect, for * discharged”
record of nearly all. In’ the

is the brief
war of the

American Revolution two or three instances of heroic action on the part of women
were gratefully acknowledged by the public authorities. Congress passed a resolution making honorable mention of the services

of Margaret Corbin, wounded

at the

attack on Fort Washington, where she
filled the post left vacant by her. husband,
who was killed at herside while serving a
piece of artillery, A complete suit and
half the monthly pay of a soldier were voted
to her. The gunner's wife who took her
husband’s plgfdwhen he was killed at the
battle of Moxmounth

misstor—
Butng
attracted so much
‘ful romance

was rewarded by a com-

gdventures -of the kind
Attention as the wonder-

of the Massachusetts

girl who

actually served in the Revolutionary army
through a long term, and rendered services
valuable enough to be rewarded by a pension during life.

Obituaries,

Languages.
WILLIAM
REED,

NORTHWOOD
The

aud continue 13 weeks.

ALBERT

R.

SAVAGE,

of

on

THOMAS

TUTTLE, M.D,

HE

HAMPTON

FALL

Hampton,

N.

Pres.

of corn
per hour.
Yours, &c., . THOS. H. BATE.”
“The
Union Grist and Feed (now Empire) Mill is
all that you represent it. It will grind with ease 6 to

8 bushels of corn per hour.

Aug.

E. C. LEWIS,

EVANSVILLE

23,

1870.

Sec, Trus.

20.

:

its
on

First Term
TUESDAY,

CALENDAR. — Fall term begins August 23; ends
ov. 4.
Winter term begins Nov. 15; ends Jan. 20, 1871.
Spring term begins Jan. 31; ends April 14. 1871.
Summer term begins April 26; ends July 6, 1871.

STRAFFORD,

HE FALL TERM

English,

Higher English,
. Languages,

of

more at the

rate of 75

8. 8. Teacher at the

publishers Chi-

prices.

100 VOLS. FROM

Catalogues

40

Winter

E. SHUTE,

St.

Also. Singing Books,

Agt. Am. 8. 8. Union.
Question

Books, Bible

Maps of all

SCHOOL

CONCERTS.

for the

S. gs Concert. will be sent

on application to

$3.50
4.00

EBEN

SHUTE,

N. E, Agt. Am, 8. 8. Union,

437

4.50
5.00

Instruction given in Latin, Greek, French and German languages.

Rooms can be had for

themselves,

Thopough

12

No 40 Winter 8t. Boston.

00

LAMB KNITTING MACHINES
in
use, sold on their merits, with little ad-

vertising.

The only machine that knits circular, flat and
seamed work, narrowing and widening on each, Ev-

ery Family should have one.
end for SAMPLE STOCKING and circular showing
wherein the Lamb Machine is superior in all points,
and cheaper than any other.

LAMB

KNITTING

6m30

MACHINE

313 Washington

M’F'G

CO.,

street, Bsoton, Mass,

of idle resort; Full

corps

of

instruction, &e.

Pupils Jeeeived at any time.

“WHITESTOWN

Send for Circular.

SEMINARY,

Te
FALL TERM of this institution will open
Aug. 23. Its courses ot study are as follows: In

TUITION,

we

looked

Mr. DANIEL
CrAM died of cancer in the
stomach, gn Tunbridge, Vt.,
June 21, aged 63
years and 5 months, * Bro. Cram became a Christian when but a boy, and became a member of
the F'. W.
Baptist church in T. When settled in
life he Jive
mote from the church, and when
his family was rising up around him and becoming Christians, thinking he might be more
useful, he, together with some of
his children,
joined the M. E. church, which relation he sustained until four years since, when he removed
to T., united with the church in that lace,
and
was subsequently chosen deacon.
Bro, Cram

welfare

of the

church,
Social meetings were sustained at his
house weekly, most of the time, while he lived.
He had the privilege of seeing some few brought
into the fold of Christ.
He is gone; who
will
fill his place?
This is the third time Brother
Smith, the Senior Deacon,has been left withoutgn associate.
Bro. Cram and his family
were
always ready to receive and entertain the sery=
ants of (tod.
He leaves a widow and four
daughters, with their families, three having
fl

the

EBEN SHITE, N. E. Agent Am. 8. 8S. Union
SoH
40 Winter St. Boston
t 37th.

SUNDAY

for the last time upon her countenance, so cheerful in life and so pleasant even in death, we felt
to say,—‘‘ Rest, rest, aged and faithful pilgrim ;
all thy sharp conflicts and labors will make
thy
eternal rest more sweet.”
H. P. LAMPREY.

in the

month or

A printed list of heips

Female Department—Collegiate, English, Musical,
Painting.
In Male Department—Classical, English

interested

wishing

Advantages :— Retired location, yet easy of access ;

C. HURLIN.

deeply

TEACHERS

kinds and a variety of exercises for

DoLLy, widow of Dea. Insly Greeley, died at
Wilmot Flat, N. H., Aug. 31, aged 93 years and
6 months.
Nearly sixty years she followed her
Savieur, and for more than fifty years was a
member of the Free Baptist church in Wilmot,
being one of its early members.
She has left the
record of a devoted Christian mother, and in he}
old age was permitted to cherish the hope that
all of her nine children had given their hearts to
Christ.
To the last she felt a deep interest for
the prosperity of the church. She longed to hear
of the conversion of those about her, especially of the young.
Nor will her influence for
good cease.
Her life, so long a constant and rich
blessing, will continue to speak foryChrist, cheering his disciples and admonishing the impenitent.
During her last months she seemed anxious to
depart, but often expressed willingness to wait

was

Le

20,000 Pages of 700 letters each.

BATES

:

.

Our $40 Library of 100 Vols. equals |

Tuition.
Primary,
Common

No Saloons, or places

WiLLIE H., son of Rev. C. and 8. M. Hurlin
died in Madison, N. H., ‘August 31st, aged 20
years. - Rev. J. Runnels reached a very consolatory discourse from
Gen 42:36, and Isa.

As

Also the National
cago

of 11 weeks, will comOF

is

ONE CENT PER COPY.

N, H.

MARSTON,

or

SUNDAY SCHOOL
LIBRARIES.

COLLEGE, Principal,
MRS. SARAH EB. MONTGOMERY, Assistant,

teachers;

call.

can have them for one
ets per hundred or

BOSTON,

mence Tuesday, Aug. 30, under the instruction

MR. A. N.

and

CHICAGO LESSON PAPERS.

ACADEMY,

Board from $2.25 to $3.00.

Verses are inadmissible.

patiently for the Master's

‘SUPERINTENDENTS

MR. HIRAM M. PEARL, Teacher af Commercial De
partment, and of Plain and Ornamental Penmanship.
Miss LUELLA I.
MEIGS, Teacher of Music,
wis such other assistance as may be required.

CENTER

There

NVI DTN ENTS (VIVE

The Institution will be under the charge of
Mgr. GEORGE W. WORTHEN, Principal.
Miss SARAH E. MASON, Preceptress.,

AUSTIN

excellent

farmers,

J ID WEST, General Agent,
40 Cortlandt 8t.
ew York.

2,

at Lyndon Center,
August 23, 1870, for

the Academical year 1870-71.

to

tested,

Ka Send for Circular,

SEMINARY.

LYNDON LITERARY AND BIB.
LICAL INSTITUTION
ILL open
Vermont,

makes

once

NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1869.
H. C. SANDUSKY & Co.:—The (Empire) Mill I
bought of you gives perfect satisfaction, I grind 7
or 8 bushels per hour; in fact, it is just the thing for
farmers and feeders. None shoulll be without one.
ISAAC BARKLEY.”

HF FALL TERM of this-Iustitution will open
Aug. 30, continuing,12 weeks.
Tuition from $5,50 to $7,50.
Board, £3,00,
¥or further particulars address the Principal,
.
REV. G.S. BRADLEY, Prin.
Evansville, Wis., July 21, 1870.

THE

It also

I considerit a boen

but one opinion—it is a success.
JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.

A. M, Princigal,

H., July

R. M. PALMER.”

“MONROE, N.¥., May 10, 1860,
I have used my No, 3 Empire

it will be indispensable when

with eight assistants,

New

Yours &c.,

Union Grist
horses. at 160
15 bushels of
oats mixed,
am perfectly

Mill tomy entire satisfaction. I run it about 100
revolutions, and ground handsomely 5to 6 bushels

Graham flour.

begins

been ex-

.

INSTITUTION.

TERM

satisfied with it.

“J.D. WEST—Sir:

E. S. TASKER, Sec.
Northwood, N. H., August 8, 1870.

NEW

it has

“BROCKPORT, N. Y., April 10, 1869,

J.D. WEST—Sir: I worked my Ne. 4
Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with two
revolutions, and I think I ground about
corn per hour.
I then ground corn and
and it ground that somewhat faster. I

College,

Principal, with suitable assistants.
For further particulars see catalogue.
Apply to the President,

.

hibited.

CAST JIRON—

to run for years without
power than any other,and
the First Premiuni at the
New York, Virginia and

Kentucky—the only ones at which

Tuesday, Aug. 30,
Dartmouth

IRON—not

and is case-hardened so as
injury. It works with less
less expense,
It has taken
State Agricultural Fairs of

WARREN Foss, Sec,
_*Center Strafford, July 27, 1870.
Particular Notice! Persens wishing obitua
ries published in the Morning Star,who do not
GRANITE
STATE
patronize it, must zcrrmnany them with cash
equal to five cents alu... iv insure an insertion,
MILITARY & OOLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a REED’S FERRY. N. H., on Nashua & Concord R. R*
Rev.S.N., HOWELL, PRINCIPAL.
singlesquare can well be afforded to any single

65: 8.

:
:
Professor of Mathemat cs.

This millis WROUGHT

SEMINARY.

Fall Term will commence

those who wish to board

obituary.

COLLEGE.

And Sold by Agents everywhere.

&c.

Tuesday, September 6th, 1870.
.
Catalogues will be sent on application to the Secretary.
L.P. REYNOLDS, Sec.
JAMES CALDER, Pres.
3w3s3

improved at, five per

cent compound interest from the beginning
of the Christian Era until the present time,
it would amount, in gold of standard fine-

RIDGEVILLE

REV. J. L.COLLIER, A. M.President.
REV. I. D. ADKINSON, A.M., Professor of Ancient

COLLEGE.

Apply to Principal or to

da ni
But few people are aware of the productive power -of compound interest. The re-

commits

bread and apparel; thousands live, no one
knows
how; aad
thousands
more are
paupers and mendicants,treading daily the
streets as an army.
Many live upon the

they meet you at every turn;

still

The Fall Term of Hillsdale College will open

.

and sixty-six millions six hundred and fortyeight thousand one hundred and fifty-seven
spheres of gold, each eight thousand miles
crime under such circumstances 2s the one
in diameter, or large as this earth. If they
who soberly and with intellect unclouded
were placed in a straight line, they would
violates the law.” .
reach into space two hundred and fiftyeight triilion nine hundred and thirty-three
billion two hundred and sixty-five million
The Beggars of Mexico.
one. hundred and seventy-six thousand
miles. Were a person to count these globes
Near a quarter of a million of people live at the rate of one hundred a minute for ten
in the capital. How do they all gain a hours in each day, and three hundred and
subsistence? The inquiry is a puzzle. thirteen days in each year, he would be
With no mills, machine-shops, factories, more than sixteen hundred and nineteen
or public works, what is there for the year in completing the task. When we conthe
time occupied = covers
thousands who people , this city to do? gider that
The food of the poor is simple and cheap; about fiity generations, we shall perhaps
but whence comes even the little required ‘conclude that these quantities are quiie
to purchase their corn tortillas and pepper too large for human comprehension.
soup? Many are carriers and servants;
thousands are in the chain-gang, and subsist upon the city. Thousands steal their
holds

manshlp, $1,50.

CORN & FEED MILL

French and German shipping,goods in tranelse—

Principal,

knew him. At anearly age he united with the
Miss JORIE SUMPTION, Teacher of Primary DepartF. B. church in F., but subsequently transferred |
ment.
5
his membership to Lawrence, Mass., where he
MRS. MARY J. E. ADKINSON, Zeacher of Instrus
.
mental Music.
resided for several years.
Of a quiet and retiring
disposition, studious habits, and strictly honest
Calendar for 1820-21.—Fall term begins September 6, and ends November 25.
nd temperate life, his example is worthy to be
Sprirg term begins March 7, and ends May 27.
followed. His seat in church, where every Sab: Sumner term begins June 6, and ends"August 18.
bath found him, when he was able to go, is vacant, but the memory of his hlameless life, of his
earnest prayers is a blessed legacy. He is deeply mourned by his family, as a kind husband and
LAPHAM INSTITUTE.
brother,'a true and faithful friend and a devoted
HE FALL
TERM
will commence on MONChristian.. He was;sustained in his conflict with
DAY, Aug. 22, 1870. Complete courses of study
the last enemy by his Saviour’s. presence, and
for both sexes.
expired trusting alone in him for salvation.
G. H. RICKER, Principal.
+ E.
NUGENT.
North Scituate, R. I.,July 12, 1870.
3
MARY Y., wife of John Matthews, died May
20th, at her residence in Kittery, Me., aged 63
MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
ilyears. She experienced religion in early life,
Tus
FALL TERM
will commence Sept. 1.
and was baptized with her husband and two
others, by Rev. John Buzzell, on the 4th of July,
G.
B.
FiLEs,
A.
B.,
Principal,
.
1831, and united with the ¥, W. Baptist church
MiSs NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress,
in Ossipee, N. H., where for many years she held
and six other teachers will constitute the Board of
open doors for: all God’s ministers. Many “al Instruction.
servant of the Lord has grateful remembrance of |- The Normal department will be under the care of
:
:
Sister Jathewes liberality.
She has left a E. E. WADE, A. B.
For particulars address the Principal, or Rev, A.
daughters tq.
husband, two sé6ns
and two
L.
GERRISH,
:
mourn their loss. * Four children preceded her to
N. F. WEYMOUTH, Sec’y. Trust.
the better world.
Her sickness was protracted
Pittsfield, July 27, 1870. ¢
for months, baffling our most skillful physicians.
She suffered extremely some part of the time, all
of which she endured
with great resignation,
EMPIRE
saying, ¢ The will of the Lord be done;” as she Tae
appreximated to the end, she appeared to be
filled with angelic joy.
She was a worthy member of the church in Kittery, and is greatly missed. Her prayers were fervent for the prosperity
MANUFACTURED BY
of Zion. Shé has united with the church triThe Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company
Sh
May God sanctify this dispensation to
B. : S. MANSON.
us all.
th
;
*
of New York,

REV. A. B. MESoRvEY,

Mr. Haynes,

*‘ Jesug-i€

will’
per-

Board, $3,00 per week. Wood
and lights extra.
Rooms for those desiring to board themselves,
Books furnished by the Principal at Portland prices.
A Teacher's Class will be formed for the purpose
of thoroughly drilling those who propose to teach
the coming winter. Especial attention paid those
students preparing for College.
i
I
«BE, SWEAT, M. D;, Sec, of Trus.
Parsonsfield, June 27, ’70.

precious.” He leaves a ite and 4 number of
children to mourn their loss.
But we have the
comforting assurance that with the Redeemed on
high he now lives a far more glorious life. Fu-

principal rivers, Rhine, Ill and Breusch,
mingle their waters here, if not naturally,

git, travelers, and God knows what
brisk, active and animated.

’

Drunkenness and
i

‘MADISON K. MABRY,

one of the first members of the F', B. church jn

wag,

=

assisted by J. Marshall Hawkes, Teacher of Classics,
Natural Sciences and Vocal Music; Miss M.
A. Pike
Teacher of Modern Languages, Paintingand Drawinks Miss J, B. Stanley, Teacher of Instrumental
Music, Piano and Organ ; Mr. J. W. Titcomb, Jeph
er of * Spencerian System” of Penmanship; Miss
Abbie Mabry, Priméiry Department,
Tuition:
Common
English, $3,00;
ber English,
$4,00; Languages, $6.00; Music, § 0h Use of In’
strument, $2,00; Drawing, &c., $3,00 to $5,00; Pen-

Unity village, snd has ever maintained a Chris
tian character.
He was punctual at all the
church and covenant meetings Fiving his testimony in favor of the cause of ¢ rist, and ready
at all times to contribute to the support of the
gospel and all other benevolent enterprises.
We
visited him frequently during his sickness, and
always found him trusting in that religion that
has supported him through
many deep afflictions.
He bore his sufferings with’ up Christian cour-

Ilis last testimony

SEMINARY.

HE FALL TERM of this Institution
commence on Tuesday, Aug. 23, under the
sonal supervision of
A

Bro. Stevens was converted under the labors of,
and baptized by,Rev. D. B.Lewis in 1843 He was

age.

PARSONSFIELD

|

blank ‘range, hit him some tremendous
CoM.’
thuds between the shoulders. | At these he neral sermon by W.C. Hulse.
merely winced, and kept meekly on his
GEO. 8. ApAvi8 died in Norridgewock, Me.,
way, while the ‘‘ woman scorned” shouted Sept. 1st, aged 45 years and 8 months. Bro. A,
was born in Farmington, Me. At the age of
her execrations louder than ever. At last fifteen'he
that change of heart which
a constable ventured to expostulate, but gave to hisexperienced
life those amiable and lovely traits of
'| was told by the woman to mind his own character which endeared him to those who best

Qos.

like all other ground;

Gv

Yes, every man builds his own house,—
builds it many-chambhered, fresh-ventilated,
picture-hung,
vine-wreathed,
guest-full;
or low-pent, bare-walled, flowerless, inhospitable,—just in accordance with his inner

captain among his, and

class—is hardly to be regarded as a devoted
admirer of John Bright. Bright has little
or no sympathy with ambition; and the

representative

Heart

pleasant of men, genial, witty, and inclined
to social familiarity.
His conversation is

The English artisan, even when he devotes himself to political agitation, is becoming above all things respectable. He
13 no longer a picturesque figure,

to be found everywhere without

quence,
In private

Workingmen.
—

are

raw
you

When a boy, I was one morning playing at marbles in the village ball-alley
with a light heart and lighter pocket; the

a man of me.

who

search or trouble of any kind. I know of
no elass in the English commonwealth of
whom better things can be said, no class
who in the same time have made anything
like the same progress.— Atlantic Monthly.

;

A Sandwich Island journal reports, as a

and that the military organization of that

state alone offered an effectual barrier to
accustomed to discipline and understanding their Ji gress and ultimate triumph. He
its uses; democratic rather in ‘what is called regards the throne and the army as the only
the ‘‘philosophical radical” style than in the true foundations of a state.
He will make
manner of Bright and Cobden; fond of use of public opinion, and when it agrees
literature, and probably fonder still of with his own, to further his own designs,
science; calmly unorthodox, but assuredly but will neither follow it nor allow it to
not irreligious. Of course I have been govern him. From the Emperor of France.
describing the best class, but only, if I may he learned how to cheat the people with
use such a phrase, the ‘average best; that the semblance of liberty and self-governis to say, I have not had in my mind a few | ment, and to make universal suffrage the
striking and exceptional men ; I have been ignorant ‘and servile agent of absolutism.
thinking of a great many men, leaders in — Harper's Magazine.
—
their own immediate groups, indeed, but
A

dust-haunted,

Cuarran’s Boyhood.
—

day may then, I think, be described as a
manly, active-minded, self-reliant person,

nen

MRS. WINSLOW'S
SOOTHING SYRUP,

and Scientific, Commercial. Sumerior facilities are
furnished to Young Men Fitting
for College. Its
Commercial

Department is one of

the Most Success.

ful in the state. Terms moderate. For full information, send for Catalogue.
;
.
J. S. GARDNER, Prin.
Whitestown, N.

Y., July

WEST LEBANON
THE

FALL

TERM

FOR

22, ’70,

of

Academy

will

commence on Tuesday,
Aug. 3", and
continue
eleveilt weeks under the following instructors: G. H.
Pearson, A. B., Principal; Mi:s M. H. Fernald, Preceptrese,
and teacher of Instrumental Music; Mrs.
E.J. Cowell, teacher of Drawing; T. A. Stacy, teacher of Penmanship and ‘Voeal
Music; Miss A,
V.
Hayes, teacher of Wax Work.
4

Languages,

$6,00.
j

Common English, $4,50.

TEETHING,

greatly facilitates the process

ACADEMY.
Lebanon

CHILDREN

of teething, by

soften.

ing the gums, reducing all inflimmation—will allay
ALL PAIN and spasmodic action, and is
SURE

TO

Depend Spon
selves and
.

REGULATE
it, mothers,

THE

BOWELS.

it will give rest

RELIEF AND HEALTH

to

TO YOUR INFANTS.

We have put up and sold this article nearly
Higher English, $5,00

;

Primary, 84,00.

vears, and CAN

SAY IN CONFIDENCE

what we have never been

your-

able

thirt:

AND TRUTH of

to say

of any

other

it

medicine—~NEVER HAS IT FAILED IN A SINGLE INSTANCE TO E¥FECT A CURE, when timely used. NevGood boarding places can be obtained, Special ater did we know an instance of dissatisfaction hy any
tention given to those fitting for Collage.
“|_one
who used it. On the contrary, all are delighted
JOHN H, SHAPLEIGH, Sec.
with its operations, and speak in terms of commen«
dation of its mazical effects and medical virtues. We
Penmanship,

(12 lessons) $1,50.

Ins. Music, $10,00

D

* jc. The Teutons embrace the people of En-

7" gland, Scotland, most, of

nent

passed before in hope of endless life. Funeral
services by the writer, assisted by others,

speak in this matter “ WHAT

LASELL FEMALE SEMINARY.
AT AUBURNDALE, MASS.

Ten miles west of Boston.

Instruction

years

thorough.

careiul, complete.
Advantages for Musio, PaintingFrench and German, unsurpassed,
Particular atten,
tion paid to common and: solid branches.
Teachers
chosen with great care.
(Combines the advantages
‘and comforts of a school and home.)
Number lim-

ited to 40,
Address
Gp

Next year begins September 15,
CHAS, W. CUSHING.

2

SEMINARY,

WiLToN, Towa,
HIE SUMMER TERM commences Sept. 7.
‘Puition,—~common branches and incidentale—
$7.00;

extra

Boarding
dents.

branches,

and

Term, 12 weeks;

room

each,

experience,

AND

WE DO KNOW,” after

PLEDGE

OUR

OF WHAT

REPU-

WE' HERE

DECLARE.
In almost every Instance where the infant
18 suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief will be

found in fifteen or twenty minutes after the

syrup

is

administered,

Yk

directions for using will accompany each bot.

tle.

|

Be sureto call for

“ Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,”

L

WILTON

of

TATION FOR THE FULFILLMENT

$0.75.

rent at terms

to

favor

stu.

vacation through holidays.

O. E, BAKER,

Supt,

Having the facsimile of ‘“ CURTIS & PERKINS”? on
the outside wrapper. All others are base imitations,
SoM by Druggists throughout the world,
m23

50
cates.

AGENTS
wanted
jo sal the beautifu
Photograph
Mawfiage
Certifii
For terns, sound stamp to CRIDER & BR).

Publishers, York, Pa.
/
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.
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rnp.
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. News Summary.
‘

Ei

The reduction of the public debt since
1st, 1869, is $121,818,319.

doubled

October

her population

in the

000.

A Chinese newspaper has been established at
Helena, Mountana. Its politics are not_stated.
The Government will sell $4,000,000 of gold
and purchase $8,000,000 of bonds during October.
The October debt statement shows a further

than twenty-six feet square.

The President has issued an order making the

a sufficient force will be sent there {0 preserve
order and make life and property secure.

Later details increase, instead of diminishing,
"the sum total of destruction caused

Throughout

the

by the flood

extent of

her

water courses, from the mountains east to the
_ ‘Anna, and west on the lings of the James, Rockfish, and Shenandoah, the most serious: ravages

have been made.

So far over 80 lives are report-

ed lost, and there is strong reason to fear that’
the number may prove
still greater, The latest

-dispatches state

that the waters are receding all

over the devastated region.
One of the chief sufferers by the recentt flood in
i
the Shenandoah valley was Captain Avis,owner of
a large distillery swept away,who will be remembered as having been the jailor of John Brown
before his execution.
=e Da
The gold mines of California yield annually
$23,000,000—the quicksilver mimes $1,500,000, and
Wilson, the murderer of Warden Willard, of
the Connecticut State Prison, was Thursday convicted and sentenced to be hung.
‘A mile

of snow-sheds

on

the Central

things.

Railroad have been burned.
caving in of a coal mine

A

At Caseyville, Ill., the
buried 35 men.

Hon. HenryjWilson and Wendell Phillips will

palais gs
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soon take the stump.
Andrew

Johnson

Congress in the

1%
Sit oP HE

declined

Democracy have nominated
their candidate.

to run for

the

Mr. James White as

A

to be-

A strong force of Germans have crossed the
Rhine at Mulhouse.
The Prussians are organizing a corps of 100,000 men at Toul to operate against Lyons.
The plebiscitum in Rome, Sunday, resulted in
an almost unanimous vote in favor of union
with Italy,
and

arrived in England. He immediately took the
train to Hastings to visit the Empress. It is
despatches to her from Mar]

Tientsin gdvices yeport that the Chinese hav

refused the ultimatum of the ‘French and are
preparing for war.
The French are awaiting
orders from their government before proceeding
to extremities.
Gen.

Von Moltke is dead.

The garrison at Bitche has made a successful
sortie, and the siege is practically abandoned.’
It is rumored that a coalition has been formed
by China and Japan for the expulsion of for-eigners.
Gen. Cordova has been appointed to succeed
De Rodas as Captain-General of Cuba.

The yellow fever is spreading in Spain.
The “Prussians demand 100,000 francs indemnity

from

each of the Departments

which

they

occupy, for the expelled Germans,

It is reported that the Pope will take up his
residence in Malta.
Bismarck has made public the following state

ment:
Versailles, Oct. 7,—1:85, P. M.—I donot hold
"the opinion that the republican mstitutions of
constitute the danger for Germany, nor
France
have I,as asserted in the letter of the 17th ultimo,
-published in the London Daily Telegraph, ever
expressed sueh a view to Molet or to any other
BISMARCK.
(Signed)
person.
Louis Blanc tries his hand at making an ap.
It is characterized by the
peal for France.
peculiar French frenzy of which Victor Hugo had
steady given a conspicuous and sufficient exam

ple.

The Prussians are ready to bombard Paris.

In a skirmish at Fontainebleau the French had
the advantage.
A new Prussian
Strasbourg.

army

of

is advancing south

Further assassinations of foreigners in Paris
are reported.
An attack on Corea by Prussian corvettes is
anticipated.

Russia is preparing
the Caucasus,and

for active

operations

in

a force has been sent westward

from the Don.
The Prussians have captured Epernon.
The Prussians have planted around Metz the
cannon captured at Strasbourg.
It is said that an intrigue is in progress for
restoration of Nice to Italy.

Australia has

an

import

and

the

export trade of

$375,000,000 annually, and last year there were
-60,000 first-class passengers
between
England
and Australia.

Mail advices from Honolulu bring the sad intelligence that the

Queen

dowager, relict of Kame-

hameha
the third, died on the 20th of September.
Count Bernstorfl, the Prussian ambassador
to England, has renewed his demands that the
English government shall stop the export of
arms to France, and the tone of his communica~
tion may be characterized as firm. He distinctly
that England’s cheap diplomatic palain

ver

should be as complicated

engineer

a steam

covered with a
A writer in
000 people and
in the support

The plebiscitum in Rome has heen
almost
unanamous for King Victor Emanuel
Bismark formally denies that any “disposition
exists on the part of Prussia to make France a
second-rate power.

It is reported that

noted

mide

"FOREIGN.

General Bourbacki has escaped from Metz

organism

about friendly relations
is just now imper-

tinent.
Gambetta, having escaped from Paris in a
balloon, i¢’ now in Tours, Garibaldi is also in
that city, and has been received with demonstrations of flattering enthusiasm.

in

engine

Glasgow,

so small

self to cover

Scotland,

has

be

Good
Words says there are 100,~
10,000 houses in England enlisted
and practice of theit.

. The Christian population of Turkey
enjoys
entire exemption from military service. The
Turkish army numbers 120,000 men. The sol.
diers. are excellent in point of physique and
adaptability to their profession, but they
are
ill trained, and little skilled in the use of new.
fashioned firearms.
The Nile expedition of Sir Samuel Baker had
reached latitude 9 degrees 26, north, on the 15th
of June, all in good health.
The boats, fiftythree in number, had been safely transported
through the Nubian
Desert,
more than 1,800
camels being employed in the operation.
The London
Bookseller
gives one or two
examples of the decline in value in books quite
as remaritable as some of th instancese of an
enormous appreciation in rare copies. Bishop
Gibson’s
Preservation from
Popery, a few
years ago used to sell for sixty-five or seventy
dollars; now it finds few
purchasers at four
dollars and a quarter. Hammond’s works, which
formerly
commanded
forty
dollars, are now
.offered at five.

deferredeuntil the invaders shall be driven out of

worn out. I know a Southern woman who has
been the mother of seventeen children,
who at
sixty yearsof age would * do up her work” in
the morning,
getting breakfast,
milking two

or three

cows, etc., take a bunch

of rolls and

walk a mile and a half to see her daughter,—spin
all day and walk back at night, get supper and
milk again, besides ** packing >> water some thirty or forty rods. If she had spent as much of
her time over a cook-stove as a Yankee woman
in like circumstances would have done, I venture to say she could not have done ‘this. I
think we may learn something from the Southern people as well as they from us, but fear
there are few who will be willing to do'so, even

Draining Land.

of England.
A general result of his deductions
is that a healthy man 5 feet high has an average
weight of 115 pounds, and .each additional inch
of stature gives about 5 additional pounds of
weight.
A man
6 feet high ought to weigh 175

I

During the fall, after the pressure of the ordinary workis over, and even during open winters, much may be doce where the expense of
thorough
drainage
could
not be afforded in
opening ditches and other water-courses through
pounds. The antique statue of the dying gladiathe farm. Dead furrows may be opened, and
tor, which is meant to represent the highest
ditches cut where needed.
Wateris the life of
possible type of physical vigor, reduced to the
hight of 5 feet, has a bulk; which would give a | plants as well as animals; but the generality of
plants, like animals do not like to be continually
living weight of 196 pounds.
The Farnese Hersodked in it. Besides, the opening of ditches
- cules, which shows a development of muscle far
beyond what is ever found to exist, would give
will often enable you to get on to your fall
Hercules
a weight of 259 pounds were he 5 feet
plowing a week sooner in the spring than otherhigh.
wise,
¢ Carriers,” or shallow water-ways, may
Prof. Launkester, in Nature,
“that the smoke from the end

be economically

mentions the fact
of a pipe or cigar

is bluer than that which issues from the mouth.
Particles in a state of fine subdivision reflect a
blue color; but the particles of smoke that have
passed through the mouth have béen considerably aggregated so that the tint they reflect is mod

ified.

The blue color of the sky is due to reflect-

tion from minute particles of water, and accordingly the blue sky shows the polarization of reflected light. This same
polarization is shown
by the blue waters of the Lake.of Geneva, whose
color is not due to refleetion from the sky, but
to minute particles of some substance dissolved
in the water. It is said that waters that appear
blue leave, when evaporated, a white residue;
and those that appear green, a yellow residue.
This would make the green of some lakes due
to a conbination of the yellow
coloring-matter
with the normal blue.
Wilhelmshohe, or * William’s
Hights,” the
summer residence of Hesse-Cassel and now the
residenceto which
Louis Napoleon has been
assigned by the King of Prussia, is of peculiar
interest to Americans.
The place was built by
Frederick II., Elector of Hesse, out of the money
received by him of George ILI. of England, for
the 17,000 Hessians hired by King George,as
elector of Hanovér. Out of these 17,000, 5,000
were sent into Scotland, to maintain
English
authority there,and 12,000 were gent to America to fight the colonists in our war for independence. The labor and expense of building *¢ Wilhelmshohe ” were enormous.
It is said to have
required the work of 2,000
men for fourteen
years, and the accounts were so large that they
were burned to destroy all trace of the extravagance.

The

Examiner

and

Reflector 1s told that the

mummy
pits of Egypt are
being vigorously
wrought to supply phosphate of lime for British
agriculturalists, The bodies of men ambitious
of escaping the decay of nature are now ground
up, sifted, @nd borne in bags on the backs of
camels
to Alexandria, and thence by water to

England, “to give,” Says an exchange, * mineral
to the wheat

Victoria's

which

shall stiffen the backbone of

Parliament.”

We

know one

thing

which this practice will not give; it will not give
honor to a great nation.
One of the indications
of a refined people is their great regard for the
remains of the dead.
It is well known that so

high a value did the

ancient

Egyptians

set on

and

desecrate

the

remains

of fellow creatures.

which our laws guard the sanctity of the grave,
even to throwing obstacles in: the way of science
thereby? Are our graves ‘more
sacred
than

‘
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The New Treatise, just revised by order

PRICES.

of the General Conference, can now be had
on application, for 25 cents for each copy,
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 gents each for two or more copies.
Orders are solicited.

15 CP Clayed..30 @. 36
38
0 sweet....00 @. 0
28 | doMuscovadoss @.. 40
00 Gieninegos.... 12 [] 1!

has

never

|

rather full respiration,

interfered with.
the respiration.

be done by

had a horse in our team that would not stand af
ter stopping, and the prairie over which,we were
driving with a pair of bobesleds upon which
was placed a common
wagon box, was cover-

horses ran with the

companion

forward

sled.

out, and

if he does, the mere

counting will keep him |

awake.
Even though he may not now succeed
in procuring very sound sleep, he will at least
fall into a stat? of pleasant repose. Such is the account, somewhat abridged, of
this much vaunted “Art of procuring sound and
refreshing sleep at will,” given by Mr. Binns in
his “Anatomy of Sleep.” He, it seems, purchased
the secret from Mr. Gardner, and hints at his
generosity in having made it public gratis. It is
founded on the principle that monotony,
. or the
influence on the mind of a single idea, as we have
already shown, induces slumber.
The iuventor
had for years suffered great agony with conse:
quent sleeplessness, from an injury of his spine
In this sad condition, opium and other sedatives
were found rather to increase than to allay his
sufferings,
He was a contemplative man, and
at length. discoyered the secret of ‘subduing
sleeplessness and commanding repose by a sim-

time he is safe for a child to drive. TItisa valua.
ble quality in a horse, and one of their first
lessons should be to stop and stand.
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out, Ithasalarge number of selected and choice
Tunes as well as many of our best Hymns.
Itis
compact in form, can be easily carried in the pocket
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The plan is at all events safe and easy of application, and any wakeful reader can test
it on himself.—John A. Fleming.
3

as been revised and much improved, printed on
stereotype plates, made from new type through-
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been clothed in an en-

tirely new dress, and presents a very
comely appearance. It should be in
every Baptist family. Let every pas-
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Before we

stop suddenly
and dance, trembling, with fear
and excitement.
We have a driving horse now
that will stop so suddenly if commanded, as
nearly to unseat the driver, and at the same

Good Urdinary 144 @ 16 |Lard, Western—
Mid.to
gd mid ..17 @ 18
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TEAS,
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the

could recover they were four or five rods away,
Giving the word sharply *‘ whoa,” the mare
made an effort to stop, but the headway of the
other horse prevented her.
Again the word
was shouted, and throwing herself upgn her
haunches
the other horse turned a complete
.snmmer-sault and horses and sled were badly
mixed up. Nothing,
however, was seriously
damaged,
and we
proceeded on our way after putting the sleds together again, This les.

the

he sees the breath passing through his nostrils
in a continuous stream, and at the instant that he
brings his mind to conceive this, apart from all
other ideas, consciousness S leay es him, and: he
fills asleep.
Sometimes it happens that the meibed does
not at once succeed. It.should be persevered in.
Let ti
person take in thirty or forty full respirations and proceed as before, but he must by no
means attempt to count the respiratory acts, for

ed with sleet. Going at good speed, the'sled swinging round struck a hummock, parted and
and

through

Attention must be fixed upon
The person must imagine that

AND

giving the word, atid, checking him suddenly
to a dead halt. ‘A tractable horse will soon learn
to obey whenever he hears the word.
We once

ourselves

breathing

oi

Herring, pick.5 00 @ 8 00 | Family ....21 00 g24 00
FLOUR AND MEAL,
|Pork,

nostrils as much as possible,
This last, however,
is not absolutely necessary, and some persons
breathe habitually by the mouth.
Having taken
the full respiration, the lungs are” to be left to
their own action; thatis, respiration is not to be

GC

run dway, it may

Sleep.

ren

7

~ TREATISE.

For the week ending, Oct. 5, 1870.
CANDLES,
MOLASSES,

Alewives.
Salmon. tce

Let us suppose, theng a person to be in a particularly wakeful state,” and that he has tossed
and tumbled about into” the small hours of the
morning without any feeling of somnolence.
If
he should now desire deep repose, the following
proceeding must be adopted:
He is to lie on his right side, with his Resi
comfortable placed on a pillow, having:the neck
straight, so that respiration may. be unimpeded.
Let him then close hislips slightTy and ‘take a

SACRED

Colts.

Colts are usually taken up at three years past,
and broken
during the
fall and winter, The
proper way is to begin breaking them when
colts.
Breaking too often means subduing them
by brute force, and abuse.
Horses thus broken,
are never as reliable as those broken under kind
usage.
We beg parvdon,—they are not broken
‘under kind usage, they are educated. Horses
have far more intelligence than they often get
credit for. They have love, fear, memory, hope,
gratitude and,—good and evil dispositions, and
just as they are educated, so will they be. If
treated
kindly, but firmly while yet young,
their education like that of a child is one half
accomplished. One of the most important things
to teach a horse or colt is to stop perfectly
still and stand when they hear the word “ Whoa,”
sharply given. It would save more - accidents
from runaways than all the straps that were
‘ever used. It is one of the first things we
teach a horse. If he has been already driven

and

How .to Procure

an upright scrap-

son to fhe wild horse was final, ‘Whenever afterwards he heard the sharp command he would

bitherto been regarded the common instincts of
humanity, But why, then, the jealousy with

those of Cheops?

made

er and
steady team,—the
implement so universally
used for making roads.
Where the
ditches are wanted deeper, they may be finished
by hand.
A system of thorough drainage would
double the average production of farms not naturally or otherwise drained:
How
essential,
therefore, that we attend to the surface drain:
age!
A little observation in the autumn, when
the fields are clean, will. give you a just idea of
where the drains are to be placed, and this year
is the time to do it, for the next season may be
as wet as this one has been dry.

threw

But perhaps,in our advanced stage of civilization,
this is a weakness, and the means of fatting
beef and beef-eaters is paramount to what has

The decree of the, French ministers at Tours
ordering an election ‘of members of a Constituent
Assembly, has been annulled by the Paris committee of defence, or at least the execution of it is

never seem so overtaskediand worried and

The late Dr. John Hutchinson collected the
statistics of the hight and weight of 5,000 people

reports agree that the fight was a severe and pro-

All

dishes.

endeavor to increase the depth of good soil, as
well.
Where there is good natural grass land,
like the Kentucky blue grass region, or any
other good natural grasses, it is wise to continue
the best portions in permanent
pasture
and
mowing; for be it known, the mixed natural
grasses,when managed properly, make hay equa)
to any on the face of the globe.
There are threefourths of the farmers in America who have no
idea of what
a fleadow is 1n England; the term
is never applied to aught but old, permanent,
natural grass fields, which lie low enough to be
often movwed without injury to the sward,
Exbiusted meadow land is rapidly renovated by
good grazing, and there is no - naturally good
grass, which by bad management has been reduced and run out, but may be brought back,
without uny plowing, by good grazing witha
variety of stock.—Practical Farmer.

when greatly to their advantage.

tracted ome, but the Prussians, although temporarily forced back, at length succeeded in repulsing
the French, who left in their hands many killed,
wounded and prisoners.

Bazine has made another desperate and unsuc-

your table with numerous

ple of the North, and as a rule small eaters. A
breakfast of plain bread
and
meat, butter,
molasses and coffee, with the addition, perhaps,
of a dish of stewed fruit, and this without variation from one year’s end to another, (except
that eggs take the place of butter at some seasons
of the year) is' good enough, to be. sure, but it
tempts no one to habits of gluttony.
Dinner is,
as it shoutd be, the principal meal.
Milk, broil.
ed meat and vegetables, with perhaps a custard
or apple-pie for dessert in winter and spring, or
a large plain fruit pie in summer, and fried
chicken, when chickens get large enough, is the
usual variety in every family.
What one fami-.
ly eats at one season of the year, every family
eats.
Company expect nothing more than the
large plain pie and the fried chicken.
On great
occasions, weddings
and the
like, they have
more variety, and usually one kind of rich cake
—rich, but not highly
scasoned.
Even then
there are fewer dishes than I have often scen
on a common
Yankee
tea-table.
For supper
they have milk
aguain,—butter-milk is usually
preferred (and it is best, for they churn-all the
milk every day), and the cold victuals left from
dinner,or bread and butter alone.
Now, they
know nothing about hygiene.
We preach and
they practice.
Notin all things, to be sure, but
we cry *‘ light suppers,” and then set rich cake
oN
ele of nice little bits upon the table
to Tea®
people astray.
They say nothing about
it, and Yet forth such food as invites none but the
hungry to partake. Dr. Hall says nothing should
be taken for supper but one slice of bread and
butter and a.cup of weak tea.
Who obeys him?
But what a saving of labor if people only would
obey him!
The Southern women do any amount
of spinning and
w :aving, and they think they
.work harder than their Yankee
sisters. But

they

the incorruptibility- of the mortal body, that,if
necessary, they would live in abject poverty,
that they might save money enough to pay for
embulmment and a tomb.
It seems to us like
wholesale treachery, thus to invade burial places

cessfnl attack on the forces investing Metz.

do n’t slave your-

ern neighbors are a far bardier race than the peo-

;

lady’s thimble.

BOSTON WHOSLSALE

iad

‘their

If you want variety,
let it be by having different
things upon different days; a pie to-day and a
pudding to-morrow, instead of both pudding and
pie at once. Every time you set many things
before your little’ ones at once, you tempt them
to overload their stomachs, and day by day, they
form the habit of over-eating.
“All that can be
said or written against this habit will be of no
‘avail so long as tables are spread-as custom and
pride demand of many at the North.
I cannot
speak for all parts df the South, but my South-

his

that#it cap

advice to housekeepers who * do

as regularly and as neatly, but

as

that

To ‘biing exhausted land into a good state of
fertility is one of the easiest’ proceedings in the
world, for if there isno heavy or any manure
to be had within a reasonable distance, it is only
to obtain a light, concentrated kind, and grow

Markets.

turnips to be eaten, and the dung and urine will
trrsaes
OrtRICO.s av 45
@.
cause any crop to grow aiter,among which clover.
own work :”
?
: can be sown, and that can be disposed of in the
nthracite,..
9
ve, ¥
«135 @ 140
FREE,
rR
$4
Most farmers’ wives at the North cook more same way as the turnips, or in any way circum: Java ¥ I OFFEs. 0 2
Crude Sperm 1 20 @ 1 25
than they need to; more than is for the health stances may demand, Having once re-establish- £5 DOWNED. ++: 1] 018
Ri0.ieeioersrsilS @00 21 | Do Whale. 0 42 ve 60
ed fertility, the rotation must be brought to come
and real comfort of their families.
Get as good
COTT ON.
:
Sin
around often enough to keep up richness, and
a breakfast and dinner as you will; prepare them
Ordinary...ceeee 13 @ 18%iSperm.......1 FS 305
friendly,

an extended series

those which he describes, and believe
experiments need to be verified.

In the local elections in Delaware, the Republicans carried the State.

The bombardment of Paris is expected
gin soon.

He has been making

produced

General John F. Farnsworth has been nominated for Congress by the Republicans of the
First Illinois district.
He is now serving his
sixth term in Congress.
He was electedin 1868
by more than ight thousand majority, and will
be returned of course.

lieved he carried
shal Bazaine.

BRTad

having

first district of Tennessee,

A writer in the Advance gives this bit of

In a single solid block it would not be less

of experiments with organic. solutions in closed
vessels, and also with solutions of purely inorAlthough in some cases the vesge
matter.
sels, after having been sealed, were submitted |
for four hours to a temperature of 300 degrees
Fahrenheit, he obtained from them, after some
weeks,
living organisms, which
he believes
were
produced
without
parentage.
Scveral
microscopists who have examined his figures
express
their surprise
that a Leterogenously-

Pacific

=

The

——

’

The SS
says that H. Charlton Bastian has published in three consecutive numbers
of Nature along paper on what is sometimes
called *¢ spontanéous.
generation,”’—or,
more
properly, the heterogenous evolution of living

the coal fields $1,000,000.

OCTOBER 12, 1870.

:

Renovating Land."

Overworked Housekeepers.

Professor C. A. Young of Dartmouth College
has been appointed on the government expedition
for observing the total eclipse of the sun, on
December, 22. He goes to Malaga, Spain, in
Professor Winlock’s party, and is to have charge
of the spectroscopic work, his investigations in
that line having excited interest among savans.
Accordingto the Cincinnati Gazelle,
a man in
Cumminsville, O., has a plant resembling broom
corn or Chinese sugar cane, grown from seed
found in a mummy case, which had lain there
somewliere between two and
three thousand
years.
Bryant’s translation of Homer is almost excluded from the average reader, on account of
the costly style in which it is issued.
Appleton’s
Journal thinks an’ edition for general ¢irculation
would do much to popularize Mr. Bryant's version of the “Iliad,” and probably in time render
it more generally-acceptable than Pop's,
Fifty years ago, at the age of twenty, the his.
torian Bancroft received tiie degree of Doctor of
Philosophy
from
the German
University of
Gottingen, where he had been a student for two
years, Th fiftieth year of his Doctorate found
him U. 8S. Minister at Berlin.

State of Alabama a separate military district, and

Virginia.

by bal.
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last ten years.

in

have come

All the gold in the world in the form of coin,
jewelry, etc., is estimated at about $6,000,000

decrease of over $9,000,000.

iW

whose eamp it is said to

loonexpi¢ss, and it may turn out to be a hoax.

MISCELLANEOUS.

St. Louis has

Rural und Domestic.

France. This decree is published by the Prussians
into
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